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"I don't know where I'm goin'

But I sure know where I've been

Hanging on the promises in songs of yesterday

An' I've made up my mind, I ain't wasting no more time

Here I go again

Tho' I keep searching for an answer

I never seem to �nd what I'm looking for

Oh Lord, I pray you give me strength to carry on

'Cause I know what it means to walk along the lonely street of dreams

Here I go again on my own

Goin' down the only road I've ever known

Like a drifter I was born to walk alone

An' I've made up my mind, I ain't wasting no more time

Here I go again..."

David Coverdale and Bernie Marsden - Whitesnake.
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Resumo

Progressos recentes em informação quântica têm demonstrado nossa capacidade de de-

tectar e controlar as propriedades quânticas em materiais magnéticos moleculares. Nos

últimos anos, foi demonstrado que estes materiais possuem correlações quânticas alta-

mente estáveis contra perturbações externas como temperatura e pressão. Assim, o es-

tudo desses sistemas abre as portas para o controle total de suas propriedades quânticas,

proporcionando perspectivas de pesquisa fascinantes e inovadoras, preparando o caminho

para aplicações promissoras em tecnologias quânticas emergentes. Neste contexto, esta

tese explora o potencial de sistemas magnéticos moleculares como protótipos de mate-

riais para a tecnologia da informação quântica, abordando três questões principais: (i)

projeto e síntese de novos materiais, (ii) caracterização de seu comportamento magnético

e quântico e (iii) a detecção e manipulação de quanti�cadores de informação quântica,

como emaranhamento de formação, discórdia quântica entrópica e geométrica em mag-

netos moleculares pela medição de propriedades termodinâmicas de sólidos, tais como

suscetibilidade magnética, energia interna, calor especí�co e até mesmo propriedades de

espalhamento de nêutrons. Os resultados apresentados nessa tese reforçam o fato de que os

sistemas magnéticos moleculares podem ser imunes ao mecanismo de decoerência térmica,

permitindo a sobrevivência de seus efeitos quânticos acima da temperatura ambiente.

Palavras-chave: Correlação Quântica; Emaranhamento; Magnetismo Molecular; Infor-

mação Quântica.



Abstract

Recent progress in quantum information theory has demonstrated our ability to detect

and control quantum properties in customized molecular magnetic materials. In recent

years, it was demonstrated that engineered molecular magnetic materials has a high sta-

bility of its quantum correlations against external perturbations. As a result, the study

of these systems provides opportunities to achieve full control of its quantum properties,

providing fascinating and innovative research perspectives and paving the way for promis-

ing applications in emerging quantum technologies. In this context, this thesis explores

the potential of molecular magnets to be prototype materials for quantum information

technology by addressing three principal issues: (i) design and synthesis of novel materi-

als, (ii) characterization of their magnetic and quantum behavior, and (iii) detection and

manipulation of quantum information quanti�ers, such as entanglement of formation and

entropic and geometric quantum discord in molecular magnets by the measurement of

the thermodynamic properties of solids, such as magnetic susceptibility, internal energy,

speci�c heat, and even neutron scattering properties. The results presented in this thesis

strengthen the fact that molecular magnets may be somewhat immune to decoherence

mechanisms, allowing survival of quantum e�ects above room temperature.

Keywords: Quantum Correlations; Entanglement; Molecular Magnetism; Quantum In-

formation.
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1 Introduction

The study of theoretical quantum information quanti�ers has attracted con-

siderable attention, since they are a key resource for several information-processing proto-

cols [1�7]. For example, the constituents of interacting many-body systems are generally

correlated and the presence of genuinely quantum correlations is usually related to the

existence of quantum entanglement, a well-known and useful resource for quantum tasks.

However, the notion of quantum correlations has been expanded [2, 8�19], and it has

been shown that quantum entanglement does not encompass all possible quantum corre-

lations in a system. Such nonclassical correlations beyond entanglement have been called

quantum discord [9�11]. In recent years, it has been understood that these nonclassical

correlations play an important role in many quantum information processing applications,

especially when entanglement is absent [2, 9, 15, 16,20].

The emergence of new quantum devices based on condensed matter systems

requires one to understand its fundamental concepts, which can provide the opportunity

for full control of quantum properties of such systems, thus reinforcing new applications

and providing fascinating and innovative perspectives. However, the development of quan-

tum systems that allow the application with great accuracy of any quantum information

processing protocol is compromised by the inevitable coupling of this system with the

external environment. This coupling promotes the destruction of the quantum properties

of the system of interest. This has been a major hurdle in developing technological devices

based on large-scale quantum information. In this scenario, the characterization and full

knowledge of nonclassical correlations constitute a rather complicated task from the theo-

retical [21] and experimental [22] points of view. This scenario is even worse for condensed

matter systems, because, for these, the number of constituents in the system is often close

to the Avogadro constant of ∼ 6 × 1023. However, molecular magnetic systems appear

as strong candidates for platforms for processing of quantum information [2, 20, 23�32].

In this class of materials, intermolecular interactions are extremely weak, when com-
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pared to intramolecular interactions [23]. Therefore, these systems can be seen as an

excellent realization of clusters and chains of spins with interesting topological conforma-

tions [2, 30�33], whose magnetic behavior is described through its fundamental magnetic

unit, such as dimers [2, 33], trimers [30], large clusters [31], and chains [32].

The recent demonstration that quantum correlations can be measured by the

thermodynamic properties of solids, such as magnetic susceptibility, internal energy [2,20],

speci�c heat, or even difractive properties of neutron scattering [12,24], shows that quan-

tum correlations can be related to signi�cant macroscopic and structural e�ects allowing

the measurement and control of quantum correlations in solid state systems in customized

molecular magnetic materials. Consequently, the design of novel materials, with opera-

tional properties for quantum information coding, processing, and distribution, becomes

an actual challenge to overcome.

In the past few years, it has been demonstrated that molecular magnetic ma-

terials can contain quantum correlations [2, 20, 25, 27�29, 34�36], with high stability and

resistance to external disturbances, such as high temperatures, pressures, and magnetic

�elds [2, 20, 27, 28]. The large gap between the ground state and the �rst-excited state

found in some materials, allowing the existence of quantum correlations at higher temper-

atures [25,28,29]. In this context, molecular magnetic systems may be somewhat immune

to decoherence mechanisms, which leads to the destruction of the quantum properties of

the system of interest, owing to the inevitable coupling of the quantum system with the

external environment, and promotes the aim of greater e�ciency and lower costs for the

production of new devices based on quantum information technologies. Recently, it has

been demonstrated that these materials can combine classical properties (i.e., those found

in conventional magnets [37]) with quantum properties, such as quantum interference [38],

quantum tunneling of magnetization [39,40], entangled quantum states [2,25,28,29], and

quantum correlations [2, 20], so that these systems hold promise for use as the basis of

new devices, including quantum logic keys, a key ingredient for the large-scale production

of computers and quantum devices.

Consequently, the study of these systems o�ers an opportunity to enable full

control of their quantum properties, providing fascinating and innovative research per-

spectives and enabling promising applications in emerging quantum technologies, paving

the way toward the limits of quantum mechanics. Several aspects are worthy of thorough

research: (i) how robust are their quantum features against temperature and (ii) how
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large a system can support these properties. In this context, the aim of this thesis is to

explore fundamental aspects of quantum information theory, through the development of

models for the theoretical characterization of the quantum properties of molecular mag-

netic systems, seeking to propose new materials with di�erent topologies, aiming at the

optimization of their quantum properties, and highlighting the design and characteriza-

tion of isotropically coupled spin-1/2 pairs, i.e., a molecular magnetic system in a d9

electronic con�guration such as Cu ions in the 2+ oxidation state. The overall concept

of this thesis is to explore the potential of these materials to be prototype materials for

quantum information technology by addressing three principal issues: (i) design and syn-

thesis of novel materials, (ii) characterization of their magnetic and quantum behavior,

and (iii) detection of quantum information quanti�ers, such as entanglement of formation

and entropic and geometric quantum discord in molecular magnets by the measurement

of thermodynamic properties of solids, such as magnetic susceptibility, internal energy,

speci�c heat, and even neutron scattering properties.

The thesis is divided as follows: Chapters 2 and 3 present an introduction to

the concepts and techniques that we use in the works related to this thesis. Chapter

2 contains an introduction to low-dimensional molecular magnetism, where we show its

theoretical foundations and we describe the step-by-step process of developing models for

low-dimensional molecular magnets, an essential step for the connection of thermodynamic

properties with quantum ones. In Chapter 3, we discuss the forms of characterization and

quanti�cation of quantum correlations, as well as their in�uence on molecular magnetic

systems. We show the analytical expressions for quantum information quanti�ers, such as

entanglement witness, entanglement of formation, and entropic and geometric quantum

discord, based on the Schatten 1-norm, in bipartite systems. In Chapter 4, we present a

literature review and the state of the art in quantum information in molecular magnetic

systems. Chapters 5 to 7 present the main results of this thesis. In Chapter 5, we

show that carboxylate-based molecular magnets can support quantum correlations at

thousands of kelvins above room temperature. We provide the literature on engineered

materials with high stability of quantum correlations against external perturbations. In

Chapter 6, we show that and external pressure can induce structural contraction in a

metal�silicate framework, leading to a change of its magnetic alignment and decreasing

the degree of quantum correlations in the system. In addition, in Chapter 7 we establish

a relationship between the detection of quantum correlations and di�ractive properties
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of neutron scattering, allowing the measurement of nonclassical correlations in molecular

magnetic materials via neutron scattering experiments. Finally, in Chapter 8, we present

the general conclusions of the thesis and provide some outlooks for future works.
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2 Low-Dimensional Molecular Magnetism

In this chapter, we show the theoretical foundations used in the characteriza-

tion of molecular magnets, highlighting the analysis of clusters, also called zero-dimensional

systems (as spin-1/2 interacting pairs in a quantum spin lattice). We give a theoretical

description of magnetic coupling based on the Heisenberg model and present the process

of construction of analytical models for the description of the magnetic behavior of some

molecular magnets and �rst principles calculatiosn. In addition, we also quote the analy-

sis of single-crystal and powder average inelastic neutron scattering structure factors. For

more detailed discussions about the topics covered in this chapter, see Refs. [1,23,41�44].

2.1 Introduction

In the past few decades, the development of new technologies has provided

great advances in materials preparation techniques. New compounds have been synthe-

sized and, as a consequence, several new physical phenomena can be studied: among

them is molecular magnetism, a multidisciplinary research area that has emerged from

the intersection of magnetism, quantum mechanics, and organic and molecular chemistry.

According to Kahn [41], it is a subarea of condensed matter physics, based on rational

planning and the synthesis of new compounds, aiming at the achievement of properties

coupled to magnetism [44].

Molecular magnetic materials are synthesized by methods of organic and molec-

ular chemistry, particularly conducted in solution at room temperatures and generally

composed by nonmetals with or without ions or metal atoms in their structure. There-

fore, they have some unique magnetic properties, because their magnetic behavior can

originate exclusively from the unpaired electrons of some types of organic radicals (p elec-

trons) [44]. In addition, they may be in the form of metal compounds or coordination

polymers, where organic molecules are attached to metallic ions with d and f orbitals. In
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this scenario, the organic component may act passively, only as a mediator of the magnetic

interaction, or actively, contributing to the magnetic moment through p orbitals [44]. For

these and other reasons, which will be discussed in this chapter, the study of molecu-

lar magnets allows an approach along several strands that transcend the conventional

description of magnetism [23,41,44], leading to interesting research perspectives.

2.1.1 Brief History of Molecular Magnetism

The phenomenological nature of magnetism has been known since antiquity,

and, after all these years, the study of magnetic materials has, and still does, play a

fundamental role in the development of society by providing the production of various

materials and devices indispensable to modern life [45]. However, the main interest in

magnetic phenomena grew exponentially in the mid-19th century, primarily for applica-

tions to the production of electrical energy, and later (in the 20th century) with the advent

of information technology for storing and reading data. The theory of magnetism formu-

lated by Heisenberg [46] introduces the concept of exchange as one of the fundamental

forms for the construction of a phenomenological model for a description of the magnetic

properties of physical systems. For decades, it was believed that magnetic phenomena

only manifested themselves in compounds that contained transition metals in their struc-

ture, such as iron, cobalt, nickel, or the rare-earth elements samarium, praseodymium,

and neodymium [45]. Magnetic properties emerge from long-range interactions, directly

between orbitals (in the case of pure elements and metallic alloys) or indirectly, medi-

ated by a nonmagnetic anion (in the case of manganitites and ferrites) [23]. In most

cases, the magnetic materials studied at this moment in history have exhibited conven-

tional magnetic properties, such as spontaneous ordering and phase transitions, as well

as having three-dimensional crystalline structure. They are opaque, dense, and gener-

ally conductive, in addition to being synthesized through ubiquitous techniques derived

from metallurgy and ceramics, whose processes involve high temperatures of hundreds of

kelvins above room temperature.

On the other hand, the history of molecular magnetism is recent compared

to the millennial history of the phenomenological observation of magnetic phenomena,

owing to the huge experimental limitations up to the second half of the 20th century [23],

because its physical e�ects are detected at low temperatures. Historically, the advent
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of molecular magnetism, in its most comprehensive de�nition, actually occurred in 1952

with the observation of magnetic interactions originating from an isolated copper dimer

(CuII(CH3COO)2), made by the physicists Bleaney and Bowers, in a paper published

that year [47], where they explained the observed magnetism at low temperatures as

a result of the antiferromagnetic interaction between the two copper ions. Since then,

there has been a huge evolution in research on molecular magnets. Because of their

ease of synthesis, great versatility, low toxicity, biocompatibility, and the stability of

their quantum properties against decoherence processes, molecular magnets are extremely

promising materials in the development of new technological devices, high-density data

storage [37], magneto-optics [48], magnetic refrigeration [49�51], and quantum computing

and information [2, 20,25,27�29,34,35], etc. [30�33].

However, despite the potential technological interest of this class of materials,

the scienti�c community is still looking up systems with technologically useful perfor-

mances at room temperature. In this way, the search for high-coercivity molecular mag-

nets, that is, high magnetic information capacity, high resiliency, and basic capacities for

the development of technology, has driven research in low-dimensional magnetic systems

in recent years. The synthesis of mixed compounds containing organic radicals and transi-

tion metals has been a good alternative [52], providing fascinating and innovative research

perspectives and paving the way for promising applications in emerging technologies.

2.1.2 Fundamental Aspects and Main Properties

From a structural point of view, molecular magnetic systems can be seen as

an excellent realization of isolated molecules or chains, forming spin clusters owing to

their low dimensionality. This fact leads to some interesting perspectives on the design of

novel compounds with di�erent topological conformations. These materials usually have

a few metal centers connected to each other, where their magnetic properties are often

re�ections of their quantum behavior [23]. They can present as an isolated molecule or

spin cluster, which may be dimers, trimers, tetramers, or they may form larger structures

such as unidimensional chains, surfaces, and interacting sheets of magnetic ions, forming

three-dimensional networks.

In addition, in most cases, this class of materials presents intermolecular inter-

actions that are extremely weak when compared to intramolecular interactions. Therefore,
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the magnetic behavior of a molecular magnet can be described by considering its lower

unit, such as a monomer, dimer, trimer and so forth [23]. Owing to its low-dimensional

characteristics, the theoretical models that describe the magnetic behavior of these ma-

terials are generally analytically soluble [44], which allows us to discern their physical

properties in details.

In this context, establishing a relationship between magnetic interactions and

the crystal lattice is one of the fundamental aspects behind the study of molecular mag-

netic systems. The general rules governing the interactions of these systems have been

exhaustively studied since the advent of molecular magnetism in 1952, and although these

rules have been chemically consolidated [53], there are several degrees of freedom that are

extremely important from the physical point of view but still unexplored (especially from a

quantum point of view). For example, various molecular magnetic systems, such as metal�

organic crystal systems, have an immense variety of topologies and compositions, leading

to dramatic e�ects on magnetic behavior and, consequently, their physical properties [44].

For this reason, chemists and physicists have combined their knowledge to systematically

understand the relationship between structure and magnetism and its implications on the

magnetic properties of these systems and its advantages on the development of emerging

technologies [44].

Magnetic molecular compounds are usually organized according to the chemi-

cal nature of the spin carriers, these can be: (i) inorganic, where its magnetic phenomena

emerges from transition metals and rare earth ions, without the presence of carbon-

hydrogen bound; (ii) organic, where organic radicals with p electrons are the ones respon-

sible for its magnetic behavior; or (iii) metal-organic, where its the magnetic nature is

emerging from transition metal ions bounded to organic molecules or radicals.

Inorganic Molecular Magnetic Systems

There are numerous observations of low-dimensional magnetism in inorganic

systems, such as the wide range of composites formed by transition metals and rare-earth

ions, from where many of the traditional magnetic systems originate [1, 23]. The low-

dimensional properties in inorganic magnetic systems emerge mostly from their chemical

aspects, related to systems with low value of their spin angular momentum s = 1/2,

typically observed in systems composed of Cu2+ ions or V4+ ions [1,23], and s = 1 typically
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observed in systems composed of nickel Ni2+ [1,23], allowing the emergence of interactions

of quantum order that characterize the magnetic properties of these systems and may lead

these compounds to interesting applications in the study of the quantum information

processing in these materials [1, 23]. In addition, topological aspects are also relevant,

because they allow us to incorporate these ions into particular private units, such as

clusters and chains, guaranteeing the low dimensionality of these systems. Consequently,

low-dimensional inorganic molecular magnetic compounds exhibit fascinating properties

that can be extremely useful from the point of view of technology, such as higher ordination

and transition temperatures, as well as easy crystallization, allowing large-scale production

of reasonably sized magnetic crystals of speci�c structural and magnetic characteristics

[1, 23].

Organic Molecular Magnetic Systems

Purely organic molecular magnetic systems are characterized by having only

p electrons as the ones responsible for the magnetic properties. These compounds consist

basically of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and, in some cases, phosphorus, sulfur,

and �uorine [1,23,44,54]. The main organic radicals used in molecular magnetic systems

are nitronyl-nitroxide, nitroxide, verdazil, and thiazyl [1, 54]. Among the most studied

organic magnets in the literature, it is worth mentioning the nitronyl-nitroxide radicals

[1, 54]. These radicals have an electronic delocalization, which makes materials based on

organic radicals good transmitters of magnetic information [1]. Therefore, these materials

are widely used as paramagnetic building blocks to obtain magnetic molecular compounds.

Another important attribute of organic molecular magnetic compounds is their

versatility of synthesis, because modi�cations of the radical group1 in�uence the crystal

structure in the organization of the molecules by modifying the distances and angles

between sites with magnetic moment, leading to the emergence of intermolecular interac-

tions, having dramatic consequences on their magnetic properties.

However, although organic metal magnetic systems are extremely interesting

from a physical and chemical point of view, the low magnetic ordering temperatures

observed in these systems constitute a major phenomenological obstacle to their techno-

logical application.
1The R group comprises nitronyl-nitroxide, nitroxide, verdazil, and thiazyl.
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Metal-Organic Molecular Magnetic Systems

One approach used to obtain systems with properties technologically useful

performances at room temperature such as, for instance, the stability of their quantum

properties against thermal decoherence processes, is the synthesis of organic compounds

containing transition metals, the so-called metal-organic molecular magnets. In metal-

organic systems, the magnetic nature emerges from transition metal ions and/or organic

radicals. Consequently, the magnetic properties of these compounds are determined pri-

marily by the d electrons of the transition metal and/or the p electrons of the organic

radicals [1].

In general, these systems are divided into two classes: the so-called open-

shell magnetic systems [55, 56], where the organic component acts actively in magnetism

through one or more free radicals [1], and the so-called closed-shell magnetic systems

[57, 58], where the organic component does not contain free radicals, acting passively in

the magnetism only as a mediator of the magnetic interaction, in which case the magnetic

properties are only emerging from transition metals.

In this thesis, we focus on closed-shell molecular magnetic systems, because

the relationships between their magnetic and structural properties are well understood

chemically but are still unexplored from the quantum point of view, especially in the char-

acterization of quantum correlations between the components of these systems, opening

a wide avenue to the rational development of new compounds with interesting quantum

characteristics with high stability and resistance to external disturbances, such as high

temperatures, pressures, and magnetic �elds [2, 20, 27,28].

Because of their ease of synthesis and great versatility, metal-organic molecular

magnets have been the subject of intense study. Their properties make them promising

materials to be used in several technological devices and they have a wide range of fas-

cinating applications; e.g., their low toxicity and biocompatibility are very useful in the

development of new drugs for the treatment of cancer diseases [31]; they can be used in

high-density data storage devices [37] and quantum computing devices using the stability

of their quantum properties against decoherence processes [2,25,28,29]; they have applica-

tions in magnetic refrigeration [49�51] and spintronics [37]; and they have other interesting

potential characteristics for applications as prototype materials. A deep understanding of

the fundamental aspects of the physical nature of these materials still needs careful atten-
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tion. In this context, novel materials are synthesized and characterized from a magnetic

and structural point of view to be used in those applications previously mentioned.

2.2 Theoretical Foundations

Since their advent, the unique properties of molecular magnetic systems have

allowed a deep study of fundamental aspects of several new physical phenomena that

challenge a series of well-established concepts. One of the advantages of the study of

low-dimensional molecular magnets lies in the relative simplicity of the description of

their magnetic properties. Depending on the size of the Hilbert space associated with

these systems, it is possible to characterize their thermodynamic properties analytically,

because the Hamiltonian models that describe their quantum behavior are already known

and their physical aspects are well known in the literature.

2.2.1 Hamiltonians and Interactions

Heisenberg Hamiltonian

One of the simplest Hamiltonian models, which emerges from the problem

of two electrons close to the vicinity of two closed-shell atoms, used to describe the

magnetic nature of interactions in molecular magnets is the Heisenberg�Dirac�Van Vleck

Hamiltonian [23]

H = −
∑

i,j

J ~Si · ~Sj , (2.1)

in which the sum is taken over the exchange Hamiltonians for all the {i,j} pairs of atoms,

where ~Si and ~Sj are the spin operators related to the ions on sites i and j, respectively,

and J is the exchange parameter (magnetic coupling constant).

This Hamiltonian is de�ned by considering localized wavefunctions [1,23]. Be-

cause the hopping integral rules the kinetics of the electrons, localized wavefunctions are a

consequence of small values of the hopping integral [1,23]. Due to this fact, this Hamilto-

nian, Eq. (2.1), is not a reliable description of the physical properties of metallic systems.
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However, molecular magnets are, in most cases, insulators and are very well described by

the Heisenberg models [1, 23].

In order to contextualize the mathematical description of this text with the

main results of this thesis, let us consider a low-dimensional molecular magnetic system

as an interacting pair of spin (e.g., a dimer) ruled by the Heisenberg-Dirac-Van Vleck

Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.1),

H = −J ~Si · ~Sj , (2.2)

We can rewrite this Hamiltonian, to facilitate the calculation of its eigenvalues,

using the following relation:

~S2 = (~S1 + ~S2)
2 = ~S2

1 + ~S2
2 + 2~S1 · ~S2 . (2.3)

One can rewrite the Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.2), as

H = −J
2

(~S2 − ~S2
1 − ~S2

2) (2.4)

where ~S = ~S1 + ~S2, from which we can obtain the energy eigenvalues

Es = −1

2
J [s (s+ 1)− s1 (s1 + 1)− s2 (s2 + 1)] . (2.5)

In this way, the most energetic state (parallel alignment) is

EsMAX
= −Js1s2 ; (2.6)

while the less energetic state (antiparallel alignment)is

EsMIN
= J(s1 + 1)s2 . (2.7)

The di�erence between these energies is

EsMIN
− EsMAX

= J(2s1 + 1)s2 . (2.8)

Therefore, the magnetic coupling constant J gives us information about the

energy di�erence between the least and most energetic states:

J =
EsMIN

− EsMAX

(2s1 + 1)s2
. (2.9)

Thus, there are three di�erent physical situations:

� J = 0 ⇒ EsMIN
= EsMAX

, in which case there is no magnetic interaction.

� J > 0 ⇒ EsMIN
> EsMAX

, in which case there is a parallel alignment.

� J < 0 ⇒ EsMIN
< EsMAX

, in which case there is an antiparallel alignment.
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Zeeman Hamiltonian

Again, in order to contextualize this text to the main results of this thesis,

we will address another Hamiltonian fundamental for the description of the molecular

magnetic systems studied in this thesis. Another important magnetic interaction, which

describes the magnetic properties of low-dimensional molecular magnetic systems, is the

Zeeman interaction. This Hamiltonian is of extreme importance in physics, since it ex-

plains the phenomenon of splitting of the spectral lines of energies into several equidistant

lines from an atom in the presence of an external magnetic �eld ( ~B). The phenomeno-

logical nature of the Zeeman e�ect depends essentially on the magnitude of the magnetic

�eld relative to the spin-orbit coupling, as is completely described by the Dirac equa-

tion [23,41].

The Zeeman Hamiltonian concerns the interaction of the orbital and spin mag-

netic moments with the external magnetic �eld:

Hz =
µB
}
~B · (~L+ 2~S) . (2.10)

Therefore, we can separately write the purely spin and orbital parts as

H(S)
z = −µS · ~B , (2.11)

H(L)
z = −µL · ~B , (2.12)

where

µS = −gSµB ~S , (2.13)

µL = −gLµB~L . (2.14)

Therefore, one can rewrite the Zeeman Hamiltonian, Eq.(2.10), as follows:

Hz = HLz +HSz = − ~µJ · ~B , (2.15)

where

~µJ = −gJµB ~J ; ~J = ~L+ ~S . (2.16)

Finally, the Zeeman Hamiltonian can be rewritten as:

Hz = gjµB ~B · ~J . (2.17)

The energy spectrum for this Hamiltonian is given by:

Ez = gjµB(Bxjx +Byjy +Bzjz) . (2.18)
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Through some vector calculations [23] we can �nd the Landé factor:

gj = 1 +
j(j + 1)− l(l + 1) + s(s+ 1)

2j(j + 1)
. (2.19)

This factor can be formally obtained from the calculation of the �rst-order

perturbation in energies of an atom in a weak uniform magnetic �eld2. It is worth noting

that, a spin Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.19), returns g = 2, thus any deviation from this result

is due to the orbital contribution of the angular momentum.

2.2.2 Quench of the Orbital Angular Momentum

An important e�ect that occurs in many molecular magnets, being fundamen-

tal to the description of molecular magnetic systems studied in this thesis, is the quench of

the orbital angular momentum. Let us consider the quenching of the orbital angular mo-

mentum that occurs in materials with a strong crystalline �eld, since the projection of the

angular momentum of an atom in cubic symmetry is zero [1,59]. Crystalline �eld raises the

degeneracy of the atomic states, canceling out the orbital angular momentum [1,23,59].

In order to analyze the physical nature of the lifting of degeneracy due to

the crystalline �eld, that leads to the quench of the orbital angular momentum, let us

consider a particular and ubiquitous phenomenon of a 3d shell atom, as a transition

metal six-fold coordinated with sp ions in an octahedral symmetry [1, 23, 59]. Through

the angular nature of the orbitals it is possible to estimate how the degeneracy of the

d orbitals are raised when the atom is placed in a cubic lattice. The �ve 3d orbitals

split in two groups, one with two most energetic orbitals, dx2−y2 and dz2 , oriented along

Cartesian axes, also known as eg orbitals, and another group with three orbitals, dxy, dzx

and dyz, oriented along the Cartesian planes, also known as t2g orbitals [1,23,59]. Figure

2.1 shows a schematic representation of dx2−y2 , dz2 , dxy, dzx and dyz orbitals. A cubic

crystal �eld causes partial lifting of the degeneracy, separating states belonging to the eg

and t2g representations. This e�ect, which also happens for other symmetries, is usually

called crystal-�eld splitting.

For the case of an isolated 3d atom its orbitals are occupied following the Hund

rule, where each orbital is occupied with at most two electrons with its antiparallel spins,

following the Pauli's exclusion principle. However, because of the orbital splitting, due
2In this case, we consider weak in comparison to the system's internal magnetic �eld.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of (a) dx2−y2 , (b) dz2 , (c) dxy, (d) dzx and (e) dyz

orbitals in a crystal with cubic symmetry [60].

to the crystalline �eld, the �rst electrons occupy the three degenerate orbitals of lower

energy t2g, while the other electrons will remain in these orbitals, if the pairing energy

is greater than the also known splitting energy ∆ (low spin case), or occupy eg orbitals,

otherwise (high spin case), following the Hund rule in both cases.

However, for each d electronic con�guration the quench of orbital angular

momentum may or may not happen. Because of the degeneracy of t2g orbitals and the

fact that they are oriented along the Cartesian planes, it is possible to carry an electron

in any of these three orbitals by a simple rotation. This fact favors the appearance of an

orbital angular momentum due to this electron mobility. Thus, electronic con�gurations

such as d1 and d2, for example, do not have quench of orbital angular momentum, since the

t2g orbitals are not completely �lled. Thus, the d1 and d2 con�gurations have no orbital

angular momentum quench. In contrast, d3 con�guration, there will be the quench of the

orbital momentum, since t2g orbitals will be �lled. On the other hand, in high spin d4 and

d5, low spin d6 and d7 as well as d8 and d9 electronic con�gurations the quench is favorable

since t2g will be �lled and there is no rotational symmetry between the eg orbitals, while

low spin d4 and d5 and high spin d6 and d7 do not have quench, since down spin electrons

will have electronic mobility in the orbital. The expected/unexpected quench of orbital
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Table 2.1: Expected/Unexpected quench of orbital angular momentum for octahedral

coordination.
Number of d electrons High/Low Spin Expected Quench

1 No

2 No

3 Yes

4
HS Yes

LS No

5
HS Yes

LS No

6
HS No

LS Yes

7
HS No

LS Yes

8 Yes

9 Yes

angular momentum for octahedral coordination are given in the following Table 2.1:

On the other hand, an extra lifting of degeneracy is usually observed in oc-

tahedral complexes where its two axial bonds can be shorter or longer than those of the

equatorial bonds changing the symmetry to a thetragonal distortion. This is the basis

of the Jahn-Teller e�ect, that describes the geometrical distortion of molecules and ions

that is associated with certain electron con�gurations. The above mentioned scenarios

are also depicted on Figure 2.2. Due to a Coulombian repulsion, orbitals with z compo-

nent increase in energy by compression , due to fact that d orbitals with z component

have a greater overlap with the ligand orbitals (Figure 2.2 (c)), this thetragonal lifting of

degeneracy leads to four orbital groups: a1g (dz2 orbital), b1g (dx2−y2 orbital), eg (dzx and

dyz orbitals) and b2g (dxy orbital). On the other hand, the thetragonal elongation (Figure

2.2 (d)) lower the electrostatic repulsion between the electron-pair in orbitals with a z

component, thus lowering the energy of the complex. Hence, as opposed to compression,

in the elongation Jahn-Teller distortions, the degeneracy is broken through the stabiliza-

tion (lowering energy) of the d orbitals with a z component, while the orbitals without a

z component are destabilized (higher energy) as shown in Figure 2.2 (d).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.2: 3d Ion with its �ve degenerate orbitals. (a) Free ion, (b) cubic symmetry, (c)

thetragonal compression and (d) expansion (from Ref. [1]).

The Jahn�Teller e�ect is most often encountered in low-dimensional molec-

ular magnetic systems as octahedral complexes of the transition metals [61]. This is a

ubiquitous phenomenon in six-coordinate copper(II) complexes [62], the main subject of

study of this thesis. Because of its d9 electronic con�guration an elongated distortion is

favorable (Figure 2.2 (d)), elongating the bonds to the ligands lying along the z axis, and

leading to the quench of the angular momentum. Therefore, the orbital splitting, due to

the crystaline �eld, allowing us to consider only the spin contribution to the total angular

momentum and calculate the Landé factor, Eq. (2.19), using j = s and l = 0. It is worth

mentioning that this seems to be a good approximation for the transition metal ions, es-

pecially those with less than a half-�lled 3d shell [1,23,59], because, in most cases, partial

quenching occurs experimentally. This phenomenon is very common in many molecular

magnets and thus allows us to consider from this point only the contribution of spin to

the total angular momentum in several low-dimensional molecular magnetic systems.

2.2.3 Thermodynamic Quantities

From knowledge of the Hamiltonian, we can describe the microscopic nature

of low-dimensional magnetic systems. However, we are interested in the description of

its macroscopic properties. In this context, the connection between the microscopic and

macroscopic characteristics of physical systems is made through the entropy functional
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[23]. From the point of view of statistical mechanics, the entropy can be seen as an

extensive property3 of a thermodynamic system, related to the number of microscopic

con�gurations, also known as microstates Ω that are consistent with the macroscopic

quantities that characterize the system (such as its volume, pressure, and temperature).

However, the concept of entropy arises naturally from the fundamental postulate that

each microstate Ω is equally probable, where the entropy S is

S = kBln (Ω) (2.20)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant 4.

Let us consider pi as the equilibrium probability of a certain state i, which

can be obtained when the entropy is maximized under the correct constraints (Jaynes

principle) [23,63,64]. From the constraint of an isolated system with energy and particle

numbers constant, we have (the microcanonical ensemble) pi = Ω−1 with Ω =
∑

i. Thus

the entropy can be written as

s = −
∑

i

piln (pi) , (2.22)

the so-called Shannon entropy [23, 65], with S = kBs. From the Shannon entropy, Eq.

(2.22), the probability pi is normalized

∑

i

pi = 1 , (2.23)

because the fundamental postulate is that each microstate Ω is equally probable (micro-

canonical ensemble).

On the other hand, for the constraint of a system in thermal contact with a

thermal reservoir, it exchanges energy, but its temperature remains constant (canonical

3An extensive property depends on the amount of matter in the system of interest. The phenomeno-

logical nature of entropy, as a measurement of the irreversibility of a thermodynamic process, is commonly

interpreted as a measurement of unavailability of energy to do some useful work. As a result, the concept

of entropy is in some way attached with energy. Phenomenologically, if the system's energy changes,

the entropy also tends to change. Because energy is an extensive property, entropy is also an extensive

property.
4The addition of the Boltzmann constant kB was a mere convention, since Ω is dimensionless and

historically the entropy was de�ned by Clausius as

dS =
δQrev

T
(2.21)

with units of J/K, the same units as the Boltzmann constant.
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ensemble) [23]. The internal energy of the thermodynamic system can be de�ned as the

weighted average of all states i:

U =
∑

i

piEi . (2.24)

These last two equations are the canonical constraints that maximize the en-

tropy. From the Lagrange multiplier method,

s = −
∑

i

piln (pi) + α

(
1−

∑

i

pi

)
+ β

(
U −

∑

i

piEi

)
, (2.25)

where λ and β are the Lagrange multipliers related to the normalization and energy

constraints, respectively.

Maximizing the entropy
ds
dpi

= 0 , (2.26)

and from the Eq. (2.23) we obtain

pi =
e−βEi

Z
, (2.27)

where

Z(T,B) =
∑

i

e−βEi (2.28)

is the so-called canonical partition function.

From Eqs. (2.25) and (2.27), we have

s = βU + lnZ . (2.29)

and from the thermodynamic relationship

∂S

∂U
=

1

T
(2.30)

we obtain

β =
1

kBT
. (2.31)

From the Hamiltonian of the system, we write the energy spectrum Ei, in
order to obtain the canonical partition function. Once we have the partition function, the

connection with thermodynamics can be done through the Helmholtz free energy [42]:

F (T,B) = −NkBT ln[Z(B,T )] , (2.32)

From this, we obtain the thermodynamic properties of interest for the description of the

magnetic nature of several low-dimensional molecular magnetic systems.
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From the free energy, Eq. (2.32), we can obtain the magnetization [23]

Mi(T,B) = − ∂

∂Bi

F (T,B)

= NkBT
1

Z(B,T )

∂

∂Bi

Z(B,T ) , (2.33)

and the magnetic susceptibility, which is the derivative with respect to the external mag-

netic �eld, at the limit of low �elds [23],

χij = lim
B→0

µ0
dMj

dBi

(2.34)

where (i,j) = x,y,z. χij is a rank-2 tensor. Phenomenologically, it measures the mag-

netic properties of a material. A physical system is said to be paramagnetic when the

magnetic �eld in the material is strengthened by the induced magnetization, which leads

to a positive magnetic susceptibility, but the system does not possess permanent mag-

netization without an external magnetic �eld. In contrast, ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic,

or antiferromagnetic materials [1, 23] have positive susceptibility and possess permanent

magnetization even without external magnetic �eld. However, if the material exhibits a

negative magnetic susceptibility, it is said to be diamagnetic, because the magnetic �eld

in the material is weakened by the induced magnetization. In addition, quantitative mea-

surements of the magnetic susceptibility of a molecular material also can provide insight

into its chemical nature, revealing precious information about its microscopic properties,

such as bonding and energy levels [30�33,37,49�51].

Therefore, the magnetic susceptibility of magnetic materials is fundamental

for the characterization of its macroscopic and microscopic properties. In the following

chapter, we present how the measure of magnetic susceptibility can also provide us with

valuable information about the quantum nature of low-dimensional molecular magnetic

systems.

2.2.4 Modeling Low-Dimensional Molecular Magnets

From the fundamentals described in the last sections, we can construct mag-

netic models for characterization of low-dimensional molecular magnetic systems. In

this section, we will describe the step-by-step process of how to develop models for low-

dimensional molecular magnets, an essential step for the connection of thermodynamic

properties with the quantum features of molecular magnets.
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Geometric con�guration

The �rst step is to obtain the crystallographic structure of the system under

consideration, highlighting the magnetic centers (metallic and/or organic), the bond an-

gles, and distances between magnetic ions. This makes it possible to associate one or more

exchange interactions, because di�erent angles and distances lead to di�erent exchange

interactions.

Let us exemplify what was said in the previous paragraph. Let us consider the

designed compound Cu2(HCOO)4(HCOOH)2(piperazine) [2]. In this structure, copper

dimers are arranged in linear chains and these chains are separated from each other, thus

forming sheets of copper dimers (see Fig. 2.3(b)). From a magnetic viewpoint, analyzing

the intra- and interchain distances, we can identify one exchange parameter, J , related to

an intra-dimer interaction, as can be seen in Fig. 2.3(a).

Hamiltonians

From the geometric con�guration of spins, it is possible to write the Hamilto-

nian model. A discussion on the physical meaning of some Hamiltonian models is given

by Reis (2013) [23].

Let us consider the magnetic system of Fig. 2.3. The Hamiltonian model of

this system is simply written as

H = −J ~S1 · ~S2 − gµB ~B · (~S1 + ~S2). (2.35)

Once Eq. (2.35) is invariant under spin rotation, the total spin s = s1 + s2 is a

good quantum number [23,43]. From the Clebsch�Gordon series, the spectrum consists of

s = 1 triplet and a s = 0 singlet [23]. Diagonalizing it, we obtain the energy eigenvalues

Es and eigenvectors |s,ms〉 [23, 43]:

Es,ms = −1

2
J [s (s+ 1)− s1 (s1 + 1)− s2 (s2 + 1)]− gµBBms (2.36)

where |s1 − s2| ≤ s ≤ s1 + s2 and ms = −s,− s+ 1,...,+ s− 1,+ s. The eigenvectors are
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: Crystal structure of Cu2(HCOO)4(HCOOH)2(piperazine) compound [2] with

(a) local dimer polyhedron representation and (b) dimeric sheet view, where the arrows

represent the reduced magnetic structure of the compound. Color scheme: Cu - green; O

- red; N - blue.
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given by:

|s = 1,ms = +1〉 = |00〉 (2.37)

|s = 1,ms = 0〉 =
1√
2

(|01〉+ |10〉) (2.38)

|s = 1,ms = −1〉 = |11〉 (2.39)

|s = 0,ms = 0〉 =
1√
2

(|01〉−|10〉) . (2.40)

Thermodynamic Quantities

From the energy spectra obtained in the previous step, we are able to obtain the

desired thermodynamic quantities. These quantities are in most cases soluble analytically,

enabling us to compare the analytical model with experimental data.

From the Hamiltonian of the system, we write the energy spectrum, Eq. (2.36),

and, to obtain the desired thermodynamic quantities we write the partition function, using

Eq. (2.28), as

Z = 1 + eβ(J+gµBB) + eβ(J) + eβ(J−gµBB) . (2.41)

The connection with thermodynamics can be done through the Helmholtz free energy,

Eq. (2.32), from which we �nally obtain the magnetization, using Eq. (2.42),

Mi(T,B) =
2NgµBe

J
kBT

Z(B,T )
sinh

{gµBB
kbT

}
. (2.42)

From the theoretical point of view, the magnetic susceptibility is obtained from

Eq.(2.34), as the Bleaney-Bowers equation for a two spin-1/2 system [2,23,34,47,66] as

χ(T ) =
2N(gµB)2

kBT

1

3 + e−J/kBT
. (2.43)

Experimental Data

Finally, the analytical thermodynamic quantities obtained previously can be

compared with the experimental data of interest to obtain the free parameters to the

�tting, for instance, the exchange integrals J 's of the isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian,

Eq. (2.35), the Landé factor g, and other quantities [23]. With the optimized free param-

eter values, it is possible to understand the microscopic phenomena behind the magnetic

behavior of a such molecular magnet [23]. These results are shown on Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Experimental (open circles) and theoretical (solid line) magnetic susceptibility

times temperature. The red line represents the �tting of Eq. (2.43) to the experimental

data, where an extrapolation, up to higher temperatures, was done using the optimized

parameters. The dashed line indicates the Curie constant for a Cu�Cu dimer.

This �tting was performed using DAVE-MagProp5 [2, 44, 67], a software that

analyzes and processes magnetic data.

2.2.5 First Principle Calculations in Low-Dimensional Molecular

Magnets

In this section we brie�y present the quantum formalism of �rst principle cal-

culations on which part of the methodology used in the investigation of the magnetic

properties of the molecular magnetic compounds studied in this thesis is based. From the

computational materials science point of view, ab initio6, or �rst principles DFT calcu-

lations are a powerful method for the prediction and calculation of material properties

using fundamental concepts of quantum mechanics, without requiring higher order pa-

rameters such as phenomenological material properties. Usually, in electronic structure

calculations, we use the approximation of clamped nuclei, where the nuclei of the treated

molecules are seen as �xed. In such a case, the atomic dynamics of the nuclei and electron
5In the Appendices of this thesis a tutorial is provided on the use of DAVE-MagProp for the construc-

tion of theoretical models in molecular magnetism.
6Latin term "from the beginning".
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cloud can be split as

ΨTot = ψeletronic ⊗ ψnuclei . (2.44)

This is the Born�Oppenheimer approximation [68,69]. In this approach, the nuclei�nuclei

interaction energy is constant and the nuclear kinetic energy term is neglected, so the

atomic dynamics is given by the Hamiltonian

H = Ke + Vee + Ven + Vnn (2.45)

= He + Vnn , (2.46)

where Ke is the electron kinetic energy, Vee is the electron-electron potential, Ven is the

electron-nuclei potential, Vnn is the nuclei-nuclei potential, and �nally mathcalH = Ke
+ Vee+ Ven is the electronic Hamiltonian. Therefore, a stationary electronic state of an

N -electron system ψ(~r1,...,~rN) satis�es the many-electron time-independent Schrödinger

equation [70]

He = Ke + Vee + Venψ(~r1,...,~rN) (2.47)

=

[
N∑

i

(
− ~2

2mi

∇2
i

)
+

N∑

i<j

Vee (~ri, ~rj) +
N∑

i

Ven (~ri)

]
ψ(~r1,...,~rN) (2.48)

= Eψ(~r1,...,~rN) . (2.49)

There are many methods for solving this equation, one of the simplest methods

is the Hartree�Fock method, based on the expansion of the wavefunction in Slater deter-

minants [54]. However, these methods require a huge computational e�ort, which makes

it virtually impossible to apply them e�ectively to larger systems. Density Functional

Theory provides us a more versatile alternative, since it provides a way to systematically

map the many-body problem using the electron density n(~r), for a normalized ψ(~r1,...,~rN),

given by

n (~r) = N

∫
d3r2 · · ·

∫
d3rN ψ

∗(~r1,...,~rN)ψ(~r1,...,~rN) . (2.50)

Then, given the ground-state density n0 (~r), it is possible to calculate the

corresponding ground-state wave function

ψ0(~r1,...,~rN) = ψ [n0 (~r)] (2.51)

that is a unique functional of n0 (~r).
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Therefore, all physical observables are unique functionals of the electronic den-

sity of the ground state, that is,

O [n0 (~r)] = 〈ψ [n0 (~r)] |O|ψ [n0 (~r)]〉 (2.52)

In this way , the ground-state energy is written as

E [n0 (~r)] = 〈ψ [n0 (~r)] |He|ψ [n0 (~r)]〉 (2.53)

= 〈ψ [n0 (~r)] |Ke + Vee + Venψ(~r1,...,~rN)|ψ [n0 (~r)]〉 (2.54)

Thus, the potential energy from the external �eld resulting from positively

charged nuclei, Ven, can be written in terms of the ground-state density as

Ven [n0 (~r)] =

∫
V (~r)n0 (~r) d3r. (2.55)

which leads to the �rst Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem [69,71,72], in which the external poten-

tial felt by the electrons is univocally determined by the electronic density of the ground

state, n0 (~r) [54, 69].

More generally, the energy functional can be written as

E [n0 (~r)] = Ke [n0 (~r)] + Vee [n0 (~r)] +

∫
V (~r)n0 (~r) d3r. (2.56)

This gives us the second Hohenberg�Kohn theorem [69, 71, 72], where the ground-state

energy is the global minimum of the energy E [n (~r)] and the density that minimizes this

functional is the exact density of the ground state, n0 (~r) [54].

Although the Hohenberg�Kohn theorem ensures that knowledge of n0 (~r) is

su�cient to determine the ground-state properties of a quantum system, this theorem

does not provide us with a practical procedure for obtaining n0 (~r). This problem was

solved with the emergence of the so-called Kohn�Sham equation [69,73], the one-electron

Schrödinger-like equation of a �ctitious system, also known as the Kohn�Sham system,

of noninteracting electrons that generate the same electronic density as any given system

of interacting particles [54,69]:
[
− ~2

2m
∇2 + Vs(~r)

]
φi(~r) = Eiφi(~r) , (2.57)

where Vs(~r) is the e�ective single-particle external potential in which the particles are

moving, also known as the Kohn�Sham e�ective potential, and φi are the orbitals that

yield the density

n(~r) =
N∑

i

|φi(~r)|2 . (2.58)
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In a general way, the e�ective single-particle external potential Vs(~r) can be

written as

Vs(~r) = V (~r) +

∫
e2ns (~r′)

|~r − ~r′| d
3r′ + VXC[ns(~r)] , (2.59)

where ∫
e2ns (~r′)

|~r − ~r′| d
3r′] (2.60)

is known as the Hartree term, which describes the electron�electron Coulomb repulsion

and VXC[ns(~r)] is the exchange-correlation potential that includes all the many-particle

interactions. Therefore, the solution of the Kohn�Sham equation is obtained in the fol-

lowing self-consistent way:

� Start from an initial guess for n(~r).

� Calculate the corresponding Kohn�Sham e�ective potential Vs(~r),

� Solve the Kohn�Sham equation, Eq. (2.57), for the φi(~r).

� Using Eq. (2.58), calculate a new density n(~r) and start again.

Then, we repeat this procedure until the convergence is reached.

In order to determine the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the Kohn�Sham

equation, Eq. (2.57), it is fundamental to introduce a set of basic functions that allow

it to be transformed into an algebraic equation whose solution can be obtained through

matrix diagonalization methods. The Kohn�Sham equations, Eq. (2.57), can be solved

by using the plane-wave pseudopotential method, to expand the Kohn-Sham orbitals, and

pseudopotentials to describe the electron-ion interaction, as implemented in the Quantum

ESPRESSO software [74]. Using this approach one can calculate the total ground state

energy and the Kohn-Sham orbitals for isolated, periodic and extended systems, calculate

the total ground state energy of magnetic systems, and optimize the crystal structure of

the magnetic systems of interest. In addition to calculating the parameters of Electronic

Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) to study the creation of quantum logic gates based on

low-dimensional molecular magnetic systems using gauge including projected augmented

wave (GIPAW) approach [75�82].

2.2.6 Neutron Scattering

In the past few decades, neutrons have become a key resource for studying
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the structural, magnetic, and even quantum properties of condensed matter systems

[12,22,83,84,84�88]. Neutrons provide invaluable information about structure [83], atomic

motion [84], magnetic order [12], phase transitions [84, 85], magnetic excitations [84, 89],

and quantum entanglement [22, 24, 86�88]. Inelastic neutron scattering is a useful tech-

nique to address pairwise spin correlations in magnetic systems [84]. Recently, it was

demonstrated that structure factors obtained from inelastic neutron scattering are good

tools to detect quantum entanglement in condensed matter systems [22,86�88]. Structure

factors are macroscopic quantities that can be measured in neutron scattering experi-

ments in various physical systems, such as quantum spin lattices. They can be de�ned as

two-point correlation functions [88] and are widely used to describe the crystal structure

of molecular systems [84,90].

From a magnetic point of view, the study of molecular magnetic materials is

typically done through the approach of using the magnetic parameters of a Hamiltonian

model, by the �t of some thermodynamic properties, e.g., magnetic susceptibility, internal

energy, and speci�c heat [2,23,30,31,31,43], as presented in the previous section. In this

context, correlation functions have great importance in describing these properties; in

addition, they can be directly measurable, e.g., in neutron scattering experiments via

structure factors.

Magnetic Neutron Scattering

From an experimental point of view, neutrons are generally produced by spe-

cially designed pulsed sources or nuclear reactors, [84]. In both cases, a monochromatic

neutron beam is generated and directed to the target sample. When the neutron beam

hits the target sample, it can be scattered or absorbed by the nuclei of the sample and

scattered through the magnetic interaction between the intrinsic neutron magnetic mo-

ment (µ) of the unpaired electrons in the sample or by orbital motion.

Nuclear scattering is responsible for phonon and elastic scattering, i.e., Bragg

di�raction. The neutrons absorbed by the nuclei of the sample lead to a decrease of in-

tensity that can greatly in�uence the time of measurement needed to obtain good statis-

tics [84, 90]. To determine magnetic and quantum properties of a condensed matter

system, nuclear scattering and the absorption are undesirable in most cases. There-

fore, they must in�uence the �nal result as little as possible [84, 90]. However, because
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the neutron magnetic moment couples to those of the unpaired electrons of the sam-

ple material, neutron scattering provides detailed information about its magnetic and

quantum properties. In this scenario, elastic neutron scattering is widely used to study

magnetic order transitions [84], whereas magnetic inelastic scattering is a useful tool to

study magnetic excitations and pairwise classical and quantum correlations in magnetic

systems [12,22,86�88,90]. Therefore, it is possible to study nonclassical correlations from

inelastic neutron scattering, one of the main subjects of study of this thesis.

In a neutron scattering experiment, a beam is generated and scattered by the

sample toward a network of detector tubes [84]. This network of detectors varies from

one instrument to another, but usually it covers a wide range of scattering angles (θ). In

inelastic scattering, neutrons with initial energy Ei and momentum ki are scattered by

the target sample. After being scattered, the neutrons will be detected with energy Ef

and momentum kf . The conservation laws during this process require that the energy

transferred between the neutron and the sample is ~ω, while the momentum transfer

will be ~~q [84, 91]. Figure 2.5 shows a schematic representation of the neutron scattering

process.

Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the neutron scattering process. A monochromatic

beam of neutrons is produced with a determined energy Ei and momentum ki. After being

scattered through the sample, the neutrons are measured in a network of detectors, the

arrival time of these neutrons is measured, and their energy Ef is determined; its moment

kf is determined from the scattering angle 2θ [84, 91].

In this way, the neutron beam is scattered and analyzed according to the

transferred energy [12],

~ω = Ei − Ef =
~2

2mn

(
k2i − k2f

)
, (2.61)
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where mn is the neutron mass, and momentum transfer,

~~q = ~
(
~ki − ~kf

)
(2.62)

where ~q is the scattering vector, i.e., the di�erence between the initial and scattered

neutron momentum. It can be directly obtained from knowledge of the moments kin and

kout and the scattering angle θ:

q =
√
k2i + k2f + 2k2i kfcos(2θ) , (2.63)

where ki,f = 2π/λi,f , with λi,f the wavelength of the neutron beams incident and scattered.

As the main objective of this section is to present the process of constructing

models for the analysis of low-dimensional magnetic systems, by calculating structural

factors, an e�ective spin must be attributed to the magnetic centers or to the whole unit

cell [87]. The magnetic scattering cross section can be derived from �rst-order perturba-

tion theory through Fermi's golden rule [91,92] that describes the probability of transition

per unit time from one energy eigenstate of a quantum system into other energy eigenstates

in a continuum, which is equivalent to Born's approximation in interacting systems [91],

where we assume that the interaction potential between the neutrons and the unpaired

electrons in the sample is small enough to be treated as a perturbation. Therefore, the

magnetic cross section can be interpreted as the number of neutrons scattered per second

into a solid angle element dΩ in the direction θ, with energy in the interval between ω

and ω + dω [91], and calculated as [84,87,91,93]

d2σ

dωdΩ
=

1

Z

(gl,αγr0
2

)2 kout
kin

e−2W
∑

α,β,l,m

(
δα,β −

~qα ~qβ
|~q|2

)
[Fl(~q)gl,α]∗ [Fm(~q)gm,β](2.64)

×
∫
ei[ωt+~q·~rl,m]〈Sαl Sβm(t)〉dt (2.65)

where Z is the partition function of the system; γ = −1.913 is the gyromagnetic ratio;

r0 = e2/mec
2 is the classical electron radius [12, 84, 87, 90]; gl,α is the Landé factor;

e−2W is the Debye�Weller factor, responsible for the exponential decay of the magnetic

cross section as a function of the scattering vector ~q [12, 84]; Fl(~q) is the magnetic form

factor, which results from the �nite extension of the orbitals seen by the neutrons with

wavelengths of the order of the interatomic distances [87,91], for which detailed knowledge

on the electronic wavefunctions of magnetic ions is required to determine it and whose

values can be found in the literature [84, 87, 91]; the factor (δα,β − ~qα ~qβ/|~q|2) means that

the neutron can only couple to components of the magnetic moment perpendicular to the
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scattering vector ~q [84]; l and m denote the lth and mth spins in the cluster; ω represents

the energy transferred to the target sample; Ω is the solid angle under which the scattered

neutrons are observed; ~rl,m = ~rl − ~rm is the spatial vector; (α,β) = x,y,z; and, �nally, Sαl

are the spin operators. It is worth mentioning that the following term

δα,β −
~qα ~qβ
|~q|2 , (2.66)

means that the neutrons can only couple with the components of the magnetic moment

perpendicular to the scattering vector ~q [84]. For this reason, the neutrons that are scat-

tered are correlated to the magnetic centers of the sample. Therefore, we can de�ne the

dynamic structure factor S(~q,ω) [94] as a fundamental quantity that contains all the in-

formation about the magnetic structure, spin dynamics, and the nonclassical correlations

of quantum magnets [22,43,84,86�88,90,94,95]. It can be obtained from Eq. (2.65) as

S(~q,ω) =
1

2πN

∑

l,m

∑

α,β

∫
ei[ωt+~q·~rl,m]〈Sαl Sβm(t)〉dt . (2.67)

Through a simple visual inspection of Eq. (2.67), we see that the dynamic

structure factor can be described as a Fourier transform in space and time of the time-

dependent correlation function between the spin pairs, 〈Sαl Sβm(t)〉. Determining the

dynamic structure factor is the primary objective of any magnetic scattering experi-

ment [43, 84, 90, 94, 95]. It contains information about the nonclassical correlations of

the spin pairs [22,86�88,94,95].

From transitions between discrete energy levels, the time integral shown in Eq.

(2.67) gives a delta function δ (Eout − Ein − ~ω), where ~ω is the transferred energy, Eq.

(6.3) [12, 43]. Taking the time integral over energy gives us the so-called integrated (or

static) structure factor,

S(~q) =
∑

αβ

Sαβ(~q) =
1

N

∑

αβ

∑

l,m

ei~q·~rl,m〈Sαl Sβm〉 (2.68)

Considering the excitation of a given initial state |ψi〉 for a �nal state in the magnetic

multiplet |ψf〉, we can write the unique structure factor S(α,β)
fi (~q) [43] as

S(α,β)
fi (~q) =

∑

f

〈ψi|U †α(~q)|ψf〉〈ψf |Uβ(~q)|ψi〉 , (2.69)

where

Uα,β(~q) =
∑

~r1

S
(α)
(1,2)e

i~q·~r1 , (2.70)
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whose summation is taken over all the ions of the unit cell [12,43,87]. In this way, we can

de�ne the known monocrystal structure factor, S(q), for a molecular magnetic system,

such as

S(α,β)
fi (~q) = δα,βS(q) . (2.71)

This result is applied to neutron scattering from single crystals. In neutron

scattering experiments, one measures the powder average structure factors from powder

samples, but how often these measurements are made in powder samples and our intention

is the construction of models for the interpretation of neutron scattering experiments by

calculating the structure factor. We need to de�ne an average of the structure factor

S̄(q). Thus, we integrate Eq.(2.71) over the solid angle element Ω on which the neutrons

are detected. The powder average can be de�ned as

S̄(~q) =

∫
dΩq

4π
S(~q) . (2.72)

Given the Hamiltonian model, it is possible to predict its scalar structure factor. One can

then compare experiments of neutron scattering on real materials with these theoretical

model calculations. [43].

From the experimental point of view, the intensity peaks from inelastic scat-

tering are controlled by the magnetic form factor Fl(~q) and are directly proportional to

the average structure factor of the material:

I ∝ [Fl(~q)
∗Fm(~q)] .S̄(q) (2.73)

In this context, from the positions of inelastic peaks, the q dependence, and

intensity of the peaks, one can obtain information about energy levels and, therefore, the

quantum properties of magnetic systems. The position of the energy levels and the peak

intensities are determined by the microscopic magnetic Hamiltonian and the magnetic

form factor Fl,m(~q), respectively. From the experimental access to the inelastic peak

positions, q dependence allows the characterization of the quantum properties of magnetic

systems [22, 84, 86�88, 94, 95]. Therefore, from the intensity peaks of inelastic neutron

scattering, we can experimentally extract information about the structure factor and

thereby obtain useful information about the magnetic, structural, and quantum magnetic

properties of molecular magnetic systems [12,22,24,83�88,96].

Generally, the study of the magnetic properties of molecular magnetic systems

is done through the optimization of free parameters of the magnetic model (Hamiltonian)
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by adjusting its thermodynamic properties, such as magnetic susceptibility and speci�c

heat [2, 23, 30, 31, 31, 32, 43]. In contrast, the inelastic neutron scattering structure factor

provides us with a more sensitive and microscopic test of our magnetic Hamiltonian,

because this is determined by the relative positions ~rl,m of the magnetic ions.

Therefore, through the neutron scattering intensity peaks, we obtain very valu-

able information about the microscopic properties of the sample material without the need

to access the macroscopic properties of the target system, such as its magnetic suscepti-

bility or speci�c heat, or make any assumption about any other external conditions under

which the neutrons are scattered, such as temperature, pressure, or magnetic �eld.

We can thus compare neutron scattering experiments in real materials [12,96�

100] with the theoretical models previously constructed by adjusting the intensity peaks,

Eq. (2.73). In this context, the positions of the peaks are related to the scattering

vector; therefore, through them we obtain information about the energy levels and, as

a consequence, we can evaluate microscopically the magnetic and quantum properties of

the sample. Therefore, given the Hamiltonian of the system, we can construct a model

that allows us to predict the structure factor for neutron inelastic scattering.

Structure Factors of a Molecular Magnetic System

For a given molecular magnetic system, one can evaluate the inelastic structure

factor, which allows a sensitive test of an assumed Hamiltonian, because it is a�ected by

the relative positions ~r1 and ~r2 of the interacting magnetic ions. Usually, to obtain certain

parameters of a model Hamiltonian, a �tting to a thermodynamic quantity (magnetic

susceptibility, speci�c heat, magnetization, and so forth) is performed [2,23,30,31,43].

Let us consider a low-dimensional magnetic system, such as a small two spin-

1/2 cluster, as an interacting pair of spin-1/2 particles ruled by the Heisenberg�Dirac�Van

Vleck Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.1), so that we can analytically calculate the static structure

factor of inelastic neutron scattering7. This is an ideal realization of a two-qubit system

and, therefore, makes molecular magnetic systems of this type promising platforms for

quantum information processing [2, 12, 20,24], the main subject of study of this thesis.

7This example relates to actual materials such as VO(HPO4)0.5H2O, where the structure factor is

obtained by the analysis of magnetic excitations in the inelastic neutron scatter data in isolated dimers

of V4+ [12, 43,99].
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Once Eq. (2.1) is invariant under spin rotation, the total spin s = s1 + s2 is

a good quantum number [23,43]. From the Clebsch�Gordon series, the spectrum consists

of s = 1 triplet and a s = 0 singlet [23]. We obtain the following energy eigenvalues Es,

Eq. (2.5), and eigenvectors |s,ms〉 [23, 43]:

Es=1 =
1

4
J (2.74)

Es=0 = −3

4
J (2.75)

|ψ0〉 = |s = 0,ms = 0〉 =
1√
2

(|01〉−|10〉) (2.76)

|ψ1〉 = |s = 1,ms = +1〉 = |00〉 (2.77)

|ψ2〉 = |s = 1,ms = 0〉 =
1√
2

(|01〉+ |10〉) (2.78)

|ψ3〉 = |s = 1,ms = −1〉 = |11〉 . (2.79)

Therefore, for this speci�c case of a Heisenberg spin dimer, Eq. (2.1), one can

de�ne the so-called exclusive structure factor as a function of the scattering vector ~q [43],

for the excitation of the �nal states in the magnetic multiplet |ψf〉, Eqs. (2.77)�(2.76),

from the given initial state |ψi〉. For the |ψ0〉 = |s = 0,ms = 0〉 initial state (antiparallel
magnetic alignment), Eq. (2.76), only s = 1 �nal states are excited, Eqs. (2.77)�(2.79).

In this way, using Eqs. (2.69) and (2.70), we obtain

S(α,β)
s=1,s=0(~q) =

3∑

f=1

〈ψ0|
[∑

~r1

S
(α)
(1,2)e

i~q·~r(1,2)

]†
|ψf〉〈ψf |


∑

~r(1,2)

S
(β)
(1,2)e

i~q·~r1


 |ψ0〉 , (2.80)

where Eq.(2.80) is related to the exclusive di�erential inelastic neutron scattering cross

section by

dσ

dΩ
= (γr0)

2kout
kin

(δαβ−q̄αq̄β){
3∑

f=1

〈ψ0|


∑

~r(1,2)

S
(α)
(1,2)e

i~q·~r1



†

|ψf〉〈ψf |
[∑

~r1

S
(β)
(1,2)e

i~q·~r(1,2)

]
|ψ0〉}|F (~q)|2

(2.81)

where γ ≈ −1.913 is the neutron gyromagnetic ratio, r0 = e2/mec
2 is the classical electron

radius and q̄ = ~q/|q|.

Considering point-like ions (F (~q) = 1), one can de�ne the scalar neutron

scattering structure factor S(~q) for the Heisenberg spin-1/2 dimer [43]. Simplifying the

presentation by quoting, the result 〈S(α,β)
s=1,s=0(~q)〉, can be obtained by summing over �nal

and averaging over initial polarizations [43]. Replacing the eigenvectors given by Eqs.

(2.77)�(2.76) in Eq. (2.80), and using Eq. (2.71), we can evaluate the inelastic neutron
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scattering intensities that are given by structure factors [43] for the Heisenberg spin-1/2

dimer, Eq. (2.1). In this manner, we obtain the scalar neutron scattering structure factor

as calculated in Ref. [43]:

S(~q) =
1

2
[1− cos(~q · (~r1 − ~r2))] . (2.82)

Therefore, for systems ruled by the Heisenberg models, the neutron scattering

structure factors can be analytically calculated. In Chapter 7, we show that nonclassical

correlations can be accessed through di�ractive properties obtained via neutron scattering

experiments, since they can be de�ned as two-point correlation functions [88], without

making any assumption about the macroscopic properties of the target system, such as its

magnetic susceptibility or speci�c heat, or imposing any other external conditions under

which the neutrons are scattered, such as temperature or magnetic �eld.
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3 Quantum Correlations

The quantum properties of composite systems can be explored to allow for

a revolution in quantum information technology. Characterizing the quantum nature

of correlations is of paramount importance since these correlations refer to statistical

properties of quantum systems. In this chapter, we will discuss quantum correlations in

a general way, the forms of its characterization and quanti�cation, and their in�uence

on �nite-temperature systems such as molecular magnetic systems. We show the ana-

lytical expressions for quantum information quanti�ers, such as entanglement witness,

entanglement of formation, and entropic and geometric quantum discord, based on the

Schatten 1-norm, in bipartite systems as a function of the thermodynamic properties

of solids. Throughout this thesis, discussions will be concentrated on �nite-dimensional

bipartite systems, for which a more complete understanding can be found in the litera-

ture [4, 65, 101]. Consequently, we present one path toward identifying the presence of

quantum correlations in a molecular magnet, as a Heisenberg spin-1/2 dimer.

3.1 Quantum Entanglement

Quantum entanglement is one of the most interesting phenomena in quantum

mechanics. Nowadays, quantum entanglement has received considerable attention as a

remarkable resource for quantum information processing [4,65,102] and for understanding

of correlations in composite systems. Althought in 1932 von Neumann had completed the

fundamental elements of a nonrelativistic quantized description of nature [4,103], it was in

1935 that Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR), through the perception of the violation

of uncertainty relations, and then Schrödinger, the �rsts to recognize the existence of

the phenomenon called quantum entanglement1. EPR introduced the idea that quantum
1The original name �Verschränkung� was given by Schrödinger in his work Die gegenwärtige Situation

in der Quantenmechanik (The Current Situation in Quantum Mechanics) [104].
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states of a composite system can present nonlocal correlations among their components

[105]. Schrödinger analyzed some physical consequences of quantum mechanics, noticing

that some bipartite quantum states (EPR states [4]) do not admit ascribing individual

states of subsystems, implying some entangled predictions for the quantum nature of

subsystems [4, 104]. In the words of Schrödinger, �The best knowledge of a whole does

not include the knowledge of its parts" [4, 104, 106]. Therefore, entanglement implies

the existence of global quantum states of composite systems that cannot be written as a

product of the quantum states of individual subsystems [4].

Let us consider the Hilbert space of a composite system

H = H1 ⊗H2 ⊗ · · · ⊗Hn , (3.1)

if the quantum state of the composite system is perfectly described by the wavefunction

|Ψ〉 6= |φ1〉 ⊗ |φ2〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |φn〉 , (3.2)

we cannot specify any pure quantum state |φi〉 (i = 1, . . . ,n) of the subsystems separately;

that is, knowledge of a whole does not imply knowledge of the parts.

In a general way, for mixed states, the state of the composite system is speci�ed

by the density operator ρ [65] that acts on Hilbert space H. This state is de�ned to be

separable if there is a probability distribution pi and a set of states {ρ(i)1 , ρ
(i)
2 , . . . ,ρ

(i)
n }

acting in H1, H2, . . . , Hn, such that it can be written as

ρ =
∑

i

piρ
(i)
1 ⊗ ρ(i)2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ(i)n . (3.3)

A quantum state is said to be entangled if it cannot be written as Eq. (3.3).

3.1.1 Entanglement and Correlations in Quantum Mechanics

We can de�ne correlation as the information gained about one system by measuring

another. Let us consider the classical situation, an imagined experiment with macroscopic

objects (balls and boxes). There are two balls with printed numbers 0 and 1 on each ball,

respectively, and we hide each ball in one box. Each box can be considered as a subsystem

of a composite system. The content of each box is one bit of information2. Since the

content of the boxes is unknown to an external observer in advance, only the probability

distribution is known, as can be seen from Table 3.1.
2A bit (binary digit) is the smallest unit of information that can be stored or transmitted and is used

in computational and information theory. A bit can only assume two values: 0 or 1, true or false, etc.
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Table 3.1: Probability distribution of a classical correlation experiment.

Event Box A Box B Probability

1 0 1 50%

2 1 0 50%

An observer can acquire information or determine the contents of one box by

opening the other. This is because the subsystems (the boxes) are classically correlated.

If we consider each box as a single quantum system with respective Hilbert spaces HA

(box 1) and HB (box 2), the state of each box is

|φA〉 = |φB〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉+ |1〉) . (3.4)

However, we could imagine a composite quantum system H = HA ⊗ HB in

this scenario. The quantum state of this prepared composite can be described as the

superposition of the probability of each event as3

|Ψ〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉A ⊗ |1〉B + |1〉A ⊗ |0〉B)

6= |φA〉 ⊗ |φB〉 . (3.5)

Therefore, the entanglement arises from the quantum superposition; a local

measurement in any of the subsystems returns us states |0〉 or |1〉 with equal probabilities,
while measurements of both subsystems are perfectly correlated. We know nothing about

the subsystems, although we have knowledge of the system as a whole and although

|Ψ〉 is a pure state. This contrasts with the classical situation, in which we can always

consider individual states of the subsystems. This is a clue that entangled states are

special correlated states whose physical nature cannot be simulated or represented from

classical correlations. We say that entangled states contain quantum correlations.

Thus, we know that pure entangled states contain purely quantum correlations,

whereas entangled statistical mixtures may also contain classical correlations, but they

must necessarily have quantum ones [15,34,66]. The fact that entangled states cannot be

simulated or represented from local classical correlations can be expanded to the property

that, unlike separable states, entangled states cannot be created by local operations and

classical communications (LOCC) [65].

3This is one of the Bell states, states that maximally violate Bell's inequality [4, 107,108].
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Local Operations and Classical Communications

The fundamental concept of mixed separable states, Eq.(3.3), can be rede�ned

in a more operational way because such quantum states can be produced by LOCC

[4,65], which is an operation that generates classical correlation accomplished by classical

communication among the parts that are creating its states [4, 35, 65,109].

Let us consider an initial state ρin, that interacts with a ancillary system ρaux.

Since the evolution of a quantum system is described by unitary transformations, UρU †,
we have that for this joint system

ρ = ρaux ⊗ ρin . (3.6)

In other words, the auxiliary system is correlated with the initial system. Consequently,

to obtain only the evolution of the system of interest we must calculate the partial trace

over the auxiliary system

ρin
′ = Tr

[
UρU †

]
. (3.7)

Thus, the state corresponding to the measurement of element i of the basis,

whose probability

pi = Tr
[
EiρinE†i

]
, (3.8)

is a mapping of the form

ρi =
EiρinE†i

Tr
[
EiρinE†i

] . (3.9)

where Ei are the set of generalized quantum operations (Kraus operators) [65], with
∑

i E†i Ei = I. That is an extremely useful representation for correcting information loss

through the decoherence process, induced, for instance, by the transmission of quantum

states. In this way, we can coordinate these operations locally with a classical commu-

nication channel in order to obtain the transmission of quantum states with the least

possible loss.

Let us consider two subsystems A and B, spatially separable by an arbitrary

distance, with no quantum interaction between these subsystems. Meanwhile, we can

perform local operations in each subsystem separately. In addition, the operators of each

subsystem can communicate classically and coordinate local operations. Together these

two processes are called Local Operations and Classical Communication (LOCC). In this

way, we can classically correlate A and B, but we cannot create entanglement from this,
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because it cannot be simulated or represented purely by classical correlations [4,65]. It is

reasonable to say that there is no entanglement in separable states, Eq. (3.3), since they

can be created by LOCC and, as a consequence, it can be described by local classical

correlations4.

Another consequence that arises from LOCC applied to entangled states is in

the fact that state entanglement does not increase under LOCC transformations. Let

us consider that an entangled state ρ′ is transformed into another state ρ′′ by LOCC.

Therefore, one can attest that at best ρ′′ is as entangled as ρ′ [4, 35, 109]. This fact can

be expressed in the existence of maximally entangled states, in which from LOCC we can

generate any other entangled state with equal or less degree of entanglement.

Entanglement Basic Properties

In this way, we can condense the de�nition of entanglement in an operational

way through the basic properties common to any entangled state:

� Separable states, (Eq. 3.3), do not contain entanglement.

A quantum state is said to be separable if it can be written in the form

σ =
∑

i

piσ
(i)
1 ⊗ σ(i)

2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σ(i)
n . (3.10)

A separable quantum state do not contain entanglement because we can de�ne them oper-

ationally through LOCC, and, consequently, these can be de�ned by classical correlations.

� Entanglement does not increase under LOCC.

Since, as mentioned before, the physical nature of entanglement can not be

described or represented by any e�ect of a classical nature. Let us consider a set of

separable quantum state S, performing a LOCC transformation ΛLOCC(σ) in a general

separable state σ

ΛLOCC(σ) ∈ S, ∀ σ ∈ S . (3.11)

4It is worth noting that, in the light of discord theory [9, 10], this does not necessarily mean that

quantum correlations cannot exist in separable states [9, 10,34,66].
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Suppose a quantum entangled state ρAB is transformed into another entan-

glement quantum state ξAB by LOCC operations. So everything that can be done with

ρA and LOCC operations can also be done with ρB and LOCC operations. Therefore,

starting from an entangled state, ρ, applying LOCC, ΛLOCC(ρ), we can obtain at most

another state, but with a degree of entanglement, E(ρ), equal to or less than the state

that created it.

E(ΛLOCC(ρ)) ≤ E(ρ) , ∀E(ρ) . (3.12)

In other words, one can de�ne a general measurement of the degree of entanglement E(ρ).

Due to the fact that entanglement do not increase under LOCC, E(ρ) is monotonically

non-increasing under LOCC operations.

In order to clarify this point we will consider the following example [35]: Let

us consider the entangled state

|Φ+〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉A ⊗ |1〉B + |1〉A ⊗ |0〉B) , (3.13)

where the qubits are shared by two distant laboratories A and B. Thus, one qubit is in

laboratory A and the other qubit is in laboratory B. The main idea is after a measurement,

they obtain other entangled state

|φ〉 = α|0〉A ⊗ |1〉B + β|1〉A ⊗ |0〉B . (3.14)

Then, A promotes the interaction of its qubit with an ancillary system |0〉 and
obtain

1√
2

(|00〉A ⊗ |1〉B + |01〉A ⊗ |0〉B) . (3.15)

It then promotes the following local operations (LO)

|00〉 → α|01〉+ β|10〉 , (3.16)

|01〉 → α|00〉+ β|11〉 , (3.17)

and obtain

1√
2

[|0〉A (α|0〉A ⊗ |1〉B + β|1〉A ⊗ |0〉B) + |1〉A (α|0〉A ⊗ |0〉B + β|1〉A ⊗ |1〉B)] . (3.18)

In this way, A performs a measurement on its ancillary qubit. If the result

|0〉A is found, A communicates laboratory B through a classical communication channel

(CC), such as a telephone, that the desired state |φ〉, Eq.(3.14), was obtained. Otherwise,
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if the result |1〉A is found A communicates B (CC) to apply the local operation σx (qubit

�ip) on your qubit. Thus, the desired state |φ〉, Eq.(3.14), is obtained.

Therefore, from this simple example we can see that from an entangled state

|Φ+〉, Eq. (3.13), we can create another entangled state |φ〉, Eq.(3.14), but at most with

the same degree of entanglement of the state that created it. Then, entanglement does

not increase under LOCC.

Similarly, the same result can be obtained using Eq.(3.9) and the following

Kraus operators

E1 = p1 (α|0〉〈0|+ β|1〉〈1|)⊗ I , (3.19)

E2 = p2 (α|1〉〈0|+ β|0〉〈1|)⊗ (|1〉〈0|+ |0〉〈1|) , (3.20)

where Ei|Φ+〉 = pi|φ〉 ,and
E†1E1 + E†2E2 = I , (3.21)

in such a way that

|φ〉〈φ| = E1|Φ+〉〈Φ+|E†1 + E2|Φ+〉〈Φ+|E†2 . (3.22)

Thus, if the initial shared state between A and B is separable, Eq. (3.3), it can be shown

that from Eqs. (3.9), (3.19) and (3.20), it is not possible, using only LOCC, obtain an

entangled state [35].

� Maximally entangled states

The degree of information we can extract from a state in a quantum system is

measured by the von Neumann entropy [65]

S(ρ) = −Tr [ρlogρ] . (3.23)

For a pure state of a bipartite system, ρAB, the von Neumann entropy S(ρAB) = 0.

However, if a state is entangled, the von Neuman entropy of any of the two reduced

density operators is nonzero. We can then infer that the entropy of the constituent

subsystems of a compound system for certain quantum states may be greater than the

entropy of the global system

S(ρA) > S(ρAB) , (3.24)

S(ρB) > S(ρAB) . (3.25)
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In addition, this never occurs in a classical domain, strengthening the fact that

the physical nature of the entanglement cannot be represented in any classical way. This

fact is a consequence of the entagled nature of this states, sumarized in the Schrödinger's

observation [4,104,106], in which the knowledge global entangled system does not include

the knowledge of its parts.

For pure states, the inequalities above, Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25), are valid if, and

only if, ρAB is entangled. Therefore, one can de�ne the maximally entangled quantum

states of two qubits, such as those whose von Neumann entropy, of the reduced density

matrices, is maximal, using S(ρA) = S(ρB) = 15. This only occurs if ρA and ρB are

maximally mixed states. This class of states comprise the Bell states [4, 35, 65]

|Ψ±〉 =
1√
2

(|00〉 ± |11〉) , (3.26)

|Φ±〉 =
1√
2

(|01〉 ± |10〉) . (3.27)

The Bell states are of great importance, because of their nonlocal character-

istics, expressed in violation of Bell's inequality [4, 107, 108], being extremely useful as a

fundamental tool for the implementation of several protocols for coding, processing, and

distribution of quantum information [110�112].

Finally, the considerations presented in this section show basic characteristics

about the nature of entangled states. They also suggest that some entangled states may

present a greater degree of entanglement than others. Therefore, a measurement of this

degree of entanglement becomes of extremely important for the characterization of this

e�ect in physical systems. In the next section, we will discuss some ways to measure the

degree of entanglement of a low dimensional molecular magnetic system.

3.1.2 Detection and Quanti�cation of Entanglement

Entanglement is a physical resource, being used as a tool for processing, coding,

and distribution of information in several quantum protocols. Therefore, there is a need

to detect and quantify it as well as any physical resource. For pure states, Eqs. (3.24)

and (3.25) are a good way to identify entanglement. However, because of the inevitable

interaction between the quantum system of interest and the environment (decoherence),

5This is the normalized value for a maximally entangled state.
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we have to work in the most of cases with statistical mixtures of quantum states.

To identify and/or quantify the entanglement of a given quantum state, func-

tions are de�ned that satisfy the de�nitions of the separable and entangled states described

above. However, it is not easy to know whether states cannot be written as Eq. (3.3)

and thereby identify entanglement in the system, due to the fact that a state can be

written in several forms in di�erent basis. Despite the rigorous mathematical de�nition,

the characterization and quanti�cation of entanglement is a very complex task in most

cases [4,35,65,102,109]. In this context, we present a way to de�ne a separability criteria,

which is a tool capable of detecting the presence of entangled states in a physical system.

Separability Criteria

We can establish a separability criteria for mixed states, since we de�ne what

are entangled states. A standard approach for determining whether a bipartite mixed

state ρAB is separable is to use completely positive trace preserving (CPTP) map.

A positive map can be de�ned as a transformation Γ(ρ) such that

Γ(ρ) ≥ 0, ∀ ρ , (3.28)

since ρ is positive by de�nition6 [65]. Meanwhile, the transformation I⊗Γ is not necessarily

positive and may have lead to negative eigenvalues.

Let us consider a separable bipartite quantum state ρAB by applying this

transformation:

[I⊗ Γ] (ρAB) =
∑

i

piρ
(i)
A ⊗ Γ(ρ

(i)
B ) . (3.29)

By de�nition

Γ(ρ
(i)
B ) ≥ 0 ⇒ [I⊗ Γ] (ρAB) ≥ 0 . (3.30)

In this way, any separable states must have [I⊗ Γ] (ρAB) ≥ 07 whereas entan-

gled states necessarily have

[I⊗ Γ] (ρAB) < 0 . (3.31)

6That is, it does not have negative eigenvalues [65].
7This is not a su�cient condition for separability, since entangled states may also satisfy it.
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To identify whether any bipartite state ρAB is separable, it must be shown

that all transformations [I⊗ Γ] (ρAB) are positive for all possible maps Γ(ρ
(i)
B ). This fact

makes it di�cult to construct a general way to attest the separability of a quantum state,

even for bipartite systems.

Peres-Horodecki Criteria

A fairly widespread completely positive trace preserving (CPTP) map in the

literature is the well-known positive partial transposition [113�115]

PPT (ρAB) = PPT (
∑

i,j,k,l

pi,j,k,l|i,j〉〈k,l|)

=
∑

i,j,k,l

pi,j,k,l|i,l〉〈k,j| . (3.32)

For this, we can infer that a bipartite state ρAB is entangled if

PPT (ρAB) < 0 , (3.33)

If an eigenvalue of the matrix that underwent PPD is negative, we can attest the presence

of entangled states. Otherwise, the condition

PPT (ρAB) ≥ 0 (3.34)

is insu�cient to ensure separability in a general way. Only for Hilbert spaces of 2 ⊗ 2

and 2 ⊗ 3 dimensions is Eq. (3.34) a necessary and su�cient condition of separability

[4,113,115]. In the literature, this criterion is also known as the Peres�Horodecki criterion

[4, 113�116].

For qubits, the most widely used separability criterion is the Peres�Horodecki

criterion. Despite this, there are several proposals for separability criteria and many new

criteria have been proposed, especially for multipartite systems [117�125].

Entanglement Witness

Although there is no general and de�nitive understanding of classi�cation and

quanti�cation of entanglement in multipartite systems with an arbitrary number of qubits,

a useful tool to detect entanglement in a system of arbitrary dimension is the use of

observables named entanglement witnesses [25, 26, 35,109,126,127].
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An entanglement witness W can be understood as a Hermitian operator that

acts on the Hilbert space H; it is not positive de�nite but yields positive expectation

values for separable states [25,26,35,109,126,127]. As an example, for a mixed separable

state,

〈W 〉S = Tr (ρSW ) =
∑

i

pi〈ψS|W |ψS〉 ≥ 0 , (3.35)

since any separable mixed state ρS can be expressed as a convex sum of projectors onto

pure separable states |ψS〉 [25,26,28,35,109,126,127]. It is worth noting that the positive

expectation value does not imply the presence of separable quantum states [25, 26, 28,

35, 109, 126, 127]. However, if the given density matrix ρ leads to a negative expectation

value, Tr (ρW ) < 0, then ρ is an entangled state.

We can interpret the entanglement witness under the view of the geometry of

quantum states. Let P be the set of all density matrices and let S be a subset of P of all

separable density matrices. The entanglement witness can be interpreted geometrically

as the operator de�ning the surfaceW, which separates the state space P, as can be seen

from Fig. 3.1

Figure 3.1: Geometric interpretation of an entanglement witness. P is the set of all

density matrices (black), S is a subset of all separable density matrices (blue), andW is

a surface (red) de�ned by Eq. (3.35), which separates the state space P.

As can be seen, any state ρ at the left side of the surface, whose Tr (ρW ) < 0,

is said entangled, while a state at the right side of the surface, whose Tr (ρW ) ≥ 0, is

indistinguishable from this witness. Here it is clear that, for a nonoptimized witness8,

this is a necessary but not su�cient condition of entanglement.

The entanglement witness method is very interesting from the operational
8Optimized witnesses can be de�ned as surfaces tangent to S.
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point of view, since it allows us to relate the presence of entanglement with the measure-

ment of physical properties of the quantum system of interest 9.

Entanglement of Formation

The main idea behind the quanti�cation of entanglement is its usefulness in

terms of the processing, distribution, and coding of quantum information. Using entan-

glement as a resource, we can implement various computational and quantum information

protocols. Only detecting the presence of entangled states is not enough�it is necessary

to quantify it.

A useful measurement of entanglement is the entanglement of formation, EF (ρ),

which can be understood as the amount of quantum pure states needed to create a mixed

entangled state [4,34,66,128,129]. In this context, the main idea behind the entanglement

of formation consists in thinking of the entanglement in statistical mixtures as being the

average of the mixture of pure states [128].

Therefore, the entanglement of formation in a quantum system that is in any

quantum state as a convex sum of pure states,

ρAB =
∑

i

pi|Ψi〉〈Ψi| , (3.36)

where pi is the probability distribution, is equal to

EF (ρAB) = min
E

∑

i

piE(|Ψi〉) , (3.37)

where the minimum is taken over all ensembles E = {pi,|Ψi〉} and achieved for a particular
ensemble [128].

In this particular ensemble, Eq. (3.37) will be an average. Therefore, the

function E(|Ψi〉) is the von Neumann entropy [65], Eq. (3.23), and, for the reduced

density matrix ρ(i)A ,

S(ρ
(i)
A ) = −Tr

[
ρ
(i)
A log2 ρ

(i)
A

]
, (3.38)

denotes the entanglement of pure states, as mentioned above, with

ρ
(i)
A = TrB [|Ψi〉〈Ψi|] , (3.39)

9In the next section, we associate the entanglement witness with a macroscopic property of a molecular

magnetic system.
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in this way

EF (ρAB) = min
E

∑

i

pi{−Tr [TrB [|Ψi〉〈Ψi|] log2 [TrB (|Ψi〉〈Ψi|)]]} , (3.40)

The minimization makes the de�nition of entanglement of a mixed state not

constructive, so Eq. (3.40) is not easy to calculate in systems with large Hilbert space

dimension [4,34,66,128,129]. However, for widespread case of two-qubit systems [4,34,66,

128, 129], it was possible to handle successfully all the necessary calculations and derive

a more general formula in a closed analytic form [2,4, 34,66,128,129].

Let us consider an ensemble of two-qubit systems. The entanglement of forma-

tion, Eq. (3.40), is determined from the minimum number of maximally entangled pairs

that are necessary to create a given state ρAB by using LOCC [34,66]. The entanglement

of formation has the analytical solution

EF (ρAB) = λ+log2(λ+) + λ−log2(λ−) , (3.41)

where λ± are the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix ρ
(i)
A , Eq.(3.39), from the

{pi,|Ψi〉} that minimizes Eq. (3.37).

Wootters [128] de�ned the concurrence to help calculate Eq. (3.40). The

concurrence is related to similarity between a state and its qubit �ip10, de�ned as

ρ̄ = (σy ⊗ σy)ρ∗(σy ⊗ σy) (3.42)

where σy is the y-Pauli matrix [65] and where ρ∗ is the complex conjugate of ρ. The qubit

�ip transformation is introduced primarily to handle mixed states. This foundation is

also convenient for expressing the entanglement of a pure state of our special case of two

qubits [128].

Therefore, performing some calculations11, we found the concurrence as

C = max {0,
√
λ1 −

√
λ2 −

√
λ3 −

√
λ4} , (3.43)

with λi being (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ λ4 ≥ 0) the eigenvalues of the matrix

R = ρ(σy ⊗ σy)ρ∗(σy ⊗ σy) . (3.44)

10Mathematically, this inversion operation can be done by any operator that only contains elements in

the secondary diagonal; by convention we adopt σy.
11This calculation is not simple and its formal proof goes beyond the objectives of this text. More

details can be found in Ref. [128].
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Due to the fact that the product of Hermitian matrices is, in general, a non-Hermitian

matrix, the matrix R is non-Hermitian, in general.

With the aid of concurrence, Eq. (3.43), we can express the entanglement of

formation as

E = −E+ − E− (3.45)

where

E± =
1±
√

1− C2

2
log2

(
1±
√

1− C2

2

)
(3.46)

Therefore, through the concurrence we also obtain the entanglement of forma-

tion, where Eqs. (3.45) and (3.46) are the famous result for the entanglement of formation

obtained by Wootters [128]. At this point of the text, we have obtained how to detect and

quantify the entanglement in a quantum system. Now, we will apply what we have hith-

erto seen to the quantum systems of interest of this thesis, the low-dimensional molecular

magnetic systems.

3.1.3 Thermal Entanglement

Until a few years ago, it was thought that quantum entanglement is fragile and

can easily vanish through the inevitable interaction of the system with its environment

[130] because of decoherence, i.e., the loss of quantum properties in macroscopic systems,

and, because of this condition, it was thought that entanglement could only exist in

microscopic systems. In 2003, Ghosh et al. [131] proved that larger systems can also

remain entangled. Through the measurement of magnetic susceptibility they found that

bulk lithium �uoride salt, in an external magnetic �eld, formed a hugely entangled system

[131].

Nowadays, recent demonstrations have shown that quantum entanglement can

be measured by the thermodynamic properties of solids, such as magnetic susceptibil-

ity [2, 25, 27�29, 34, 66, 132], internal energy [34, 66, 132], speci�c heat [34, 66], and even

neutron scattering data [12,24]. Therefore, quantum entanglement can be related to sig-

ni�cant material properties, allowing the measurement and control of quantum properties

of solid state systems by means of material engineering. Consequently, the design of novel

materials becomes an actual challenge to overcome.

In this direction, molecular magnets can provide an excellent opportunity to
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achieve this goal as prototype materials for quantum information technology. They com-

bine classical properties, found in any macroscopic magnet, with quantum ones, such as

quantum interference and entanglement. The large gap between the ground state and

the �rst-excited state found in some materials allows the existence of entangled quantum

states at higher temperatures [25, 28, 29, 133]. Recently, several works have shown that

thermal entanglement [2,25,27�29,34,66,132] can exist in solid state systems and remain

at relatively high temperatures [2, 28,29].

Let us address thermal entanglement in a molecular magnetic system through

canonical formalism. In this case, the system is in contact with a thermal reservoir. We

�x the external parameters of the problem and the variable energy

E = Tr (ρH) , (3.47)

is a statistical average of the Hamiltonian H. From the de�nition

Tr (ρ) = 1 , (3.48)

the von Neumann entropy [65], Eq. (3.23), can be rewritten with these two bounds, Eqs.

(3.47) and (3.48), using, for this, the Lagrange multipliers α and β, as

S(ρ) = −Tr [ρlog2ρ] + α [1− Tr (ρ)] + α [E − Tr (ρH)] , (3.49)

in whichc we are only adding zero to the entropy.

Maximizing in relation to ρ gives

dS(ρ)

dρ
= 0 , (3.50)

and applying Eq. (3.48) we �nd that the density matrix of a system in thermal equilibrium

has the Gibbs form [2,23,34,66]

ρ =
e−H/kBT

Z
(3.51)

=
1

Z

(
e−E0/kBT |E0〉〈E0|+

N−1∑

i=1

e−Ei/kBT |Ei〉〈Ei|
)

, (3.52)

Ei are the energy eigenvalues and

Z = Tr{e−H/kBT} (3.53)

is the canonical partition function. Therefore, if it is not possible to write this density

matrix like that in Eq. (3.3), we can say that this system exhibits entanglement; otherwise,

the system is separable [4, 35,65,102,109].
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As an example, let us consider a system consisting of two isotropically coupled

spin-1/2 particles as a Heisenberg dimer in a d9 electronic con�guration in thermodynamic

equilibrium. This system is ruled by a Heisenberg Hamiltonian H = −J ~S1 · ~S2 [16, 23],

where J is the magnetic coupling constant [23]. The density matrix of the system under

consideration also has the Gibbs form, Eq. (3.52). It can be written on the Bell's diagonal

mixed state in the computational basis {|00〉,|01〉,|10〉,|11〉} [34, 66] as

ρ(T ) =
1

4




1 + c(T ) 0 0 0

0 1− c(T ) 2c(T ) 0

0 2c(T ) 1− c(T ) 0

0 0 0 1 + c(T )




=
1

4
(1 + c(T )~S1 ⊗ ~S2) , (3.54)

where

c(T ) = 〈~S(α)
A ⊗ ~S

(α)
B 〉 = −1 +

4

3 + e−J/kBT
, (3.55)

is the pairwise correlation function and α = {x,y,z}. The pairwise correlation function

assumes values from −1 to 0 for antiparallel coupling (J < 0) between the spins and

values of 0 to 1/3 for parallel coupling (J > 0).

As calculated in Refs. [2,23,34,47,66], this system satis�es the Bleaney�Bowers

equation [23,47] [23,47]

χ(T ) =
2N(gµB)2

kBT

1

3 + e−J/kBT
. (3.56)

Thus, it is possible to write the pairwise correlation function of the Heisenberg dimer as

a function of its magnetic susceptibility at �nite temperature [2, 34,66]:

c(T ) =
2kBT

N(gµB)2
χ(T )− 1 , (3.57)

thus associating the pairwise correlation function to the macroscopic physical properties

of a solid state system.

Therefore, since we can calculate the density matrix, Eq. (3.54) in terms of

magnetic susceptibility, using Eq. (3.57), we can associate the entanglement quanti�ers

presented in the previous section with a thermodynamic quantity of a macroscopic mate-

rial, such as magnetic susceptibility. In the following we present an entanglement witness

based on the measurement of magnetic susceptibility and the entanglement of formation

as a function of magnetic susceptibility.
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Thermal Entanglement Witness

As mentioned before in Section 3.1.2, the entanglement witness can tell whether,

for the condition given by Eq. (3.35), a given quantum system is entangled. If Eq. (3.35)

is violated, the system's state is entangled; otherwise, if Eq. (3.35) is satis�ed, we cannot

state with certainty that the system's state is separable.

Several thermodynamic quantities, such as internal energy [127,134�136], mag-

netization, and heat capacity [137], have been proposed as an entanglement witness, but

they depend on the complete knowledge of the speci�c macroscopic model that describes

the quantum system and they are not usually directly measurable quantities. Fortu-

nately, as has been shown by Wie±niak, Vedral and Brukner, from a theoretical point of

view, the magnetic susceptibility of a condensed matter system can reveal thermal spin

entanglement between the constituents of a solid as an entanglement witness [36].

This witness is directly measured and can be applicable, a priori, without the

full knowledge of the Hamiltonian model that describes the macroscopic properties of the

condensed matter system of interest or the dimensionality of the Hilbert space associated

with the quantum system.

First, let us consider a magnetic system, whose total Hamiltonian can be given

by

H = H0 +H1 , (3.58)

where H0 is the spin Hamiltonian and H1 is the Zeeman interaction [23] of each spin,

H1 = gµBB
∑

i

Siz . (3.59)

Given the bound [H0,H1] = 0, the Hamiltonian model H0 that describes the

magnetic behavior of our magnetic system has to commute with the Sz component of

spin [25,28,36]. Then the magnetic susceptibility can be written in terms of the correlation

functions 〈SiαSjα〉 as

χα =
(gµB)2

kBT
∆2(Mα) (3.60)

=
(gµB)2

kBT

(
N∑

i,j

〈SiαSjα〉+ 〈
N∑

i

Siα〉2
)

(3.61)

where g is the Landé factor, µB is the Bohr magneton and ∆2Mα is the variance of the

magnetization and α = {x,y,z} specify the spin direction.
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For any separable state given by Eq. (3.3), one �nds that

χ(T ) = χx + χy + χz

=
(gµB)2

kBT

(
∆2Mx + ∆2My + ∆2Mz

)
(3.62)

For an arbitrary state of a spin-S particle, the relations

〈S2
x〉+ 〈S2

y〉+ 〈S2
z 〉 = S(S + 1) (3.63)

〈Sx〉2 + 〈Sy〉2 + 〈Sz〉2 ≤ S2 (3.64)

are valid [28, 36, 138], since the projection of the spin in any direction cannot be higher

than S. Taking the di�erence between Eqs. (3.63) and (3.64) gives

∆2S = ∆2Sx + ∆2Sy + ∆2Sz ≥ S . (3.65)

If the thermal state was actually a product one of N spins, the variance of

magnetization would be the sum of variances of individual spins [36]

χ(T ) =
(gµB)2

kBT

∑

n

pn

N∑

i

(
(∆2Sx)

n
i + (∆2Sy)

n
i + (∆2Sz)

n
i

)
,

=
(gµB)2

kBT

∑

n

pn∆2Sni ,

>
(gµB)2NS

kBT
. (3.66)

where this bound is also valid in the general case of separable states [36].

Finally, the magnetic susceptibility is an entanglement witness due to the fact

that separable states can not violate the relation in Eq. (3.35). For isotropic systems,

where χx = χy = χz, one can de�ne the entanglement witness based in a thermodynamical

observable:

〈W 〉 =
3kBTχ(T )

(gµB)2NS
− 1 , (3.67)

where there must be entangled states if 〈W 〉 < 0 [25, 26, 28, 35, 109, 126, 127]. With 〈W 〉
obtained from the measurement of the magnetic susceptibility we can identify the presence

of entanglement in molecular magnetic systems, establishing a solid relationship between

a quantum entanglement observer and the macroscopic properties of a condensed matter

system.
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Thermal Entanglement of Formation

Let us consider our molecular magnetic system (isotropically coupled spin-1/2

pairs) at thermal equilibrium, described by the canonical ensemble, Eq. (3.52), ruled

by the Hamiltonian H that exhibits invariance under π rotation around a given spin

axis (Z2 symmetry) [16, 23]12, with the partition function Z = Tr(e−H/kBT ). The two-

spins' reduced density matrix at sites labeled by A and B in the computational basis

{|00〉,|01〉,|10〉,|11〉} will be given by an X-shaped mixed state:

ρAB =




ρ11 ρ14

ρ22 ρ23

ρ∗23 ρ33

ρ∗14 ρ44




. (3.68)

The concurrence has the analytical solution

C = max {0, |ρ23| −
√
ρ11ρ44, |ρ14| −

√
ρ22ρ33} . (3.69)

Therefore, by using Eq. (3.69) the entanglement of formation is calculated with the aid

of concurrence using Eq. (3.45).

As an example, let us consider the main system of this thesis, an isotropically

coupled pair of spin-1/2 particles ruled by a Heisenberg Hamiltonian H = −J ~S1 · ~S2.

The density matrix of the system under consideration can be written on the Bell's diag-

onal mixed state in the computational basis, Eq. (3.54), as a function of the magnetic

susceptibility of this system satisfying the Bleaney�Bowers equation [23,47]:

χ(T ) =
2N(gµB)2

kBT

1

3 + e−J/kBT
(3.70)

where g is the Landé factor, µB is the Bohr magneton, kB is the Boltzmann constant,

and N is the number of dimers.Therefore, it is possible to write the pairwise correlation

function of the Heisenberg dimer as a function of its magnetic susceptibility at �nite

temperature .

To quantify the amount of entanglement in this spin system, the concurrence

[65, 128, 129] of this molecular magnetic system is written as a function of the magnetic

12A number of spin models are enclosed within these requirements, e.g., the Heisenberg models [23].
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susceptibility as [2, 34,66]

C =





−1

2

[
2 + 3

2kBT

N(gµB)2
χ(T )

]
T < Tt

0 T ≥ Te

(3.71)

where

Tt ≈ 0.91|J |/kB (3.72)

is the threshold temperature of entanglement, the maximum temperature below which

there is entanglement in the system [25,28].

Replacing Eq. (3.71) in Eq. (3.45) we obtain the entanglement of formation

for a set of isotropically coupled pairs of spin-1/2. A molecular magnetic system in a

d9 electronic con�guration, ruled by a Heisenberg Hamiltonian and therefore an ideal

realization of a two-qubit system

E = −E+ − E− (3.73)

E± =
1±

√
1− 1

4

[
2 + 3 2kBT

N(gµB)2
χ(T )

]2

2
×

× log2




1±
√

1− 1
4

[
2 + 3 2kBT

N(gµB)2
χ(T )

]2

2


 T < Tt (3.74)

and zero otherwise. Therefore, using Eq. (3.74), we quantify the amount of entanglement

in a condensed matter system by the measurement of its macroscopic properties.

3.2 Quantum Discord

The boundaries between the quantum and classical nature of pure quantum

states are solidly established through Bell's inequality [4, 107, 108]. However, when it

comes to statistical mixtures, this applicability is not straightforward. In the 1990s, it

was widely believed that the states are classically correlated only when they are separable

[66]. Therefore, the existence of genuinely quantum correlations was usually inferred

by the presence of entanglement among the parts of the systems [16]. Nowadays, it

is understood that, although quantum entanglement provides a way to determine pure

quantum correlations, it does not encompass all quantum correlations of the system [2,5�
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8,10,11,14�16,19,34,66,102,139�148] and the measure of quantum excess of correlations

has been termed quantum discord [9, 10, 149].

In 2000, Zurek greatly expanded the notion of quantum correlations by intro-

ducing the concept of quantum discord a good indicator of the quantum nature of the

correlations [9]. In 2001, Henderson and Vedral, independently, analyzed the correlations

in a bipartite system, suggesting, from the theory of measurement, a way to separate

purely classical and quantum correlations [10]. Hence, the study of quantum discord has

been attracting considerable attention owing to its important role in many quantum infor-

mation processes even when entanglement is absent [2, 16, 34, 66, 150�152], showing that

quantum entanglement does not encompass all possible quantum correlations in a sys-

tem. Using the model of deterministic quantum computation with one qubit [153], Datta

demonstrated, in 2008 [17], that a quantum processor can be built over mixed states by

using quantum correlations, measured by the entropic quantum discord, in the absence

of entanglement.

3.2.1 Mutual Information

The concept of correlations, like information of one system about another, is a

key feature in condensed matter systems [9,10,16,149]. In a physical viewpoint, system's

properties can be strongly a�ected by the correlations among the constituents of the

system, leading to remarkable phenomena, i.e., quantum phase transitions [9,10,16,149].

In statistics, correlation can be interpreted by the dependence or association in

any mathematical viewpoint between two random variables. The amount of correlation

between two sets of random variables X and Y with probability distribution function

p(x,y), with x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , is measured by the covariance (correlation moment):

C(X,Y ) = 〈(X − 〈X〉) (Y − 〈Y 〉)〉 . (3.75)

Another reliable measurement of the correlation between two sets of random

variables X and Y is the the Pearson correlation coe�cient [154]

RXY =
C(X,X)

∆X∆Y

, (3.76)

where ∆X and ∆Y are the standard deviation of X and Y , respectively. The standard
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deviation de�ned as

∆X =

√∑N
i=i(xi − X̄)2

N − 1
(3.77)

is a measurement of the amount of variation or dispersion of a set of random variables

X and Y , which indicates that the distribution tends to be close to the average of the

set (low standard deviation) and how the distribution is spread out over a wide range of

values [155].

However, in a informational point of view, it is well known that the disappear-

ance of the covariance, Eq.(3.75), or correlation coe�cient, Eq.(3.76), does not necessarily

mean that random variables are independent, p(x,y) = p(x)p(y); in other words, the van-

ishing of the quantities is not a su�cient condition for the informational independence of

X and Y [65]. In order to quantify the information content of a set of random variable

X, related to the information content of other set of random variable Y , let us introduce

the concept of mutual information.

From classical information theory, the information obtained after knowing the

value of a random variable X, which takes values within a set of probabilities {px}, with
x ∈ X, is quanti�ed by its Shannon entropy

H(X,Y ) = −
∑

x

px log px . (3.78)

Therefore, the Shannon entropy quanti�es, on average, the information produced by a

stochastic source of data X [65].

In this context, taking two random variables X and Y , we can measure the

correlation between them by their mutual information [9, 10, 16,149]

I(X : Y ) = H(X) +H(Y )−H(X,Y ) , (3.79)

where

H(X,Y ) = −
∑

x,y

pxy log pxy . (3.80)

is the joint Shannon entropy for X and Y.

It is worth noting that, I(X : Y ) ≥ 0, due to this fact, in contrast to the

covariance, Eq.(3.75), or correlation coe�cient, Eq.(3.76), the vanishing of the mutual

information, I(X : Y ) = 0, is a necessary and su�cient condition for the informational

independence of X and Y [65, 66]. Due to this fact, we can use the mutual information,
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Eq.(3.79), as a reliable measurement of correlation between two physical systems X and

Y

Using Beyes rule [66, 156], well known in probability theory, we introduce the

conditional entropy

H(X|Y ) = H(X,Y )−H(Y ) , (3.81)

which quanti�es, on average, the ignorance about the value of a random variable X given

that Y is known. The mutual information, Eq. (3.79), can be written as

I(X : Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ) . (3.82)

Therefore, the mutual information can be understood as the ignorance about the system

that remains after the information about it has been extracted from another system [66].

In statistical physics and quantum mechanics, the mean values of certain dy-

namic variables (system correlation functions) are of great interest. The correlation func-

tions are directly measurable quantities (i.e., in scattering experiments). Knowledge of

the correlation functions allows us to �nd di�erent macroscopic characteristics of physical

systems such as magnetic susceptibility, speci�c heat, internal energy, and magnetization.

In this section, we aim to discuss in more detail that quantum correlations can be directly

associated with macroscopic characteristics of solid state systems through the usual sta-

tistical correlations. Through the formalism of the density matrix, the elements of the

density matrix bring us information about the correlations between the systems that make

up the statistical ensemble that describes the state of the physical system of interest.

3.2.2 Entropic Quantum Discord

The main aspect behind the description of genuinely quantum correlations con-

sists in splitting its nature into classical aspects and quantum ones. Mutual information

of the two subsystems can be used as a measure of full correlations. To generalize the

Eqs. (3.79)-(3.82) to quantum theory, we replace the classical probability distributions

by density matrices. Thus, quantum mutual information can be de�ned as

I(ρA : ρB) = S(ρA)− S(ρA|ρB) (3.83)

where

S(ρ) = −Tr [ρ log2 ρ] , (3.84)
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is the von Neumann entropy, ρAB is the density matrix of the composite system AB =

A ∪ B, with ρA and ρB being the reduced density matrices for the subsystems A and B,

respectively, and

S(ρA|ρB) = S(ρAB)− S(ρB) , (3.85)

is the quantum generalization of the conditional entropy, Eq. (3.81).

Consider a measurement performed locally only on part B, described by a set

of positive-operator-valued measurements (POVMs)13 {Bk}. The state of the quantum

system conditioned on the measurement of outcome k can be written as

ρk = (IA ⊗Bk)ρ(IA ⊗Bk)/pk (3.86)

where

pk = Tr [(IA ⊗Bk)ρ(IA ⊗Bk)] (3.87)

is the probability of obtaining outcome k.

The conditional density operator, Eq. (3.86), allows an alternative de�nition

of the quantum conditional entropy:

S(ρA|{Bk}) =
∑

k

pkS (ρk) . (3.88)

Quantum mutual information, Eq. (3.83), can thus be alternatively de�ned as

J(ρA : {Bk}) = S(ρA)− S(ρA|{Bk}) . (3.89)

Eq. (3.83) and (3.89) are equivalents for a set of states

ξAB =
∑

i,j

pi,jΠ
{i}
A ⊗ Π

{j}
B , (3.90)

where pi,j is the joint probability and the reduced density matrices of systems A and B are

described in terms of the set of orthogonal projectors Pi{i}A and Π
{j}
b of each subsystem,

respectively. In other words, a local observable associated with these projectors could be

measured without being disturbed. In this way, we can then de�ne a set ωcc of states,

where a local measurement in any state ξAB ∈ ωcc is done without disturbing the system,

so we call this state classical�classical (cc). However, this is completely di�erent in the

13A POVM is a measure whose values are positive self-join operators over the associated Hilbert

space. Therefore, it is a very general measurement formulation in quantum mechanics and quite useful

in quantum information theory. A more complete explanation can be found in Ref. [65].
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quantum scenario, due to the quantum e�ects on the correlation between subsystems A

and B. Therefore, this di�erence provides a measurement for the quantumness of the

correlations, which has been called quantum discord [9, 10,16,149].

Quantum mutual information, which is the information theoretical measure of

the total correlation in a quantum system, can be divided into the quantum part Q and

the classical ones C(ρAB) [2,9�18,148,157], where the classical correlation of the composite

system ρAB is de�ned as

C(ρAB) = max [J(ρA : {Bk})] (3.91)

where the maximum is taken over all POVMs {Bk} performed locally only on subsystem

B, with the conditional state and the probability pk of obtaining outcome k [2, 9�18].

Quantum discord can then be introduced as an entropic measurement of gen-

uinely quantum correlations in a quantum state, de�ned as the di�erence between the

total and the classical correlation,

Q(ρAB) = I(ρA : ρB)− C(ρAB) , (3.92)

where this di�erence is due to the quantum nature e�ects on the correlation between the

subsystems A and B.

Therefore, a reliable discord-like quanti�er, Eq. (3.92), is de�ned by the fol-

lowing properties:

� Q(ρAB) is positive

Q(ρAB) ≥ 0 ∀ ρAB . (3.93)

� Q(ρAB) = 0 if, and only if ρ ∈ ωcc.

� Q(ρAB) is invariant on local unit transformations {UA,UB}:

Q
(

[UA ⊗ UB] ρAB [UA ⊗ UB]†
)

= Q(ρAB) . (3.94)

� Q(ρAB) is decreasing and monotonic under any local transformations Γ(ρA(B)) that

preserve local commutativity:

[
Γ(ρA(B)),Γ(ξA(B))

]
= 0⇐⇒

[
ρA(B),ξA(B)

]
= 0 . (3.95)

� Q(ρAB) is a convex function

∑

i

piQ(ρ
(i)
AB) ≥ Q

(∑

i

piρ
(i)
AB

)
(3.96)
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� For any set of pure states, Q(ρAB) is reduced to an entanglement measurement.

Therefore, a zero discord state ρAB is achieved if ρAB ∈ ωcc. Consequently,

the states can be measured with maximal precision, without disturbing the quantum

system. This fact was recently explored from an experimental point of view by Girolami

[5, 7, 158, 159], which relies on discord-type quantum correlations with a metrological

interpretation in a black-box quantum phase estimation paradigm. The discord of a

quantum state guarantees that the minimum precision can be obtained by using this

state in a metrological con�guration of phase estimation, providing a strong indication

that states with nonzero quantum discord play a central role in the context of quantum

metrology.

3.2.3 Geometric Quantum Discord

The analytical maximization over POVM's, Eq. (3.91), involved in the en-

tropic measurements of quantum discord, Eq. (3.92), is a hard task even for a two-qubit

system [9�11, 157]. Computing entropic quantum discord (and a large class of entropic

measurements including entanglement of formation) is an NP-complet problem even for

bipartite mixed states [21]14. Therefore, the problem of computing entropic measure-

ments of quantum discord is computationally intractable [21]. The execution time of any

algorithm for quantum discord computation grows exponentially with the Hilbert space

dimension, making the computation of quantum discord in a quantum system of moderate

size not possible in practice [21].

Consequently, there are only a few results for the analytical expression of

entropic quantum discord, and only for certain classes of states are exact solutions known

[11, 13�17, 160]. Numerous quanti�ers of quantum correlations have been proposed [5, 7,

11, 13�19, 142, 157�166], especially quanti�ers based on geometric arguments [15, 18, 19,

142,157,159,161�166].

A reliable geometric-based discord-like quanti�er can be built by employing a

general distance measurement D(ρ,ρcq), which is a metric used to measure how far the

14In computational complexity theory, an NP-complete problem belongs to nondeterministic polynomial

time (NP) complexity classes, whose solutions can be veri�ed in polynomial time.
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state under investigation ρ is from the closest classical�quantum state [19] ρcq, given by

ζ =
∑

k

pkΠ
{k}
A ⊗ ζ

{k}
B , (3.97)

with 0 ≤ pk ≤ 1 and
∑

k pk = 1; {Π{k}A } being a set of orthogonal projectors for subsystem
A, and ζ{k}B being a reduced density operator for subsystem B [18].

Geometric quantum discord can be de�ned as a measurement of the amount of

quantum correlations in a quantum state in terms of its minimal distance from the set ωcq

of closest classical�quantum states ζ, Eq. (3.97) [2, 18]. Therefore, geometric quantum

discord can be expressed as

QG(ρ) = min
ωcq

D(ρ,ζ) (3.98)

We can interpret D(ρ,ζ) under the view of the geometry of quantum states,

as can be seen from Fig. 3.2. Let P be the set of all density matrices and let ωcq be a

subset of P of all closest classical�quantum states ζ, Eq. (3.97). The geometric quantum

discord is the minimal distance between ρ and ζ.

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of a measure of quantum discord based on a mea-

surement of distance D(ρ,ζ).

Since the geometric quanti�er of quantum discord QG(ρ), Eq. (3.98), depends

on the choice of the metric D(ρ,ζ), it must satisfy some conditions so that QG(ρ) can be

considered a reliable discord-like quanti�er.

� D(ρ,ζ) must be monotonic under any Completely Positive and Trace Preserving

map Γ(ρ):

D(ρ,ζ) ≥ D [Γ(ρ),Γ(ζ)] . (3.99)

A map Γ(ρ) is de�ned as positive if, and only if

ρ→ Γ(ρ) =
∑

i

EiρE
†
i . (3.100)
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where {Ei} are the set of Krauss operators [65] with
∑

iEiE
†
i = I, which leads to the

trace-preserving and completely positive map if [I⊗ Γ] (ρ) ≥ 0. Thus, [Γ(ρ)]† = Γ(ρ)

and Tr [Γ(ρ)] = 1.

� D(ρ,ζ) must be invariant under transposition:

D(ρ,ζ) = D(ρT ,ζT ) . (3.101)

Despite its remarkable features, geometric discord is known to be sensitive to

the choice of distance measures; given a chosen metric D(ρ,ζ), the nearest classical state

will be determined. Hereafter, we list some of the main metrics used in the literature for

the geometric measurement of quantum correlations.

Relative Entropy

Relative entropy is a useful quanti�er, especially in classical information the-

ory, as a measure of the distance between two probability distributions. In the context

of quantum information theory, relative entropy appears as a metric option for the mea-

surement of geometric correlations:

QG(ρ) = min
ωcq

D(ρ,ζ) = min
ωcq

S(ρ‖ζ) = min
ωcq

Tr [ρln(ρ)− ρln(ζ)] . (3.102)

Nonetheless, strictly speaking, relative entropy S(ρ‖ζ) is not a mathematical metric, since

it is not a symmetric function.

Bures Metric

In quantum information geometry, the Bures metric15 [168, 169] (or Helstrom

metric [169]) de�nes a distance measurement between a density matrix ρ and the set of

classical�quantum states:

QG(ρ) = min
ωcq

DB(ρ,ζ) = min
ωcq

[
2− 2

√
F (ρ,ζ)

]
, (3.103)

where

F (ρ,ζ) = {Tr [
√
ρζ
√
ρ]

1
2}2 (3.104)

is the Fidelity [170�172]. However, the Bures metric does not reduce to a measure of

entanglement for pure states, not being considered a reliable quanti�er of quantum discord.
15It can be seen as a quantum generalization of the Fisher information metric [158,167] and is reduced

to the Fubini�Study [167] metric when restricted to pure states.
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Hilbert-Schmidt Norm

The Hilbert�Schmidt norm (or Schatten 2-norm) is a metric based on the

distance from a given quantum state ρ to the closest classical�quantum state ζ, Eq.

(3.97), and can be expressed as

QG(ρ) = min
ωcq

DHS(ρ,ζ) = min
ωcq

‖ρ− ζ‖22 (3.105)

where ‖X‖2 =
√
Tr [X†X] is the Hilbert-Schmidt Norm.

As pointed out in Refs. [150, 163, 173], the geometric discord based on the

Hilbert�Schmidt norm16 [19] cannot be regarded as a good measure for the quantumness

of correlations, because it may increase under local operations on the unmeasured sub-

system B [162], whose reduced density matrix is written in terms of the set of orthogonal

projectors Pi{i}A and Π
{j}
b . This leads us to the creation of quantum discord in a reversible

way, without cost to the total correlation of the system [163].

Schatten 1-norm

On the other hand, geometric quantum discord based on the Schatten 1-norm

is a well-de�ned measurement of the amount of quantum correlations of a state in terms

of its minimal distance from the set ωcq of classical states [18, 162]. Geometric quantum

discord can then be expressed as

QG(ρ) = min
ωcq

‖ρ− ρc‖ (3.106)

where ‖X‖1 = Tr
[√

X†X
]
is the 1-norm, ρ is a given quantum state and ρc a closest

classical-quantum state [18,162].

This norm has been widely used in the literature as a reliable geometric mea-

surement of quantum discord. In addition, this metric has a conceptual importance,

because it is the only p-norm capable of producing a well-de�ned quantum correlation

measure. In addition, it exhibits remarkable properties under decoherence for simple di-

agonal Bell states [18, 140,162], under certain conditions in which abrupt transitions can

16The other Schatten p-norms ‖X‖p = {Tr
[
X†X

] p
2 } 1

p for p ≥ 2 cannot be regarded as a good measure

for the quantumness of correlations either [157,162].
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be observed, the sudden change of quantum correlations [174,175], or an invariant behav-

ior of the degree of quantum correlation in the system interacting with the extraneous

environment, the freezing of quantum correlations [140,166,176].

3.2.4 Thermal Discord

Until 2010, the measurement of quantum correlations in macroscopic systems

had only been related to the measurement of entanglement. Then, in 2011, Yurishchev

[34,66] related the measurement of entropic quantum discord [9,10,153] with the magnetic

susceptibility of a spin cluster material [34,66] from a theoretical point of view, associating

the measurement of quantum discord with a thermodynamic property of a condensed

matter system. Let us consider the main subject of study of this thesis, a system consisting

of two isotropically coupled spin-1/2 particles such as a Heisenberg dimer in a d9 electronic

con�guration in thermodynamic equilibrium.

Thermal Entropic Discord

The density matrix given by Eq. (3.54) is a Bell diagonal state, an therefore,

it has the form from which the entropic quantum discord, Eq. (3.92), can be evaluated

exactly. The mutual information I, Eq. (3.83), can be calculated as a function of the

pairwise correlation function c(T ), Eq. (3.55)

I(T ) =
1

4
[(1− 3c(T )) log2(1− 3c(T )) + 3(1 + c(T )) log2(1 + c(T ))] . (3.107)

Thus, the classical part of the total thermodynamic correlations, Eq. (3.107), can be

calculated as a function of the pairwise correlations c(T ), Eq. (3.55), by using Eq.(3.91)

and Eq.(3.54):

C(T ) =
1

2
[(1 + |c(T )|) log2(1 + |c(T )|) + (1− |c(T )|) log2(1− |c(T )|)] . (3.108)

Eq. (3.92), (3.107) and (3.108) de�ne the so called Thermal Discord, [2,34,66]

Q(ρAB) = I(T )− C(T ) (3.109)

=
1

4
[(1− 3c(T )) log2(1− 3c(T )) + 3(1 + c(T )) log2(1 + c(T ))]− (3.110)

−1

2
[(1 + |c(T )|) log2(1 + |c(T )|) + (1− |c(T )|) log2(1− |c(T )|)] .(3.111)
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Thus, from Eq. (3.55), the entropic quantum discord can be calculated as a

function of the magnetic susceptibility of a Heisenberg dimer in a d9 electronic con�gura-

tion in thermodynamic equilibrium:

QE(T ) =
1

4
{[4− 3αTχ(T )] log2 [4− 3αTχ(T )] + 3αTχ(T ) log2 [αTχ(T )]}−

1

2
{[1 + |αTχ(T )− 1|] log2 [1 + |αTχ(T )− 1|] + [1− |αTχ(T )− 1|]

log2 [1− |αTχ(T )− 1|]} (3.112)

where α = 2kB/N(gµB)2 [2]. This result was �rst published in Ref. [34] in 2011, being

one of the �rst quanti�ers of quantum discord in terms of a thermodynamic property of

a condensed matter system such as a molecular magnet.

Thermal Geometric Discord

Until 2016, connections between the quantum state geometry, associated with

the measurement of geometric quantum correlations, and the thermodynamic properties

of molecular magnetic systems had not yet been made. Inspired by the works of Ciccarello

et al. [177] and Paula et al. [18,162], the author of this thesis has calculated the geometric

quantum discord based on the Schatten 1-norm, Eq. (3.106), as a function of the magnetic

susceptibility of a molecular magnet as a coupled spin-1/2 Heisenberg dimer.

First, let us consider a set of isotropically coupled pairs of spin 1/2, i.e., a

molecular magnetic system in a d9 electronic con�guration, ruled by a Hamiltonian H
that exhibits invariance under π rotation around a given spin axis (Z2 symmetry) [16,23].

The two-spin reduced density matrix at sites labeled 1 and 2 in the computational basis

{|00〉,|01〉,|10〉,|11〉} will be given by an X-shaped mixed state

ρX =




ρ11 0 0 ρ∗41

0 ρ22 ρ∗32 0

0 ρ32 ρ33 0

ρ41 0 0 ρ44



, (3.113)

where the positive semide�niteness and the normalization of ρX require ρ11ρ44 ≥ |ρ41|2,
ρ22ρ33 ≥ |ρ23|2, and Tr[ρX ] = 1 [161,177].

By decomposing the Eq.(3.113) in the Pauli basis, we obtain [16,178�180]

ρX =
1

4
(I⊗ I +

∑

α=x,y,z

cα~σ
α ⊗ ~σα+ cβI⊗ ~σz+ +cγ~σ

z ⊗ I) (3.114)
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with

cx = 〈σx1σx2 〉 = Tr [σx1 ⊗ σx2ρ] = 2(ρ32 + ρ41) (3.115)

cy = 〈σy1σy2〉 = Tr [σy1 ⊗ σy2ρ] = 2(ρ32 − ρ41) (3.116)

cz = 〈σz1σz2〉 = Tr [σz1 ⊗ σz2ρ] = 1− 2(ρ22 + ρ33) (3.117)

cβ = Tr(~σz1 ⊗ IρX) = 2(ρ11 + ρ22)− 1 (3.118)

cγ = Tr(I⊗ ~σz2ρX) = 2(ρ11 + ρ33)− 1 (3.119)

where all these parameters assume values in the interval −1 ≤ cα;β;γ ≤ 1 (α = x,y,z) [161].

Eq. (3.114) describes the so-called X-state which has nonzero elements only

on the diagonal and antidiagonal as a consequence of the Z2-symmetry of the quantum

spin model. Also, we stress the fact that ρ41 and ρ32 are reals due to the invariance of the

quantum spin model under symmetrical operations.

In terms of the parameters {cj}, for c2x − c2z + c2γ < 0 the Schatten 1-norm

quantum correlation can be written as

QG(ρX) =
|cx|
2

(3.120)

and in case of c2x − c2z + c2γ ≥ 0:

if, |cx| ≥ |cz| ⇒ QG(ρX) =
|cy|
2
, (3.121)

if, |cx| < |cz| ⇒ QG(ρX) = Θ
(
c2y − c2z + c2γ

) 1

2

√
c2x
(
c2y + c2γ

)
− c2yc2z

c2x − c2z + c2γ
Θ
(
c2z − c2y − c2γ

) |cz|
2

(3.122)

where Θ (x) is Heaviside step function (with Θ (0) = 1/2).

Eq. (3.120)-(3.122) can be simpli�ed in terms of the matrix elements of the

X-shaped density matrix Eq. (3.113) as

QG(ρX) =
1

2

√
φ1φmax − φ2φmin

φmax − φmin + φ2
1 − φ2

2

(3.123)
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where

φ = 2(ρ11 + ρ22)− 1,

φ1 = 2(ρ23 + ρ14),

φ2 = 2(ρ23 − ρ14),

φ3 = 1− 4ρ22 ,

φmax = max{φ2
3,φ

2
2 + φ̂},

φmin = minφ2
3,φ

2
1 (3.124)

(3.125)

As calculated in reference [161] the corresponding classical and total correla-

tions are respectively:

CG(ρX) = ĉ+ (3.126)

TG(ρX) =
1

2
[ĉ+ + max [ĉ+, ĉ0 + ĉ−]] , (3.127)

where

ĉ− = min{|c11|,|c22|,|c33 − Tr(I⊗ ~Szj ρX) · Tr(~Szi ⊗ IρX)|} (3.128)

ĉ+ = max{|c11|,|c22|,|c33 − Tr(I⊗ ~Szj ρX) · Tr(~Szi ⊗ IρX)|} (3.129)

ĉ0 = int{|c11|,|c22|,|c33 − Tr(I⊗ ~Szj ρX) · Tr(~Szi ⊗ IρX)|} (3.130)

are the minimum, maximum and intermediate values of the spin-spin correlation functions.

For Heisenberg models with U(1) symmetry, namely, [H, σz] we obtain a

stronger constraint over the elements of the density matrix [16]. The U(1) invariance

ensures that the element ρ41 vanishes in the reduced density matrix of Eq.3.113. In this

case, ρX is a Bell diagonal state [161, 177], and this yields that they ful�l cβ = cγ = 0.

Therefore, the corresponding density matrix can be expanded as

ρBell =
1

4
(I⊗ I + cα~σ

α
1 ⊗ ~σα2 ) . (3.131)

Hence, c2x − c2z ± c2γ → c2x − c2z. Therefore, the geometric quantum discord in

Eq.(3.121) reduces to Eq.(3.120), if |cx| ≥ |cz|, and Eq.(3.122) for |cz| < |cx| reduces to

QG(ρBell) =
1

2
max{|cz|,|cy|} . (3.132)
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Therefore, from Eqs. (3.132) and (3.57), the geometric quantum discord can

be written as a function of the magnetic susceptibility as

QG(T ) =
1

2

∣∣∣∣
2kBT

N(gµB)2
χ(T )− 1

∣∣∣∣ . (3.133)

This result [2] is a connection between the geometry of quantum states, through the

measure of geometric discord, based on the Schatten 1-norm [162], with a thermodynamic

property of a molecular magnetic system.
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4 Literature Review and State of the Art

In recent years, it has been demonstrated by studying the quantum properties

of molecular magnetic systems that these materials have highly stable quantum correla-

tions against external perturbations such as temperature, pressure, and magnetic �elds. In

this context, molecular magnetic systems present themselves as strong candidates as pro-

totype materials for processing, codi�cation, and distribution of the quantum information,

since they may be immune to decoherence mechanisms, which leads to the destruction of

the quantum properties of the system of interest through the inevitable coupling of the

quantum system with the external environment. Consequently, studying these systems

gives us an opportunity to gain total control of their quantum properties, providing fasci-

nating and innovative research perspectives and paving the way for promising applications

in emerging quantum technologies, such as new devices based on quantum correlations

and quantum computation. In this chapter, we present the state of the art of the study

of quantum correlations in molecular magnetic systems.

4.1 Quantum Information in Molecular Magnetic Sys-

tems

Nowadays, we have reached the point where the miniaturization of electronic

devices will inevitably lead to molecular size components. However, designing components

with molecular properties requires a deep understanding of the laws of quantum mechanics

applied to these components. This fact has led to a technological breakthrough that will

be achieved through employing quantum information theory.

Quantum information theory is a �eld in increasing development, involving the

intersection of two major areas of scienti�c knowledge: quantum mechanics and informa-

tion theory [3,4,65,181]. It is based on the study of the properties of compound quantum
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systems in order to explore them for codi�cation, processing, and distribution of the infor-

mation contained in a quantum state or encapsulated in a quantum system [3,4,65]. Due

to the fact that the science of quantum information is an extremely multidisciplinary area,

it involves lines of research ranging from the study of algorithms for quantum computation

to forms of relation with other areas such as condensed matter physics, [3,4,65,181,182],

optics [3,4,65,181,183], and thermodynamics [3,4,65,181,184], passing through questions

related to the fundamentals of theoretical physics, and arriving at experimental imple-

mentations of a wide range of protocols in di�erent physical platforms [4, 111,185�187].

4.1.1 Quantum Information Theoretical Quanti�ers

One of the most striking results in the �eld of computation and quantum

information was the discovery that entanglement is a physical resource with which we can

perform tasks like processing and transmission of information. Initially, entanglement

was only considered as a quantum correlation [3, 4, 65]. It was the entanglement, in

which, from the 1990s, hope was placed on ambitious projects of radical improvement

in computer performance, designing secure data networks, implementing teleportation

of states, etc. [4, 111, 185�187]. However, entanglement is fragile and can easily vanish

through the inevitable interaction of the system with its environment [130]. Despite the

rapid growth of quantum information science in recent years, especially with regard to the

development of marketable technologies related to encryption [3, 4, 65, 111, 181, 188, 189]

and quantum computation [3, 4, 65, 181, 190], large-scale development of technological

devices based on quantum information is compromised by the decoherence process that

leads to the destruction of the quantum properties of the system of interest through the

inevitable coupling of the quantum system with the external environment.

Most of the research so far has focused on the use of highly entangled states,

which are, however, di�cult to produce and stabilize for a large number of constituents.

Because of this, in the 21st century we saw a further development of ideas about the

physical nature of quantum correlations and the development of new quantum enhanced

measurements without entanglement [101] and new quantum information quanti�ers. The

study of theoretical quantum information quanti�ers has attracted considerable attention

as a key resource for several information processing protocols [3�7].

In 2000, Zurek introduced the concept of quantum discord as a reliable in-
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dicator of the quantum nature of the correlations [9]. In 2001, Henderson and Vedral,

independently, analyzed the correlations in a bipartite system, suggesting, from the theory

of measurement, a way to separate purely classical and quantum correlations [10], as we

show in Section 3.3.1. In 2008, using the model of deterministic quantum computation

with one qubit [153], Datta demonstrated that a quantum processor can be built over

mixed states by using quantum correlations, measured by the entropic quantum discord,

in the absent of entanglement. This fact has led to an expansion of the notion of quantum

correlations and it has been shown that the quantum entanglement does not encompass

all possible quantum correlations in a system.

However, there are only a few results for the analytical expression of entropic

quantum discord, and only for certain classes of states are exact solutions known [11,13�

17, 160]. Most recently, in 2014, Huang [21] proved that computing entropic quantum

discord (and a large class of entropic measurements including entanglement of formation)

is an NP-complet problem even for bipartite mixed states. As a result, the problem of

computing entropic measurements of quantum discord is computationally intractable [21].

Therefore, devising e�cient algorithms or even establishing closed analytical formulas for

such quanti�ers of quantum correlations is a very di�cult task. This motivated the

introduction of alternative measures of quantum discord from a theoretical point of view

[12,14,34,66,191,192].

In 2010, Daki¢ et al. demonstrated that a reliable geometric quanti�er of

discord-like correlations can be built by employing the so-called trace distance, which is

used to measure how far the state under investigation is from the closest classical�quantum

state [19]. Despite its remarkable features, as we showed in Section 3.3.2, geometric discord

is known to be sensitive to the choice of distance measures, as pointed out by Tufarelli et

al. [150] and Piani in 2012 [163] and Hu et al. in 2013 [173]. The geometric discord as

proposed by Daki¢ et al. [19] cannot be regarded as a good measure for the quantumness of

correlations, because it may increase under local operations on the unmeasured subsystem

[162]. In this context, in 2013 Paula [162], following the above-mentioned works, studied

the fundamental aspects of geometric discord by considering general Schatten p-norms,

explicitly showing that only the 1-norm is able to de�ne a consistent quantum correlation

measure.

Nowadays, numerous quanti�ers of quantum correlations have been proposed

[5,7,11,13�19,142,157,158,160,162�166], especially quanti�ers based on geometric argu-
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ments [15, 18, 19, 142, 157, 162�166]. In addition, the scienti�c community has proposed

numerous alternative measurements of general quantum correlations based on discord-

like quanti�ers through metrological measures of nonclassical correlations [165, 193, 194]

and phenomenological aspects of quantum systems [195, 196]. Among all possible mea-

surements of general quantum correlations, the scienti�c community has paid particular

attention to the concepts of quantum interferometric power proposed by Girolami et al. in

2014 [158] and quantum coherence quanti�ers proposed by Baumgratz et al. in 2014 [195].

Quantum interferometric power can be seen as a nonclassical correlation quan-

ti�er with a metrological interpretation in a black-box quantum phase determination

paradigm [101], which relies on discord-type quantum correlations [158, 197]. Girolami

et al. [158] showed that the discord of a quantum state guarantees that the minimum

precision can be obtained by using this state in a metrological con�guration of phase

estimation, providing a strong indication that states with nonzero quantum discord play

a central role in the context of quantum metrology.

In order to understand its conception, let's consider an interferometric proto-

col where a phase ϕ is implemented in one branch of a bipartite initial state ρ12 via the

unitary transformation Uϕ = e−iϕH1 , where H1 is the generator of the rotation. After such

implementation, the resulting phase, ϕ̃, can be estimated and compared to the intended

one. The optimum result, where ϕ̃ is as close as ϕ as possible, is obtained when the

Cramer-Rao bound is saturated [198] since, it determines the maximum achievable preci-

sion for any initial state ρ12 with the generator of rotation H1, providing a lower bound

on the variance of any unbiased estimator function ϕ which maps observed data obtained

from arbitrary quantum measurements [101]. Therefore, for a given input state ρAB, a

relevant �gure of merit for such a setup is the minimum Quantum Fisher Information,

F(ρAB;HA), over all HA [158,197], given by:

PA(ρAB) =
1

4
min
HA

F(ρAB;HA) (4.1)

In 2017, Bromley et al. [197] demonstrated that entanglement cannot entirely capture the

worst-case sensitivity in quantum interferometry, proving that quantum interferometric

power relies on more general quantum correlations beyond entanglement and captures the

relevant resource [197].

On the other hand, Baumgratz, Cramer, and Plenio de�ne a phenomenological

characteristic of quantum systems as a quantum information theoretical quanti�er, the
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quantum coherence [195]. As the main resource of the quantum interference phenomena,

quantum coherence plays an important role in quantum information theory, enabling

applications that are impossible within the classical realm. For any distance between

quantum states D Baumgratz [195] de�ne a general distance based coherence quanti�er

as

CD = min
σ∈I

D(ρ,σ) , (4.2)

where the minimal distance of ρ from a set of incoherent states σ ∈ I. For an arbitrary

�xed reference basis {|i〉i=1,...,d} of a d-dimensional Hilbert space H in which we consider

the quantum state of interest ρ, the set of all density matrices

σ =
d∑

i=1

si|i〉〈i| , (4.3)

that are diagonal in this reference basis, with si being the probabilities. Any state which

cannot be written as above is de�ned as coherent. In a manner analogous to that proposed

in Chapter 3 for entanglement and quantum discord any reliable measure of coherence,

Eq. (4.2), is CD = 0 only for incoherent states σ ∈ I.

Thus, unlike other information theoretic quanti�ers coherence is basis-dependent.

This reference basis {|i〉i=1,...,d}may be dictated by the physics of the problem under inves-

tigation or by a task for which coherence is required [195,196]. In addition, the de�nition

of coherence quanti�ers [195] requires the de�nition of incoherent operations, analog to the

entanglement monotones requires a de�nition of non-entangling operations, determined

by phenomenological considerations, which leads to LOCC operations, as described on

chapter 3. A completely positive trace preserving map Λ is said to be an incoherent

operation if it can be written in the form

Λ[ρ] =
∑

i

KiρK
†
i ∈ I ⊂ H , (4.4)

where the de�ning operatorKi are the so-called incoherent Krauss operators1, which maps

every incoherent state σ.

With this de�nitions, Baumgratz et al. [195] set the framework for a resource

theory for quantum coherence. They performed a wide variety of measurements of quan-

tum coherence on solid bases by establishing a quantitative theory of quantum coherence
1Incoherent Krauss operators have a great importance for open quantum system dynamics, since it

de�nes the depolarizing, phase-damping and amplitude-damping channels [195]
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as a resource of quantum information quantifying process [196], presenting basic assump-

tions of their approach and using it to identify quantitative measurements of quantum

coherence. In analogy to that already de�ned in Chapter 3 for the calculation of the

quantum discord the relative entropy measure is de�ned for the quantum coherence as

Cent(ρ) = S(ρdiag)− S(ρ) , (4.5)

where S(ρ) is the von Neumann entropy and ρdiag is the diagonal density matrix obtained

from the diagonal elements of ρ written on the reference basis. On the other hand,

a reliable geometric coherence quanti�er can be built by employing a general distance

measurement D(ρ,ρdiag), which is a metric used to measure how far the state under

investigation ρ is from the closest set of incoherent states I. Thus, all the metrics used

in Chapter 3 to de�ne reliable quanti�ers of quantum discord can be used as geometric

measures of quantum coherence.

In a general way, these discord-like quanti�ers exhibit monotonic behavior

as the environment acts on the system. Otherwise, under certain conditions, abrupt

transitions can be observed, the sudden change of quantum correlations [174, 175], or an

invariant behavior of the degree of quantum correlation in the system interacting with the

extraneous environment, the freezing of quantum correlations [140, 166, 176]. Therefore,

in addition to de�ning quanti�ers capable of providing the degree of quantum correlations

in a physical system, the state of the art of quantum correlation quanti�cation lies in the

study of the dynamics and the behavior of these correlations versus e�ects from interaction

with the external environment (decoherence processes).

4.1.2 Decoherence in Magnetic Materials

The identi�cation of qubits in magnetic materials has attracted the attention

of the scienti�c community of quantum information theory and condensed matter physics.

Moreover, there are also quantum correlations among the magnetic components of these

materials [2]. However, the main obstacle to the development in large scale of instruments

and devices that employ quantum correlations is decoherence process [199, 200]. To de-

velop coherent quantum devices based on a given magnetic material, a few static qubits

are insu�cient; rather, large sets of coherent qubits whose dynamics can be monitored

and controlled for a su�ciently long time [66], i.e., for a quantum computer, are needed,
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and the lifetime of the coherent state must be long enough to perform a certain number

of computational protocols required by an arbitrary quantum algorithm. As pointed by

Krojanski and Suter [201], the decoherence time is expected to get shorter with the num-

ber of correlated qubits, thus it decreases rapidly with increasing number of qubits in the

system [66,201], but experimental data are only available for small numbers of qubits.

Remarkable results in the manipulation of qubits have recently been achieved

using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) methods in nuclear spins of atoms in di�erent

molecules [202�204]. In this technique, the spin dynamics is characterized by the spin�

lattice relaxion time, which is responsible for the longitudinal magnetization decay of

the system [203], and the spin�spin relaxion time, which responsible for the transverse

magnetization component dephasing [66,203], and therefore the decohering process of the

quantum states of nuclear spin magnetic materials.

It should be noted that the spin�lattice relaxion time in nuclear spins can be

seconds or even minutes [204]. However, there is a great disadvantage of nuclear spins:

due to the small nuclear magneton [203]2, operating qubits in nuclear magnetic materials

must be done at extremely low temperatures, on the order of millikelvins.

The recent results strengthen the fact that electronic magnetic materials,

such as molecular magnetic systems, may be somewhat immune to decohering mecha-

nisms [2, 20, 25, 27�29, 34�36]. Owing to the large gap between the ground state and the

�rst-excited state found in some materials, these materials can contain quantically cor-

related states with high stability and resistance to external disturbances, such as high

temperatures, pressures, and magnetic �elds [2, 20, 25, 27�29, 34�36]. It is an undoubted

advantage over the qubits based on nuclear magnetic atoms and molecules. However, un-

fortunately, the prospect of using these materials, as qubit systems, in the processing and

distribution of quantum information still is currently impractical because the large spin�

lattice interaction leads to extremely short relaxation times (10−10�10−6 s). Nevertheless,

the state of the art for study the decohering process in electronic spin qubits relies on the

creation and design of novel materials with large electron spin relaxation times [66].

2This is a factor of almost 103 smaller when compared to the electronic one.
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4.1.3 Quantifying Quantum Correlations in Molecular Magnetic

Systems

Nowadays, the demand for the development of new materials has guided several

research groups to the study of structures that, besides exhibiting remarkable physical

properties, are useful in technological and everyday applications. The search for the

understanding, optimization, and development of new systems is the main motivation for

conducting research projects in the area of condensed matter physics. In recent years,

the scienti�c community has learned how to use the emerging quantum properties of

condensed matter physics systems through the study of quantum information theoretical

quanti�ers by measuring thermodynamic properties of solids [2, 20, 23, 25, 27�29, 34�36],

paving the way for a promising future in the development of new quantum technologies.

The technological challenges of quantum information science lead us to con-

sider fundamental aspects of Molecular Magnetism, because of its ease of synthesis, great

versatility, and low-dimensional features. In 2000, inspired by the paper published by

Ahn et al. [205], in which they implemented a Grover algorithm [206, 207] in Rydberg

atoms [205], Leuenberger and Loss [208] published a paper in which they proposed an im-

plementation of Grover's algorithm using molecular magnets, theoretically showing that

molecular magnets can be used to construct dense and e�cient memory devices based on

Grover's algorithm. However, the superposition of single-particle quantum states is su�-

cient for Grover's algorithm [205�208], and quantum entanglement was still unexplored.

Until 2000s, most of the demonstrations of quantum correlations in condensed

matter physics were related to the detection of entanglement involving at most a handful

of atoms. The components of these systems are likelier to become entangled with stray

components, obscuring their original interconnections. Because of decohering processes,

too much information leaks out to the environment, causing the system to behave through

a classical probability distribution. In this scenario, the di�culty of preserving quantum

correlations poses a major challenge for those of us seeking to exploit these novel ef-

fects behind the quantum nature of physical systems for practical use, such as quantum

computers and emerging quantum technologies.

In 2003, Ghosh et al. [131] proved that larger systems can also remain entan-

gled. They put a lithium �uoride salt in an external magnetic �eld and observed that the
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atoms in the salt can be seen as spinning magnets that try to align themselves with the

external �eld. Through the measurement of the magnetic susceptibility, they found that

the atoms responded much faster than the strength of their mutual interactions would

suggest. Therefore, some additional e�ect was boosting the atoms to align with the ex-

ternal magnetic �eld, and the researchers argued that this was due to the entanglement

between the magnetic dipoles. Therefore, the 1023 atoms of the salt formed a hugely en-

tangled system [131]. However, to avoid the confounding e�ects on the magnetic dipoles

resulting from heat energy, which leads to thermal decoherence, Ghosh et al. [131] had to

perform their experiments at extremely low temperatures of a few millikelvins.

In the middle of the 2000s, several thermodynamic quantities, such as internal

energy [127,134�136], magnetization, and heat capacity [137], were proposed as an way to

identify the presence of entanglement in a macroscopic condensed matter system, but they

all depended on complete knowledge of the speci�c model that describes the macroscopic

properties of the quantum system of interest and they were not usually directly measurable

quantities. Therefore, in 2005, Wie±niak, Vedral, and Brukner showed from a theoretical

point of view that magnetic susceptibility of a condensed matter system can reveal thermal

spin entanglement between the constituents of a solid, as an entanglement witness [36].

This witness can be directly measured and can be applicable, in principle, without full

knowledge of the Hamiltonian model that describes the physical nature of the system

or the dimensionality of the Hilbert space associated with the quantum system, thereby

establishing a solid relationship between the quantum properties of a condensed matter

system and its macroscopic properties. In 2009, Pinto [25] investigated quantum thermal

entanglement in molecular magnetic systems composed of S spin dimers using Wie±niak's

entanglement witness, where the maximum temperature below which entanglement [3,

4, 25, 28] is directly associated with the intra-dimeric magnetic coupling and that the

entanglement appears only for the antiferromagnetic coupling.

On the other hand, from an experimental point of view, Souza et al. [27]

measured thermal entanglement in spin clusters through the magnetic susceptibility mea-

surements in a molecular magnetic system. They found the entanglement exists below 240

K. This was the �rst clue that a molecular magnetic system could be somewhat resistant

to the thermal decohering process. Then, in 2009, Souza et al. [29] measured quantum

entanglement and quantum nonlocality at higher temperatures in a copper-carboxylate-

based molecular magnet. In these materials, the magnetic coupling is strong enough
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to resist thermal decoherence. Although the system remained entangled up to 630 K,

hundreds of kelvins above room temperature, Bell's inequality is violated up to 290 K,

which is a remarkable feature, because violation of Bell's inequality has great importance

to quantum information science from an operational viewpoint for the implementation

of several protocols. In 2012, Reis et al. [28] showed, through an engineered molecular

system, that molecular magnets could remain up to 730 K, signi�cantly above the highest

temperature where a system could be quantum correlated as reported up that time.

Until 2011, the measurement of quantum correlations in molecular magnetic

systems was only related to the measurement of entanglement. However, in 2011, Yur-

ishchev related the measurement of entropic quantum discord [9,10,153] with the magnetic

susceptibility of a spin cluster material [34,66] from a theoretical point of view.

At this point, the main results of this thesis, presented in the next chapters,

are placed on the state of the art of the study of quantum information in molecular

magnetic systems. Based on the demand for functional quantum systems, with high

stability in their quantum properties, against the inevitable decoherence process, and

aiming for greater e�ciency and lower production costs of new devices based on quantum

information technologies, the state of the art of the study of condensed matter systems

applied to quantum information lies in the exploration of potential systems as prototypes

for coding, processing, and distribution of quantum information.

One of the fundamental aspects behind the state of the art of molecular mag-

netic systems is the relationship between magnetic interactions and the crystalline lattice.

Although some general rules governing the interactions of these systems are qualitatively

understood from the chemical point of view [53], there are numerous degrees of freedom,

such as metal center bounds and local distortions that are extremely physically impor-

tant but still unexplored from the quantum point of view. For example, there are several

molecular magnetic systems, such as metal�organic crystalline systems [2, 31], that have

an immense variety of topologies [2,30,31] and compositions, leading to dramatic e�ects on

magnetic behavior and, consequently, on their quantum properties [2], allowing the study

of the way that multiple topological conformations [31] a�ect the quantum characteristics

of these materials.

Our main results have been aimed at proposing and providing engineered ma-

terials with a high stability of its quantum correlations against external perturbations.
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In 2016, we found that carboxylate-based molecular magnetic systems can achieve stable

quantum correlations up to 104 K above room temperature [2]. It is worth mentioning

that we make the connection between the geometry of quantum states, through the mea-

sure of geometric discord based on the Schatten 1-norm [162], with a thermodynamic

property of a molecular magnetic system. We add to the literature an engineered mate-

rial with a high stability of its quantum correlations against external perturbations. The

study of carboxylate-based molecular magnets will lead to new research toward the limits

of quantum information processing, with promising applications in emerging quantum

technologies, especially devices based on quantum correlations.

In 2017, we showed through the density functional theory (DFT) that an

external pressure yields a minimization on the degree of quantum correlations in a spin

cluster [20]. Also remarkable is the possibility of handling the ground state of the system

by controlling its temperature and pressure, showing that quantum properties of spin

clusters can be controlled and manipulated by the management of signi�cant macroscopic

e�ects [20].

Still in 2017, based on the works of Cramer [22] and Marty [87] that associated

the structure factor of inelastic neutron scattering in a condensed matter system, as an

entanglement witness, we showed that it is possible to quantify the presence of geomet-

ric quantum correlations, through structure factors obtained through inelastic neutron

scattering. We have provided one path toward identifying the presence of quantum cor-

relations in a two-qubit system, only using di�ractive properties of inelastic neutron scat-

tering without making any assumption about its macroscopic properties or the external

conditions under which the neutrons are scattered, being an alternative way to describe

the quantum properties of a two-qubit system via neutron scattering experiments.

These results open a new and exciting prospect for quantum information pro-

cessing in spin cluster materials, leading to promising applications in quantum informa-

tion science such as the development of novel candidate platforms for the processing and

transmission of quantum information.
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5 Stable Quantum Correlations at Room

Temperature in a Carboxylate Based

Molecular Magnet

In this chapter, we begin the presentation of the results obtained in this thesis,

showing that carboxylate-based compounds can support quantum correlations thousands

of kelvins above room temperature. We report the crystal structure and magnetic suscepti-

bility of a carboxylate-based molecular magnet with the formula Cu2(HCOO)4(HCOOH)2

(C4H10N2), a metal�organic framework, from which the quantum correlations quanti-

�ers, derived as a function of the temperature using the magnetic susceptibility of the

compound, shown in Chapter 3 are explored. The analytical formulas for the quantum

correlations and the analysis of the data suggest the existence of entanglement up to tem-

peratures of 681 K, while the measure of quantum discord reveals that this system remains

at the singlet ground state up to ∼ 80 K. In addition, quantum correlations would remain

up to 9540 K, thousands of kelvins above room temperature, even without entanglement.

Therefore, we obtain very stable quantum correlations up to 513 K, the limit at which

this material can exist�hundreds of kelvins above room temperature [157]. These results

could only be achieved as a result of the material topology, because of the carboxylate

group promoting a huge metal-to-metal magnetic interaction. These results represent the

highest temperatures, reported to date, wherein quantum correlations can be supported.

5.1 Design of the Carboxylate-Based Molecular Mag-

net: Synthesis and Crystal Structure

To obtain strongly entangled states at high temperature, we need to maximize

the gap between the ground state and the �rst-exited state, and metal organic frameworks

are one path toward achieving this goal. Metal�organic frameworks (MOFs) are essentially

polymers formed from the bonding of metal ions with polytopic organic compounds, often
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resulting in fascinating structural topologies such as chains, layers, and three-dimensional

structures with high porosity. Because of this and other factors, they present a wide vari-

ety of applications in the processes of adsorption, gas storage and catalysis, drug storage,

magnetic refrigeration, and magnetic data storage [209, 210]. It is well known that the

preparation of such compounds is extremely sensitive to synthetic conditions, including

observations indicating that the degree of hydration yields di�erent structures [209�212].

The use of chemical and crystal engineering techniques allows us to systematically design

structures with chemical and magnetic properties that are adjustable to the synthesis con-

ditions. In this way, we can design materials with such features to enhance their quantum

properties and then study the quantum correlations.

To obtain a low-dimensional system of two qubits, under which the quantum

correlations were calculated, we use copper(II) ions as a Heisenberg dimer in a d9 electronic

con�guration and therefore an ideal realization of a two-qubit system (spin-1/2 dimer)

ruled by a Heisenberg�Dirac�Van Vleck Hamiltonian H = −J ~S1 · ~S2 [23]. In this context,

we present the synthesis, structural characterization, and magnetic properties of Cu(II)

MOFs, using as a binder piperazine (C4H10N2), a vermifuge compound, the derivatives of

which are widely used in the treatment of di�erent parasites [213]. The use of piperazine

as a binder allows the formation of porous environments, thus allowing the production of

MOFs.

The compounds were synthesized in collaboration with the Center for Research

in Ceramic and Composite Materials (CICECO) Chemistry of the University of Aveiro

(Portugal), using the standard procedure of re�ux synthesis1 using piperazine (C4H10N2),

distilled water, ethanol, formic acid, and copper(II) carbonate (CuCO3Cu(OH)2). For the

synthesis of our compound, we used a mixture of dehydrated copper(II) nitrate, piperazine

ethanol, and/or distilled water, re�uxed for 3 h at a temperature of ∼425 K.

The dinuclear copper(II) complex Cu2(HCOO)4(HCOOH)2(C4H10N2) was suc-

cessfully synthesized, and its crystalline structure was characterized by single-crystal X-

ray di�raction. Its molecular structure is presented in Fig. 5.1 and the spatial groups and

lattice parameters and angles, obtained from X-ray di�raction, are presented in Table 5.1.

1These materials are readily prepared under hydrothermal conditions using conventional heating (300�

500 K) for a period of a few days or by crystallization at room temperature.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: Crystal structure of Cu2(HCOO)4(HCOOH)2(C4H10N2) compound with (a)

local dimer polyhedron representation and (b) dimeric sheet view, where the arrows rep-

resent the reduced magnetic structure of the compound. Color scheme: Cu - green; O -

red; N - blue.

Table 5.1: Crystalline data and re�ned parameters obtained in the X-ray di�raction

Space Group Triclinic P-1

a(Å) 6.3927(4)

b(Å) 6.7758(4)

c(Å) 10.4418(5)

α(o) 93.825(3)

β(o) 90.544(3)

γ(o) 107.214(3)
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Single-crystal structure analysis revealed that the compound is composed of a

dimeric cupric tetraformate unit, with a short Cu�Cu internuclear separation of 2.628(2)

Å and one piperazine molecule. The dimer is formed by opposing square pyramidal CuO5

with a very small distortion (see Fig. 5.1(a)). The base oxygen atoms on the adjoining

pyramids are part of the four connecting carboxylate groups in a syn�syn conformation,

leading to a strong magnetic interaction between the dimer ions. The apical oxygen of the

pyramid is connected via an HCOO group (Cu�O = 2.12(1) Å) to another carboxylate

group. The crystal structure is stabilized by intermolecular N�HO hydrogen bonding with

N(10) · · ·O(7) = 2.722(2) Å and N(10) · · ·O(8)ii = 2.745(2) Å (ii = 1 + x, y, z), forming

an in�nite two-dimensional network.

5.2 Magnetic Properties

Our designed compound Cu2(HCOO)4(HCOOH)2(C4H10N2) is of highest in-

terest, it shows a short interaction path between the metal centers, a crucial factor for

the emergence of strongly entangled states at high temperature, since from its short in-

teraction path maximizes the gap between the ground state and the �rst-exited state.

From the previously described crystal structure, it is possible to extract the

magnetic structure, as shown in Fig. 5.1(b). In this structure, copper dimers, with an

intramolecular separation of 2.628(2) Å, are separated from each other by a distance of

6.776(1) Å. These dimers are arranged in linear chains along the a axis, and these chains

are separated from each other along c axis by a distance of 8.176(1) Å, thus forming sheets

of copper dimers (see Fig. 5.1(b)).

From a magnetic viewpoint, owing to the much higher intra- and interchain

distances, in comparison to the Cu�Cu intra-dimer distance, we considered a model of

isolated dimers, a low-dimensional molecular magnetic system as described in Chapter 2.

Given that the Cu(II) ions under consideration have a d9 electronic con�guration, this

material is an ideal realization of a spin-1/2 dimer, in which the quantum correlations

presented in Chapter 3 were calculated as

H = −J ~S1 · ~S2 − gµB ~B · (~S1 + ~S2) . (5.1)

where g is the isotropic Landé factor. The present model has one exchange parameter,

J , which related to an intra-dimer interaction corresponding to the syn�syn conformation
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Figure 5.2: Experimental (open circles) and theoretical (solid line) magnetic susceptibility

times temperature. The red line represents the �tting of Eq.(5.2) to the experimental

data, where an extrapolation, up to higher temperatures, was done using the optimized

parameters. The dashed line indicates the saturation of the χT curve (Curie constant)

for copper ions in a 2+ oxidation state.

between the copper ions, as can be seen by the dark lines in Fig. 5.1(a). As pointed

in Chapter 3, the quantum properties of several materials have been deeply analyzed

by means of thermodynamic quantities [3, 19, 25�29, 126, 127, 131, 133, 214, 215], and the

measurement of the magnetic susceptibility χ is a good benchmark [3,19,25�29,126,133]

owing to easy experimental access.] From the theoretical point of view, through the model

presented in Chapter 2, the magnetic susceptibility from the Hamiltonian of Eq. 7.11 can

be described as [23,47]

χ(T ) =
2N(gµB)2

kBT

1

3 + e−J/kBT
. (5.2)

Figure 5.2 shows the experimental data from the magnetic susceptibility of

Cu2(HCOO)4(HCOOH)2(C4H10N2), as well as, a �tting of the above to the experimental

data, where this data were corrected to account for both the temperature-independent

paramagnetism and the diamagnetic contribution obtained from the �tting using the

software DAVE-MagProp [67].

From the curve of χT (T ) for this compound, we can identify the pro�le of a

strong antiferromagnetic arrangement at high temperatures between the metal centers.

This can be interpreted as a negative intra-dimer short-range interaction related to the
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distances between the metal centers. The optimized parameters were obtained from the

�tting with J = −748.5 K (antiferromagnetically coupled ions) and g = 2.07. From

these �tting parameters, it was possible to extrapolate this thermodynamic quantity to

higher temperatures and it is clear that the system indeed dimerizes at rather elevated

temperatures, and these dimers remain isolated down to the lowest measured temperature.

It is worth noting that, for the material under consideration, the experimental

χT (T ) quantity, for the whole range of temperature considered (<300 K), is smaller

than the Curie constant of the dimer C = 1.34 × 10−4 µBK/FU-Oe; and it is a clear

signature that at least one exchange interactions into the system is larger than the thermal

energy at room temperature. As a consequence, the paramagnetic region is not reached

for the temperature range in which the susceptibility is measured and therefore these

experimental data cannot be described within the Curie�Weiss law [23].

5.3 Thermal Quantum Correlations

In order to analyze the quantum correlations by means of magnetic susceptibil-

ity, �rst, let us analyze the thermal entanglement in Cu2(HCOO)4(HCOOH)2(C4H10N2),

since we calculated in Chapter 3 the thermal quantum correlation quanti�ers in terms of

the magnetic susceptibility of a two 1/2-spin molecular magnetic system.

As mentioned before in Section 3.1, an entanglement witness is an observable

that can tell us whether, for the condition given by Eq. (3.35), a given quantum system

is entangled. If Eq. (3.35) is violated, the system's state is entangled; otherwise, if Eq.

(3.35) is satis�ed, we cannot state with certainty that the system's state is separable. This

witness is directly measured, as a function of the magnetic susceptibility, Eq. (3.67), from

which we can identify the presence of entanglement in Cu2(HCOO)4(HCOOH)2(C4H10N2),

using the experimental data and the developed model shown in Fig. 5.2, establishing a

relationship between a quantum entanglement observer and a thermodynamic property

of this compound.

In Fig. 5.3, we obtain the entanglement witness from the magnetic suscepti-

bility shown in Fig. 5.2; the witness is negative up to 420 K (Tr (ρW ) < 0), showing the

presence of entangled states in our Cu2(HCOO)4(HCOOH)2(C4H10N2) compound below

this temperature, while the states above this temperatures, for which Tr (ρW ) ≥ 0, are
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Figure 5.3: Experimental (open circles) and theoretical (solid line) Entanglement Witness

for the carboxylate based molecular magnet Cu2(HCOO)4(HCOOH)2(C4H10N2). The red

line represents the �tting of Eq.(3.67) to the experimental data, where an extrapolation, up

to higher temperatures, was done using the optimized parameters obtained from the �tting

of the magnetic susceptibility. The dashed line indicates when Eq. (3.35) is violated.

indistinguishable from this witness.

Furthermore, to quantify the amount of quantum correlations discussed in

Chapter 3 of this molecular magnetic system, as a function of the magnetic susceptibility,

shown in 5.2, we adopt the measurements of (i) entanglement of formation, which is often

used as a measurement of entanglement, de�ned by [128, 129] and discussed in Section

3.2, (ii) entropic quantum discord, which is a measurement of the amount of genuinely

quantum correlations, and (iii) geometric quantum discord, based on the Schatten 1-norm,

a well-de�ned measurement of the amount of quantum correlations of a state in terms

of its minimal distance from the set of classical states [18, 162], as widely discussed in

Section 3.3.

Figure 5.4 shows the entanglement of formation, Eq. (3.74), entropic quantum

discord (Eq. (3.112)), as well as the geometric quantum discords, Eq. (3.133), as a

function of temperature, obtained from the experimental magnetic susceptibility data

(open circles) and the extrapolated ones (solid lines), shown in 5.2.

Note that, up to ∼ 80 K, above the liquid nitrogen temperature, the entropic

discord and the entanglement achieve the maximum value of unity; i.e., the system is
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Figure 5.4: Temperature dependence of entropic (solid red) and geometric (dashed black)

quantum discords, as well as entanglement of formation (dotted blue). Owing to technical

limitations, experimental data (open circles) are measured only up to room temperature,

but the theoretical extrapolation (solid lines) goes further. The inset shows the region

where the entanglement is larger than entropic quantum discord, as well as the pure state

up to ∼ 80 K.

absolutely in the singlet ground state (pure state). Above this temperature, the entan-

glement is larger than entropic quantum discord and intercepts back to this curve at

221 K. This phenomenon in which the entanglement is larger than the quantum correla-

tions can be explained because entanglement is a mixture of purely classical and purely

quantum correlations. In addition, a direct comparison may lead to a misunderstanding,

because entanglement is a di�erent measure of quantum correlation, as already discussed

in Section 3.3., where pure entangled states contain purely quantum correlations, because

the measurement of quantum discord is reduced to an entanglement measurement, while

entangled statistical mixtures may also contain classical correlations, but they must nec-

essarily have quantum ones [15, 34, 66], because entangled states cannot be simulated or

represented from classical correlations.

From the entanglement of formation, we can verify that these copper dimers are

entangled up to temperatures of Te = 681 K when the entanglement has a sudden death,

in contrast with the entanglement witness when we identify the presence of entangled

states up to 420 K. However, from the entropic quantum discord, we can verify that this

material can support correlated quantum states up to temperatures as high as 2320 K.
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However, above 500 K, the geometric quantum discord is larger than the entropic one and

it can survive up to 9540 K, thousands of kelvins above room temperature and above the

entropic quantum discord. These are the highest temperatures that have been reported

in the literature wherein quantum correlation can be supported in solid state systems [2].

This means that the quantum correlations in this material are very stable and survive up

to the temperatures at which the material exists: 523 K [157]. It is important to emphasize

that these results are only possible because of the engineered metal�carboxylate compound

and its syn�syn conformation, which leads to a strong magnetic interaction (J = −748.5

K). Therefore, carboxylate-based molecular magnets are one path toward achieving stable

quantum correlations at room temperature.

5.4 Partial Conclusions

In summary, our aim was to provide an engineered material with high stabil-

ity of its quantum correlations against external perturbations. The dinuclear copper(II)

metal�organic framework complex Cu2(HCOO)4(HCOOH)2(C4H10N2) was successfully

synthesized, and its crystalline structure was characterized by single-crystal X-ray di�rac-

tion. From the crystal structure and the plot of χT (T ), it was possible to extract a

magnetic interaction map, where each possible interaction was analyzed and compared

with the results obtained by describing its crystal structure, and where we identi�ed the

pro�le of a strong antiferromagnetic arrangement at high temperatures between the metal

centers, interpreted as a negative intra-dimer short-range interaction ascribed to the dis-

tances between the metal centers. In this way, we construct a model with the intention

of describing its magnetic behavior from the measurement of its magnetic susceptibility,

where the optimized parameters were obtained from the �tting of χT (T ). Finally, the

quantum correlations were analyzed based on the magnetic model. We found that geo-

metric quantum discord was signi�cantly di�erent from zero (10−3) up to 9540 K, while

the entropic one shows the existence of quantum correlations up to 2320 K, even when

the entanglement is absent. It is worth noting that we identi�ed pure states up to 80 K,

close to the liquid nitrogen temperature.

This prototype material has been achieved only after successful material engi-

neering to ensure the highest exchange interaction between spin-1/2 Cu ions into a dimeric
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structure. The core element to this realization is the carboxylate group, which yielded

a very short and direct metal-to-metal extraordinarily high magnetic interaction, leading

the material to be almost immune to thermal decohering mechanisms. Therefore, the

study of metal�organic frameworks, such as carboxylate-based molecular materials, can

now open a new and exciting prospect for research in quantum information processing

toward the limits of quantum mechanics in macroscopic materials, leading to promising

applications in quantum information science such as the development of novel candidate

platforms for the processing and transmission of quantum information.
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6 In�uence of the External Pressure on the

Quantum Correlations of Molecular Magnets

In this chapter we proceed presenting the results of this thesis and show that

the degree of correlation in a spin cluster system can be a�ected by the structural parame-

ters by applying external hydrostatic pressure. We performed �rst-principles calculations

to investigate the dependence, under external pressure, of the magnetic coupling con-

stant of the metal�silicate framework KNaCuSi4O10 [33]�a Heisenberg dimer with a d9

electronic con�guration. From this we obtain the entropic quantum discord and the en-

tanglement of formation as a function of its magnetic susceptibility. Our results show

that it is possible to manipulate the degree of quantum correlation in a magnetic system

inducing a structural contraction by applying an external pressure. This leads to a better

management of the quantum properties of these systems and facilitates experimental and

theoretical research of quantum correlations via �rst principles.

6.1 Material Description

Using the Density Funtional Theory (DFT), we performed �rst-principles cal-

culations to investigate the dependence of the magnetic coupling constant of a well-known

low-dimensional molecular magnetic system, a metal�silicate framework KNaCuSi4O10

[33, 216�218], under external pressure to evaluate the in�uence on the quantum correla-

tions obtained as a function of the magnetic susceptibility of this compound.

This compound was chosen because it has synthetic analogs to the naturally

occurring mineral litidionite1 (Fig. 6.1)�a Cu2+ dimer, i.e., with a d9 electronic con�g-

uration, this material is an ideal realization of a spin-1/2 dimer, and therefore it is an

1This name was given by Scacchin in the 1980s because of its very small crystals associated with glass

of the same color found in the crater of the Vesuvius volcano [33].
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ideal realization of a two-qubit system under which we calculate the thermal quantum

correlations described in Chapter 3.

Figure 6.1: Lithionite (KNaCuSi4O10), a mineral found in the Vesuvius volcano, Campania

region, in the Gulf of Naples, Italy (font:http://www.catalogomultimediale.unina.it/

wp-content/uploads).

Its crystal structure was �rst determined in Ref. [216] and it was successfully

synthesized in Refs. [33,217,218]. The crystal structure consists of complex silicate chains

interconnected by edge-sharing CuO5 square pyramids dimerized in Cu2O8 units [33].

These dimers are magnetically isolated from each other, separated by two SiO4 corners.

According to Ref. [33], there is only one crystallographically independent metal position,

because the center of the triclinic cell inversion is at the midpoint of the metal�metal bond;

with the square pyramid distorted, litidionite exhibits a typical Jahn�Teller distortion, as

expected from Cu2+ ions in a d9 electronic con�guration [33].

6.2 First-Principles Calculations on KNaCuSi4O10

In order to obtain the properties of KNaCuSi4O10, this problem was ap-

proached by using the computational quantum mechanical modeling method of DFT

[54,69,71], one of the most popular and versatile methods available in condensed matter

physics. The calculations were performed at the National Center for High Performance

Processing in São Paulo (CENAPAD-SP), in collaboration with the State University of

http://www.catalogomultimediale.unina.it/wp-content/uploads
http://www.catalogomultimediale.unina.it/wp-content/uploads
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Feira de Santana (UEFS) and the Federal University of Bahia (UFBA).

By using the Density Functional Theory [71] in the generalized gradient ap-

proximation (GGA), the exchange and correlation function can be written generically

as

EGGA
XC [n] =

∫
f [n(~r),∇n(~r)] d3r. (6.1)

where f [n(~r),∇n(~r)] is a parametrized analytic function, whose expression is not unique

[54, 69]. Therefore, in the literature, there are several types of functional f [n(~r),∇n(~r)]

[219] with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof parametrization for the exchange-correlation func-

tional VXC[ns(~r)] [219�224]. The so called PBE functional has no empirical parameters

and is considered one of the most accurate, so it is widely used in electronic structure cal-

culations [54,69]. The Kohn�Sham equations as presented on Chapter 2, Eq. (2.57), were

solved by using the plane-wave pseudopotential method as implemented in the Quantum

ESPRESSO software [74], using the CENAPAD facilities in collaboration with UEFS and

UFBA. The plane-wave energy cuto� was 47.5 Ha for the wavefunction and 237.5 Ha for

the charge density. The k-point sampling of the Brillouin zone was done with a 5× 5× 5

grid following the Monkhorst�Pack scheme [225] and with a Marzari�Vanderbilt smearing

width of 5× 10−4 Ha [226].

Therefore, from these parameters, the crystal structure was optimized at each

volume of the unit cell. During the ionic relaxation, all positions were relaxed until

Hellmann�Feynman forces were <0.05 Ha/bohr and the total energy converged to <5 ×
10−6 Ha with respect to the Brillouin zone integration.

The equation of state (EOS) of the KNaCuSi4O10 compound was obtained

by �tting the total energy as a function of volume to the third-order Birch�Murnaghan

equation of state [227]:

P (V ) =
3B0

2

[(
V0
V

) 7
3

−
(
V0
V

) 5
3

]{
1 +

3

4
(B′0 − 4)

[(
V0
V

) 2
3

− 1

]}
, (6.2)

where P , V0, B0, and B′0 are the pressure, equilibrium volume, bulk modulus at ambient

pressure, and the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus at ambient pressure, respectively.

The values found for the parameters were as follows: V0 = 3271 a.u., B0 = 54.1 GPa, and

B′0 = 3.3. At each volume, we obtained the energies

E(V ) = E0 +
9V0B0

16
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]3
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The values found for these parameters were the following: V0 = 3271 Bohr3,

B0 = 54.1 GPa and B′0 = 3.3 GPa. Figure 6.2 shows the structural optimization curve, i.e.,

results for the total energy versus volume of the unit cell obtained for DFT calculations

and �tted by the third-order Birch�Murnaghan equation of state (Eq. (6.3)).
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Figure 6.2: Total energy versus cell volume for KNaCuSi4O10 calculated by using DFT

and �tted with the third-order Birch�Murnaghan equation of state.

For a Heisenberg spin-1/2 dimer there are two eigenvalues of energy, one being

ET for the triplet state and the other being ES for the singlet state of the dimeric unit.

Hence, its magnetic coupling constant (J) is the di�erence between these two states,

J = ES − ET . On the other hand, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem asserts that the total

energy of a system is a functional of the charge density. Thus, we have used this theorem

along with the Kohn-Sham scheme to calculate the total energy for each spin alignment

for several volumes and �tted them by using the above equation of state. Based on such

a procedure, it is possible to write the total energy as a function of pressure and we can

therefore calculate the other physical quantities from �rst principles accordingly.

By calculating the energies in Eq. (6.3) for each con�guration it is possible to

obtain the magnetic coupling for di�erent values of pressure using �rst principles calcula-

tions. Consequently, it was possible to obtain the magnetic coupling for di�erent values

of hydrostatic pressure using �rst principles calculations, as can be seen from Table 6.1;
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in addition, the temperature of entanglement (Te), Eq. (3.72), was obtained from these

values of the exchange parameters.

Table 6.1: Summary of the parameters obtained by �rst principles calculations: exchange

parameter (J), lattice parameter (a), volume of unit cell (V), and pressure applied (P); as

well as the threshold temperature of entanglement (Te) obtained from the values of the

exchange parameters.

J(K) a(Bohr) V(Bohr3)103 P(GPa) Te(K)

-2.86 � � ∼10−4 2.60

-2.91 13.053 3.229 0.708 2.648

-2.03 12.966 3.164 1.881 1.847

-1.40 12.923 3.133 2.499 1.274

-1.03 12.879 3.101 3.141 0.937

-0.45 12.842 3.075 3.692 0.41

1.09 12.778 3.029 4.696 �

2.38 12.769 3.023 4.845 �

As can be seen from Table 6.1, as we increase the hydrostatic pressure in the

system, we decrease the lattice parameter (a) and volume of the unit cell (V ). However,

by applying hydrostatic pressure, the exchange parameter of the system increases and

becomes positive, i.e., the system ceases to be ordered antiferromagnetically (an entangled

ground state) and becomes ferromagnetically ordered (a separable ground state) and due

to this there is no entanglement between the metallic centers. Hence, the temperature of

entanglement decreases with the increase of the hydrostatic pressure in the system (see

Table 6.1). It is thus possible to increase the maximum temperature below which the

system is entangled by reducing the external hydrostatic pressure.

6.2.1 Quantum Correlations as a Function of Temperature and

Pressure

The external pressure applied on a molecular magnetic system induces a struc-

tural contraction that reduces its lattice parameters, leading to strengthening or weak-
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ening of the magnetic coupling of the system, owing to its strong dependence on the

structural properties of the sample material. For the prototype material KNaCuSi4O10,

its magnetic coupling constant (J) increases and becomes positive, i.e., the system changes

from an antiparallel alignment (J < 0, the entangled ground state) to a parallel alignment

(J > 0, the separable ground state) from the application of external pressure, as can be

seen in Fig. 5.4(a). Hence, we obtain the threshold temperature (Te), Eq. (3.72), using

the magnetic coupling constant. Figure 5.4(b) shows the dependence of Te for the proto-

type compound under pressure. As can be seen, the change in magnetic alignment leads

to a decrease of Te down to the disappearance of the entanglement (see Fig. 6.3(b)), when

the system achieves a parallel alignment. This means that the degree of entanglement

in a magnetic system can be controlled by signi�cant macroscopic e�ects when applying

external pressure.

On the other hand, in order to evaluate the in�uence of external pressure on

the quantum correlations, we calculate the magnetic susceptibilities, Eq. (2.43), for the

spin-1/2 Heisenberg dimer from each magnetic coupling constant presented in Fig. 6.3(a).

By using Eqs. (3.74) and (3.112), it is possible to evaluate the quantum correlations as a

function of these susceptibilities. We obtain the quantum correlation curves measured by

this thermodynamic property for each magnetic con�guration of the system. In this way,

we establish a relationship between the quantum properties and macroscopic e�ects.

Fig. 6.4 shows the entropic (Eq. (3.112)) and geometric (Eq. (3.133)) quan-

tum discords, as well as the entanglement of formation (Eq. (3.74)) as a function of

temperature. These curves are calculated for di�erent values of the exchange parameter

J , as presented in Table 6.1. Owing to this change of the sign of the exchange parameter,

there is a gap in the correlations that maximize the quantum correlation in the system

and it can be achieved by reducing the external hydrostatic pressure. From the entan-

glement of formation (see Fig. 6.4(c)), we can verify that the system remains entangled

up to its temperature of entanglement (see Table 6.1) when the entanglement drops to

zero. However, the calculations of entropic and geometric quantum discord reveal that

this system remains quantum correlated even when the entanglement is absent, even in

a separable ground state; i.e., despite the absence of entanglement, the quantum discord

is not zero. In this way, Figs. 6.5(a), (b), and (c) show the entanglement of formation

((Eq. 3.74)) and the entropic discord (Eq. (3.112)) and geometric quantum discord (Eq.

(3.133)) curves as a function of temperature and pressure, respectively. Note that the
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Figure 6.3: (a) Magnetic coupling constant and (b) threshold temperature of entangle-

ment Te, Eq. (3.72), obtained in terms of the external pressure. The red circle is the

experimental value obtained at ambient pressure taken from Ref. [33]. The external pres-

sure induces a structural contraction on the prototype material, leading to a change of

the magnetic alignment of the system. This change yields a decrease in the degree of

entanglement by reducing Te.
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degree of quantum correlations in the system decreases by increasing the external pres-

sure as a consequence of the changes of the magnetic coupling constant, as shown in Fig.

6.3(a). Also remarkable is the management of the ground state in the system by reducing

the temperature and controlling the external pressure; it achieves this state when the

entropic discord (Fig. 6.5(a)) and entanglement (Fig. 6.5(b)) reach the maximum value

of unity. As pointed out before, the system changes from the entangled ground state to a

separable one owing to the changes of the magnetic con�guration of the system induced

by the external pressure. This is re�ected in the quantum correlations when entanglement

goes to zero (see Fig. 6.5(b)); i.e., system reaches the threshold temperature T = Te, Eq.

(3.72). Hence, a minimization of the quantum discord in the system is obtained (see Fig.

6.5(a)). However, it remains signi�cantly di�erent from zero even in separable states when

the entanglement is absent, as can be seen in Fig. 6.5(a). In this way, we can control the

quantum correlations of this molecular magnet by means of macroscopic properties such

as temperature and pressure.

Therefore, the structural contractions of the system, achieved by increasing the

external pressure, leads to a change in the magnetic con�guration of the system, as can

be seen in Fig. 6.3. As a consequence, the quantum correlations (Fig. 6.5) are drastically

a�ected, because these quantum properties are directly related to the magnetic behavior

of the system (Eqs. (3.74), (3.112), and (3.133)). Therefore, it is possible to manage the

degree of quantum correlation in a magnetic system by the control of external pressure

and temperature. Furthermore, this external pressure can be achieved experimentally by

reducing the lattice parameter of the system by chemical substitution or hydrostatically,

for example. This result can open up great opportunities for research in experimental

detection and manipulation of quantum correlations. It allows a better understanding of

the quantum properties of molecular magnets by the management of signi�cant macro-

scopic properties, leading to promising applications in quantum information science such

as the development of novel candidate platforms for quantum information processing by

means of materials engineering.

6.3 Partial Conclusions

In summary, we performed �rst-principles calculations to investigate the de-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.4: Temperature dependence of entropic (a) and geometric (b) quantum discords,

as well as the entanglement of formation (c) calculated for each value of magnetic coupling

constant J obtained by �rst-principles calculations (see Fig. 6.3). By applying hydrostatic

pressure, the system changes from the entangled ground state to a separable ground state,

yielding a gap in the correlations; in spite of that, the quantum discord reveals that this

system remains quantum correlated even when the entanglement is absent.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.5: (a) Entanglement of formation and (b) entropic and (c) geometric quantum

discord as a function of the temperature and pressure. It is worth noting that it is

possible to manage the degree of quantum correlation in a magnetic system by controlling

the external pressure and temperature.
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pendence under hydrostatic pressure of the quantum correlations of the metal�silicate

framework KNaCuSi4O10 compound, which is a Heisenberg dimer in a 3d9 electronic con-

�guration, an ideal realization of a two-qubit system (spin-1/2 dimer). We observed that

increasing the external hydrostatic pressure induces a structural contraction of the pro-

totype material, leading to a change of its magnetic alignment. This change yields a

minimization on the degree of quantum correlations in the system, because the system

changes from an antiparallel alignment (entangled ground state) to a parallel alignment

(separable ground state), induced by the sign of the magnetic coupling constant. In spite

of that, the entropic and geometric quantum discords reveal that this system remains

quantum correlated even when the entanglement is absent.

Our results have shown that the degree of correlation in a spin cluster sys-

tem can be a�ected by applying external hydrostatic pressure, demonstrating that quan-

tum correlations of a molecular magnetic system, such as the metal�silicate framework

KNaCuSi4O10, are related to signi�cant macroscopic e�ects, such as an external hydro-

static pressure, leading us to better control of quantum correlations in solid state systems

by means of materials control and engineering. Our results enable better management of

the quantum properties in magnetic systems and provides opportunities for experimental

and theoretical research of quantum correlations in these systems via �rst principles, lead-

ing to a better understanding of their quantum properties with promising applications in

emerging quantum technologies.
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7 Quantum Correlations in a Heisenberg Spin

Dimer via Neutron Scattering

In the present chapter, we show analytical expressions for the entanglement

witness, entanglement of formation, and geometric quantum discord, based on the Schat-

ten 1-norm as a function of quantities typically obtained in neutron scattering via a scalar

structure factor. Our results provide one path toward identifying the presence of quan-

tum correlations in a molecular magnet such as a Heisenberg spin-1/2 dimer by using

di�ractive properties of single crystal magnetic scattering. This is an alternative way to

describe the quantum properties of a sample material via neutron scattering experiments,

without making any assumption about their macroscopic quantities, leading to promising

applications in quantum information science.

7.1 Neutron Scattering for a Heisenberg Spin Dimer

The study of the magnetic properties of molecular materials is typically done

by approximating magnetic parameters of a Hamiltonian model by the �t of some ther-

modynamic properties, such as magnetic susceptibility, internal energy and speci�c heat

[2, 23, 30, 31, 31, 43]. In this context, correlation functions have great importance in de-

scribing these properties; in addition, they can be directly measurable, e.g., in neutron

scattering experiments via structure factors. Structure factors can be de�ned as two-point

correlations [88] and are widely used to describe the crystal structure of molecular systems

ruled by Hamiltonians [88,228,229], e.g., Heisenberg models [23].

Quantum information quanti�ers are expressed in terms of statistical correla-

tion functions [2,34,66], due to the fact that these functions are present in the elements of

the density matrix of the quantum system, linking their macroscopic properties with the

quantum ones. Therefore, it is possible to quantify the presence of quantum correlations
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in a system via structure factors [12, 22, 87, 88], since these factors are directly associ-

ated to the correlation functions; thus allowing the measurement of quantum information

quanti�ers by neutron scattering experiments.

Inspired by the papers of Cramer [22] and Marty [87], in which the structure

factor of inelastic neutron scattering in condensed matter systems was associated with an

entanglement witness, we show that it is possible to quantify the presence of quantum

correlations through structure factors obtained through inelastic neutron scattering. We

provide one path toward identifying the presence of quantum correlations in a two-qubit

system, only using di�ractive properties of inelastic neutron scattering without making

any assumption about its macroscopic properties or the external conditions under which

the neutrons are scattered, being an alternative way to describe the quantum properties

of a two-qubit system via neutron scattering experiments.

As discussed in Chapter 2 and Section 2.2.5, for a given Hamiltonian model,

one can evaluate the inelastic structure factor. Let us consider a molecular magnet as an

interacting pair of spin-1/2 particles ruled by the Heisenberg�Dirac�Van Vleck Hamilto-

nian, Eq. (2.1), an ideal realization of a two-qubit system, and, therefore, a promising

platform in quantum information processing. The so-called scalar neutron scattering

structure factor, Eq. (2.82), allows a sensitive test of the assumed Hamiltonian model,

since its properties are a�ected by the relative positions of the metallic centers of a sample

material [43].

For the system ruled by the Hamiltonian of, Eq.(2.1), from the relation

S̄(~q) =
∑

α,β

Sαβ(~q) =
∑

α,β

∑

l,m

ei~q·(~rl− ~rm)〈Sαl Sβm〉. (7.1)

by using Eq.(2.71) the pairwise spin correlation function can be extracted and written as

Cαα =
∑

q

e−i~q·~rl,mSαα(~q) (7.2)

In this way, the correlations can be accessed through di�ractive properties obtained via

neutron scattering experiments, without making any assumption about the macroscopic

properties of the target system, such as its magnetic susceptibility or speci�c heat, or

about the external conditions under which the neutrons are scattered, such as temperature

or magnetic �eld. Given the Hamiltonian model, it is possible to predict the scalar

structure factor, which can be compared to the neutron scattering experimental results

[43], as widely discussed in Chapter 1.
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7.2 Quantum Information Theoretical Quanti�ers in a

Heisenberg Spin Dimer

In this section, we will present the analytical expressions for quantum informa-

tion quanti�ers, such as entanglement witness, entanglement of formation, and geometric

quantum discord, based on the Schatten 1-norm as a function of quantities typically ob-

tained in neutron scattering via the scalar structure factor, allowing their measurement

via neutron scattering experiments.

7.2.1 Spin-Spin Correlation Function

Correlation functions have a great importance in statistical physics and quan-

tum mechanics, allowing us to �nd di�erent properties of a physical system. In addition,

they can be directly measurable, e.g., in scattering experiments [66]. Quantum infor-

mation quanti�ers are expressed in terms of statistical correlation functions [2, 34, 66],

because these functions are present in the elements of the density matrix of the quantum

system, linking their macroscopic and structural properties with the quantum ones.

For the system ruled by the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.1), from Eqs. (7.1) and

(2.71) the spin�spin correlation function can be extracted and written in terms of inte-

grated structure factor as

C = 〈Sα1 Sα2 〉 = e−i~q·(~r1−~r2)Sαα(~q), (7.3)

where α = x,y,z.

Therefore, spin�spin correlation function can be accessed through di�ractive

properties obtained via neutron scattering experiments, without making any assumption

about the macroscopic properties of the measured system or the external conditions under

which the neutrons are scattered.

The density matrix of the Heisenberg spin-1/2 dimer has the Gibbs form

ρ(T ) = e−H/kBT/Z [2, 23, 34, 66], where Z = Tr{e−H/kBT} is the partition function. By

disregarding spontaneous symmetry breaking, the reduced density matrix at sites labeled

as 1 and 2 in the computational basis {|00〉,|01〉,|10〉,|11〉} can be written on the Bell's
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diagonal mixed state [34,66]:

ρ12 =
1

4




1 + C
1− C 2C

2C 1− C
1 + C



, (7.4)

=
1

4
(1 + C ~S1 ⊗ ~S2), (7.5)

where C = 〈Sx1Sx2 〉 = 〈Sy1Sy2 〉 = 〈Sz1Sz2〉 is the Heisenberg dimer spin�spin correlation

function, that using Eq. (2.82) can be written as a function of the scattering vector,

~q = ~kout − ~kin, i.e., the di�erence between the �nal and the initial wave vectors, and the

di�erence between the position vectors ~r1 and ~r2 of the metallic centers,

C =
e−i~q(~r1−~r2)

2
[1− cos(~q · (~r1 − ~r2))] . (7.6)

This last ranges from −1 ≤ C ≤ 0 for antiparallel magnetic alignment (J < 0, the

entangled ground state) and 0 < C ≤ 1/3 for parallel magnetic alignment (J > 0, the

separable ground state) [2, 34, 66].

The spin�spin correlation function, Eq. (7.6), is depicted in Fig. 7.1 as a func-

tion of the scattering vector ~q times the distance between the metallic centers of a sample

material, ~r1 − ~r2, which can be obtained by neutron scattering experiments. It is worth

noting that the location of the zero-point correlation can provide a convenient estimate

from which distances in the system can be found in an antiparallel magnetic alignment

(πq−1/2 ≤ r1−r2 ≤ 3πq−1/2) or a parallel magnetic alignment (0 < r1−r2 < πq−1/2 and

3πq−1/2 < r1−r2 < 2πq−1 ), without any assumption about macroscopic quantities, such

as the temperature, magnetic �eld, magnetic susceptibility, internal energy, or speci�c

heat. This result has great importance in guiding us through the study of quantum infor-

mation quanti�ers in a Heisenberg spin dimer, because these quanti�ers depend directly

on the spin�spin correlation function.

7.2.2 Entanglement Witness

The detection of entanglement is usually done using an observable which iden-

ti�es the presence of entanglement in a quantum system [4, 29, 36, 115]. As mentioned

in Section 3.1, an entanglement witness is an useful tool to identify the presence of en-

tanglement, since it can tell us whether, for the condition given by Eq. (3.35), a given
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Figure 7.1: Spin�spin correlation as a function of ~q · (~r1 − ~r2), Eq. (7.6). The dashed

(green) horizontal line separates the regions with antiparallel magnetic alignment (π/2 ≤
~q · (r1 − r2) ≤ 3π/2) and parallel magnetic alignment (0 < ~q · (r1 − r2) < π/2 and

3π/2 < ~q · (r1 − r2) < 2π).

quantum system is entangled. If Eq. (3.35) is violated, the system's state is entangled;

otherwise, if Eq. (3.35) is satis�ed, we cannot state with certainty that the system's state

is separable.

As widely discussed on Chapter 3, magnetic susceptibility was proposed as a

thermodynamical entanglement witness [4, 29, 36, 115]. For a system in which [H,Sz] the
average magnetic susceptibility in a complete separable state satis�es [29,36]

χ̄ =
χx + χy + χz

3
6

(gµB)2NS

3kBT
, (7.7)

where N is the number of magnetic ions with spins-S, kB is the Boltzmann constant,

µB is the Bohr magneton, g is the Landé factor, and χ̄ is the average of the magnetic

susceptibility.

As calculated by Wie±niak, Vedral and Brukner in the reference [36], the en-

tanglement witness can be calculated in terms of the average magnetic susceptibility. In

reference [230], the magnetic susceptibility of an antiferromagnetic spin-1/2 chain is com-

pared to the correlation function measured by neutron di�raction [25]. Consequently,
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we can analytically calculate the entanglement witness for a molecular magnet such as a

Heisenberg spin-1/2 dimer in terms of its scalar structure factor using Eq.(7.6) as

W = 2 + 3e−i~q(~r1−~r2)S(~q)

= 2 +
3e−i~q(~r1−~r2)

2
[1− cos(~q · (~r1 − ~r2))] . (7.8)

Figure 7.2: Entanglement witness of a Heisenberg spin dimer, Eq.(7.8). The dashed

(green) horizontal line separates the region where the witness has a negative expectation

value, i.e., the system is in an entangled quantum state 2.45 < ~q · (~r1 − ~r2) < 3.85.

In Fig. 7.2, we show the entanglement witness for a Heisenberg spin dimer,

Eq. (7.8), as a function of ~q · (r1 − r2). The witness has a negative expectation in the

range 2.45 < ~q · (~r1 − ~r2) < 3.85, revealing the presence of entangled states. This result is

compatible with the last ones, because in this band the system is found in an antiparallel

magnetic alignment (entangled ground state), as can be seen in Fig. 7.1. We have thus

provided one way to identify the presence of entanglement in a molecular magnet, such as

a Heisenberg spin dimer, by using di�ractive properties obtained via neutron scattering

experiments, without making any assumption about macroscopic quantities.
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7.2.3 Entanglement of Formation

In order to quantify the amount of entanglement in the Heisenberg spin-1/2

dimer and make a comparison with the entanglement witness, we will adopt the measure-

ment of entanglement of formation de�ned by [128,129]

E = −Γ+ log2 (Γ+)− Γ− log2 (Γ−) , (7.9)

with

Γ± =
1±
√

1− C2

2
, (7.10)

where C is the concurrence [4,65,128,129]. The concurrence can be written as a function

of the scalar structure factor, Eq.(??), in terms of spin-spin correlation function, Eq.(7.6),

as follows:

C = max
[
0,−1

2

(
1 + 3e−i~q(~r1−~r2)S(~q)

)]
. (7.11)

The equation above shows that the concurrence of a Heisenberg spin-1/2 dimer

is also related to the di�ractive properties, which can be obtained by neutron scattering

experiments.

In sequence, we show in Fig. 7.3 (a) the entanglement of formation as a

function of the scattering vector ~q times the distance between the metallic centers ~r1 −
~r2 of a Heisenberg spin-1/2 dimer, Eq.(7.9). It is possible to identify a maximum of

entanglement at r1 − r2 = πq−1, where the system is found in an antiparallel magnetic

alignment with an entangled pure state. It is worth noting that there are entangled states

at 2.0 . ~q · (r1 − r2) . 4.2, above the band where the entanglement is identi�ed on the

entanglement witness. In Fig. 7.3 (b), we make a comparison between the entanglement

of formation and the entanglement witness. As can be seen, the positive expectation

value of the witness, separated by the dashed (green) line, does not imply separability.

However, the negative expectation value necessarily implies the presence of entangled

quantum states in the system.

7.2.4 Geometric Quantum Discord

Despite quantum entanglement providing one path toward �nding pure quan-

tum correlations, it does not encompass all quantum correlations in a system. The
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.3: (a) Entanglement of formation as a function of ~q · (~r1 − ~r2), Eq.(7.9). The

dashed (green) vertical line highlights the maximum of entanglement, where the system

is in an antiparallel magnetic alignment with an entangled pure state. (b) We make a

comparison between the entanglement of formation and the entanglement witness. The

dashed (green) horizontal line separates the region where the witness has a negative

expectation value, i.e., the system is in an entangled quantum state.

measurement of the total amount of quantum correlations has been called quantum dis-

cord [2, 9�18,148,157].

As discussed in Chapter 3 the calculation of quantum discord is a rather com-

plicated task, even for a two-qubit system, such as a Heisenberg spin-1/2 dimer [2, 157].

This fact has stimulated alternative measurements of quantum information theoretical

quanti�ers as the geometric quantum discord [2]. In this context, the geometric quan-

tum discord, based on the Schatten 1-norm, is one path toward achieving a well-de�ned

measurement of quantum correlations in a quantum system [2] and it can be de�ned as

QG(ρ) = min
ω
‖ρ− ρc‖, (7.12)

where ‖X‖ = Tr
[√

X†X
]
is the 1-norm, ρ is a given quantum state and ω is the set of

closest classical-quantum states ρc [2, 18, 157], whose general form is given by

ρc =
∑

k

pkΠ
{1}
k ⊗ ρ

{2}
k , (7.13)

with 0 ≤ pk ≤ 1 and
∑

k pk = 1; {Π{1}k } denotes a set of orthogonal projectors for
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subsystem 1, and ρ{2}k is a general reduced density operator for the subsystem 2 [18,157].

Then, for a Heisenberg spin dimer, the geometric quantum discord, based on

the Schatten 1-norm, can be written as a function of the scalar structure factor as:

QG(S) =

∣∣∣∣
1

4
S(~q)

∣∣∣∣

=

∣∣∣∣
1− cos(~q · (~r1 − ~r2))

4

∣∣∣∣ . (7.14)

(a) (b)

Figure 7.4: (a) Geometric quantum discord as a function of ~q · (~r1 − ~r2). The dashed

(green) vertical line highlights the point where the system is in an antiparallel magnetic

alignment with an entangled pure state. (b) Comparison between the geometric quantum

discord and the entanglement of formation; it is possible to identify the presence of quan-

tum correlations when the entanglement is absent and even when the system is found in

a parallel magnetic alignment with a separable quantum state.

Fig. 7.4 (a) shows the geometric quantum discord as a function of the scat-

tering vector ~q times the distance between the metallic centers, ~r1 − ~r2, of the sample

material, Eq. (7.14). We identify a maximum of quantum correlation at r1 − r2 = πq−1.

This is compatible with the previous results, where at this point the system is found in

an entangled pure state (see Fig. 7.3(a)). Fig. 7.4(b) makes a comparison between the

geometric quantum discord and the entanglement of formation. As can be seen, it is

possible to identify the presence of quantum correlations when the entanglement is absent
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and even when the system is found in a parallel magnetic alignment with a separable

quantum state (0 < ~q · (r1 − r2) < π/2 and 3π/2 < ~q · (r1 − r2) < 2π) (see Fig. 7.1);

furthermore, the points of zero discord coincide with the points of zero correlation (π/2

and 3π/2), indicating the absence of magnetic interaction (J = 0) between the magnetic

ions.

Therefore, we have provided one way to �nd the geometric quantum corre-

lations in a Heisenberg spin dimer by using di�ractive properties obtained via neutron

scattering experiments, without making any assumption about their macroscopic quanti-

ties.

7.3 Partial Conclusions

In summary, our main result was to provide to the literature analytical expres-

sions for quantum information quanti�ers, such as the entanglement witness, entanglement

of formation, and geometric quantum discord as a function of quantities typically obtained

in neutron scattering via a scalar structure factor. We provided one path toward identify-

ing the presence of quantum correlations and quantum nonlocality in a two-qubit system

such as a Heisenberg spin-1/2 dimer, using di�ractive properties and without making any

assumption about macroscopic properties or the external conditions under which the neu-

trons are scattered. We presented an alternative way to describe the quantum properties

of a sample material via neutron scattering experiments. Our results open opportunities

for the detection and manipulation of quantum correlations through neutron scattering

experiments in magnetic systems, such as the molecular magnets ruled by Heisenberg

Hamiltonians, leading to promising applications in quantum information science, since

these materials can be promising platforms in quantum information processing.
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8 General Conclusions and Outlooks

8.1 Conclusions

In this thesis we explore the potential of molecular magnetic systems to be pro-

totype materials for quantum information technology, highlighting the design and char-

acterization of isotropically coupled pairs of spin 1/2 particles, i.e., a molecular magnetic

system in a d9 electronic con�guration such as Cu ions in the 2+ oxidation state. We

addressed the detection and manipulation of quantum information quanti�ers, such as

entanglement of formation, entropic and geometric quantum discord by measuring the

thermodynamic properties of solids, such as magnetic susceptibility, internal energy, spe-

ci�c heat, and, in addition we propose the measurement of magnetic neutron scattering

data to the characterization of quantum correlations in low-dimensional molecular mag-

netic systems.

Our results strengthen the fact that molecular magnets may be somewhat

immune to decohering mechanisms. In Chapter 5, we showed that carboxylate-based

molecular magnets can support quantum correlations thousands of kelvins above room

temperature. We provided an engineered material with a high stability of its quantum

correlations against external perturbations, from which the entropic and geometric quan-

tum discord, based on the Schatten 1-norm, was extensively explored. The analytical

formulas for the quantum correlations were derived as a function of temperature by using

the magnetic susceptibility of the compound and the analysis of the data suggests the

existence of entanglement up to temperatures of 681 K, while the measure of quantum

discord reveals that this system remains in the singlet ground state up to ∼ 80 K. In addi-

tion, quantum correlations would remain up to 9540 K, thousands of Kelvin above room

temperature, even without entanglement. As a result, we obtained very stable quantum

correlations up to 513 K, the limit at which this material can exist�hundreds of Kelvin
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above room temperature.

In Chapter 6, we showed that external pressure can induce structural con-

traction in a metal�silicate framework, leading to a change of its magnetic alignment

and decreasing the degree of quantum correlations in the system. As a consequence, the

ground state of this system can be handled by controlling the temperature and pressure.

Therefore, the quantum properties of molecular magnetic systems can be controlled and

manipulated by the management of signi�cant macroscopic properties, opening a new and

exciting prospect for processing and implementation of quantum information, as well as

for discovering and understanding the limits of the quantum world, leading to promising

applications in quantum information science such as the enhancement of quantum prop-

erties in low-dimensional molecular magnets by material engineering to the development

of novel candidate platforms for the processing and transmission of quantum information.

In addition, in Chapter 7, we established a relationship between the detection

of quantum correlations and di�ractive properties of neutron scattering, enabling the

measurement of nonclassical correlations in molecular magnetic materials via neutron

scattering experiments, paving the way for research in experimental detection of quantum

information quanti�ers, and leading to a better understanding of its quantum properties.

Our main result was to provide analytical expressions for quantum information quanti�ers,

such as the entanglement witness, entanglement of formation, Bell's inequality violation,

and geometric quantum discord as a function of quantities typically obtained in neutron

scattering in single crystal materials via the scalar structure factor. We provided one

path toward identifying the presence of quantum correlations in a two-qubit system such

as a Heisenberg spin-1/2 dimer, using di�ractive properties and without making any

assumption about macroscopic properties or the external conditions under which the

neutrons are scattered.

In summary, the study of molecular magnets can now open a large range of

opportunities for research toward the limits of quantum mechanics. These results allow

better management of the quantum properties in molecular magnetic systems and pro-

vide new opportunities for experimental and theoretical research of quantum correlations

in these systems, leading to a better understanding of their quantum properties with

promising applications in emerging quantum technologies, such as the development of

new devices based on molecular magnetic systems for quantum computation.
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8.2 Future Works

Through the results presented in this thesis, we show that the electronic spin

of low-dimensional molecular magnetic systems are promising candidates for the codi�-

cation and processing of quantum information. Thus, as a perspective for future works,

based on the works of Leuenberger and Loss [208], which propose an implementation of

Grover's algorithm using molecular magnets,showing that molecular magnetic systems

can be used to construct dense and e�cient memory devices based on Grover's algorithm,

we intend to study the implementation of quantum algorithms through quantum logic

gates in low-dimensional molecular magnetic systems. From the computational materials

science point of view, we intend to simulate electronic paramagnetic resonance (EPR)

technique, through density functional theory (DFT) in the gauge including projected

augmented wave (GIPAW) approach on the Quantum ESPRESSO software [75�82], us-

ing CENAPAD facilities.

Therefore, we can study the creation of quantum logic gates with the molecu-

lar magnet spins in a theoretical point of view. In addition, we could theoretically plan

the implementation of a quantum logic gate, proposing new prototype materials with the

structure and properties required for such a logic gate, by the development of �rst prin-

ciples calculations, in order to study how di�erent topological aspects a�ect the quantum

properties of molecular magnetic systems, by using DFT. We will evaluate the e�ect of

topology on the quantum correlations of a molecular magnetic systems, through the anal-

ysis of quantum information theoretical quanti�ers and the development of theoretical

models for the characterization of the thermodynamic properties of proposed prototype

materials through DFT calculations.

As a consequence, from these theoretical results, we expect to obtain new

topologies of molecular magnetic systems with optimized quantum properties. This can

be seen as a molecular engineering for quantum computing. In this context, exploring

these results is extremely interesting because we can test the creation and improvement

of quantum correlations in several prototype material, and the protection of the quantum

states of molecular magnetic systems against decoherence mechanisms through a deep

analysis of the e�ects of external agents such as temperature, pressure and magnetic �elds,

on the quantum properties of low-dimensional molecular magnetic systems. Aiming to

detect, quantify and manipulate the quantum properties of these materials, and propose
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future experiments using EPR in the molecular magnet to test whether to implement

some logic gates.

In addition, we intend to study thermal e�ects in discord-like quantum correla-

tions as quantum interferometric power, and phenomenological characteristics of quantum

systems as quantum coherence through the measurement of the thermodynamic properties

of low dimensional molecular magnetic systems. In order to investigate how a metrological

quantities and phenomenological properties of the quantum nature of a magnetic system

can be used to infer the degree of its quantum correlations, and analyze the quantum

properties of multipartite molecular magnetic systems such as larger spin clusters and

chains as well as to study the nonequilibrium thermodynamics of quantum processes in

molecular magnets by using the magnetocaloric e�ect.
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A DAVE MagProp Tutorial

For the adjustment of the susceptibility data, and the calculation of the re-

quired parameters for the characterization of the molecular magnets studied in this the-

sis, we used DAVE - MagProp (Data Analysis and Visualization Environment) software

(freeware) [67]. In this Appendix, we will present a brief tutorial for DAVE-MagProp,

highlighting the construction of theoretical models in molecular magnetism.

Step 1: Opening the program and Importing the data.

Let us start by opening the DAVE program, go to "Analysis"→"MagProp:

Workup and Analysis of Magnetic Data". Let us import the chiT data as a function of

temperature as can be seen in Fig.A.1. In the "File"→"Read Ascii File" options click in

"Browse", select the �le, set the position of the columns, and click "Acept".

Figure A.1: Print from the DAVE-MagProp program screen. Import scheme of chiT

data as a function of temperature.

An important observation is that the data units of chiT must be in emuK/mol,
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and the temperature in Kelvin.

Step 2: Writing the Hamiltonian Model.

After importing the experimental data we will write the spin Hamiltonian.

DAVE-MagProp has a Hamiltonian generator, to open it click "Generate Hamiltonian"→"Hamiltonian

Matrix Generator"(see Fig.A.2).

Figure A.2: Print from the DAVE-MagProp program screen. Opening "Hamiltonian

Matrix Generator"

Open the Hamiltonian generator, click on "New Hamiltonian", then de�ne the

name of the Hamiltonian �le, and the number of metallic centers of the proposed model

for the geometric spin con�guration in question, then click "Accept". In the following

window, de�ne the value of the angular momentum of each metallic center based on the

state of oxidation and the symmetry of each magnetic ion (see Fig.A.3).

Then, use the menu on the right to de�ne the scalar, and vector products

between the spin operators and build the desired Hamiltonians (Fig.A.4). Then, click on

"Create Matrices" to create the Hamiltonian matrix. Once this is done, return to the

MagProp screen.
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Figure A.3: Print screen from the Hamiltonian generator program of DAVE-MagProp

software.

Figure A.4: Print screen from the Hamiltonian generator program of DAVE-MagProp

software. De�ning the products among the spin operators.

Figure A.5: Print screen from the Hamiltonian generator program of DAVE-MagProp

software. Creating the Hamiltonian matrix.
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Step 3: Adjusting the experimental data and extracting the optimized param-

eters.

It is also possible to include the diamagnetic contribution in the susceptibil-

ity model, for this click "Diamagnetism/TIP"→"Include Diamagnetism Correction/TIP

term in Model", as shown in Fig.A.6

Note that, in the lower left corner of the screen there will be a table with

the respective optimized parameters introduced in the Hamiltonian (Fig.A.7). Click in

"Re�ne on data", the program will calculate the energy spectrum, and the magnetic

susceptibility numerically and will give us the optimized parameters of the model.

Figure A.6: Including the diamagnetic contribution in the susceptibility model.

The program displays the exchange parameters J ′s in the unit of cm−1 (1.4K),

and the diamagnetic contribution in emu/Oe(9.274 · 1021µB/Oe). Finally, to export the

adjusted data with the parameters simply click on"File"→"Save as Ascii".
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Figure A.7: Re�ning the experimental data.
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Abstract – The control of quantum correlations in solid-state systems by means of material
engineering is a broad avenue to be explored, since it makes possible steps toward the limits of
quantum mechanics and the design of novel materials with applications on emerging quantum
technologies. In this context, this letter explores the potential of molecular magnets to be proto-
types of materials for quantum information technology. More precisely, we engineered a material
and from its geometric quantum discord we found significant quantum correlations up to 9540 K
(even without entanglement); and, in addition, a pure singlet state occupied up to around 80 K
(above liquid nitrogen temperature). These results could only be achieved due to the carboxylate
group promoting a metal-to-metal huge magnetic interaction.

Copyright c© EPLA, 2016

Quantum entanglement has received a considerable at-
tention as a remarkable resource for quantum information
processing [1–3]. In spite of that, it is fragile and can
easily vanish due to the inevitable interaction of the sys-
tem with its environment [4]; and due to this condition,
it was thought that entanglement could only exist at low
temperatures. However, recently, it has been shown that
entanglement can also exist at higher temperatures, and
can be detected through the measurement of some ther-
modynamic observables [5–17].

Nevertheless, quantum entanglement does not encom-
pass all quantum correlations in a system and recent
studies have greatly expanded the notion of quantum cor-
relations [18–29]; and the measure of quantum excess of
correlations has been named as quantum discord [19–21].
In the last years, it was understood that quantum discord
has an important role in many quantum information pro-
cessing even without entanglement. Notably, this quantity
can also detect quantum phase transitions [25,30,31].

Despite much effort by the scientific community, there
are only a few results on the analytical expression of

(a)E-mail: clebsonscruz@yahoo.com.br

quantum discord; and only for a certain class of states
an exact solution is known [23–27,32,33]. This fact stimu-
lated alternative measurements of quantum discord, theo-
retically and experimentally [22,24,29,34–36]. The recent
demonstration that quantum discord can be measured by
the thermodynamic properties of solids, such as magnetic
susceptibility, internal energy [35–37], specific heat [35,36]
and even neutron scattering data [22], shows that quan-
tum correlations can be related to significant macroscopic
effects allowing the measurement and the control of quan-
tum correlations in solid-state systems by means of ma-
terial engineering. Thus, the design of novel materials
becomes an actual challenge to overcome.

In this direction, molecular magnets can be an excel-
lent opportunity to achieve this goal as prototypes of
materials for quantum information technology. They com-
bine classical properties, found in any macroscopic mag-
net, with quantum ones, such as quantum interference and
entanglement. The large gap between the ground state
and the first-excited state found in some materials allows
the existence of entangled quantum states at higher tem-
peratures [6,11,13,17]. The study of molecular magnets
opens thus the doors for new research toward the limits of

40004-p1
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quantum mechanics; and several aspects are worthy of a
thorough research, such as (i) how robust are their quan-
tum features against temperature and (ii) how large sys-
tems can support these properties. These results would
lead to promising applications in quantum technologies,
specially devices based on quantum correlations.

In this context, we show in this letter that carboxylate-
based compounds can support quantum correlations
thousands of kelvins above room temperature. We re-
port the crystal structure and magnetic susceptibility
of a carboxylate-based molecular magnet with formula
[Cu2(HCOO)4(HCOOH)2(piperazine)]; from which the
entropic and geometric quantum discord, based on the
Schatten 1-norm [38,39], are extensively explored. The an-
alytical formulas for the quantum correlations are derived
as a function of the temperature using the magnetic sus-
ceptibility of the compound and the analysis of the data
suggests the existence of entanglement up to temperatures
of 681 K, while the measure of quantum discord reveals
that this system keeps at the singlet ground state up to
around 80 K. In addition, quantum correlations would
remain up to 9540 K, thousands of kelvins above room
temperature, even without entanglement. Thus, we ob-
tain very stable quantum correlations up to 513 K, the
limit where this material can exist —hundreds of kelvins
above room temperature1. Due to the material topology,
these results represent the highest temperatures, reported
to date, wherein quantum correlations can be supported.

As pointed out before, to obtain such strongly entan-
gled states at high temperature, we need to maximize the
gap between the ground state and the first-exited state.
Thus, we have designed materials with such features to
enhance their quantum properties, and then study the
entropic and geometric quantum discord. The dinuclear
copper (II) complex [Cu2(μ-HCOO)4(HCOO)2]piperazine
was the successful prototype synthesized, and its molecu-
lar structure is presented in fig. 1.

Single-crystal structure analysis revealed that the com-
pound is composed of a dimeric cupric tetraformate unit,
with a short Cu-Cu internuclear separation of 2.628(2) Å
and one piperazine molecule. The dimer is formed by
opposing square pyramidal CuO5 with a very small dis-
tortion —see fig. 1(a). The base oxygen atoms on the
adjoining pyramids are part of the four-connecting car-
boxylate groups in a syn-syn conformation leading to a
strong magnetic interaction between the dimers ions. The
apical oxygen of the pyramid is connected, via the HCOO
group (Cu-O = 2.12(1) Å), to the other carboxylate group.
The crystal structure is stabilized by the intermolecular
N-HO hydrogen bonding with N(10) · · ·O(7) = 2.722(2) Å
and N(10) · · ·O(8)ii = 2.745(2) Å (ii = 1+x, y, z) forming
an infinite two-dimensional network.

From the magnetic point of view, the designed com-
pound [Cu2(μ-HCOO)4(HCOO)2]piperazine is of highest

1This result was obtained by Thermogravimetric Analysis
(TGA), not shown.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: (Color online) Crystal structure of [Cu2(µ-HCOO)4
(HCOO)2]piperazine compound with (a) local dimer polyhe-
dron representation and (b) dimeric sheet view, where the
arrows represent the reduced magnetic structure of the com-
pound. Color scheme: Cu —green; O —red; N —blue.

interest, since it shows a short interaction path between
the metal centers. From their crystal structure, previously
described, it is possible to extract the magnetic structure,
as shown in fig. 1(b). In this structure, copper dimers,
with an intramolecular separation of 2.628(2) Å, are sepa-
rated each other by a distance of 6.776(1) Å. These dimers
are arranged in linear chains along the a-axis, and these
chains are separated from each other, along the c-axis, by
a distance of 8.176(1) Å, forming thus sheets of copper
dimers —see fig. 1(b). Magnetically speaking, due to the
much higher intra- and inter-chain distances, in compar-
ison to the Cu-Cu intra-dimer distance, we considered a
model of isolated dimers. Considering the Cu(II) ions un-
der consideration have a d9 electronic configuration, this
material is an ideal realization of a spin-(1/2) dimer. The
present model has one exchange parameter: J , related
to an intra-dimer interaction corresponding to the syn-
syn conformation, as can be seen in fig. 1(a). Thus, the
Hamiltonian expression of this system is simply written as

H = −J �S1 · �S2 − gμB
�B · (�S1 + �S2), (1)

where g is the isotropic Lande factor.
The quantum properties of several materials have been

deeply analyzed by means of thermodynamic quanti-
ties [5–17], and the magnetic susceptibility χ has been

40004-p2
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Fig. 2: (Color online) Experimental (open circles) and theoret-
ical (solid line) magnetic susceptibility vs. temperature. The
red line represents the fitting of eq. (2) to the experimental
data, where an extrapolation, up to higher temperatures, was
done using the optimized parameters. The dashed line indi-
cates the Curie constant for a Cu-Cu dimer.

a good benchmark [5–8,10–13,17] due to the easy experi-
mental access. For the material under consideration, the
experimental χT quantity, for the whole range of tem-
perature considered (< 300 K), is smaller than the Curie
constant of the dimer C = 1.34 × 10−4 μBK/FU-Oe; and
it is a clear signature that at least one exchange interac-
tion into the system is larger than the thermal energy at
room temperature. As a consequence, the paramagnetic
region is not reached for the temperature range in which
the susceptibility is measured and therefore this experi-
mental data cannot be described within the Curie-Weiss
law. These results are shown in fig. 2. From the theoret-
ical point of view, the magnetic susceptibility due to the
Hamiltonian of eq. (4) can be described as [40,41]:

χ(T ) =
2N(gμB)2

kBT

1

3 + e−J/kBT
(2)

and a fitting of the above to the experimental data (shown
in fig. 2) were obtained with J = −748.5 K (antiferromag-
netically coupled ions) and g = 2.07. This fitting was
performed using DAVE-MagProp [42], a software that an-
alyzes and processes magnetic data. From these fitting
parameters, it was possible to extrapolate this thermody-
namic quantity to higher temperatures and it is clear that
the system indeed dimerizes at rather elevated tempera-
tures, and these dimers remain isolated down to the lowest
measured temperature.

To go further and analyse the quantum correlations by
means of magnetic susceptibility, firstly, the spin-spin cor-

relation function c(T ) = 〈S(i)
1 S

(i)
2 〉, where i = x, y, z, must

be written as a function of the magnetic susceptibility χ.
For this prototype material, i.e., an ideal spin-(1/2) dimer,
it reads as

c(T ) =
2kBT

N(gμB)2
χ(T ) − 1. (3)

From the above, the quantum discord can now be writ-
ten as a function of the magnetic susceptibility. Quantum
discord can be defined in terms of the von Neumann en-
tropy S(ρAB) = −Tr [ρAB log2 ρAB], where ρAB is the
density matrix of a composite system. The total cor-
relation I(ρA : ρB) = S(ρA) + S(ρB) − S(ρAB) is
split into the quantum part Q and the classical ones
C(ρAB) [19,20,23–28,43], where the classical correlation of
the composite system ρAB is defined as

C(ρAB) = max

[
S(ρA) −

∑

k

pkS (ρk)

]
, (4)

where the maximum is taken over all positive operator-
valued measurements (POVMs) {Bk} performed locally
only on subsystem B, with the conditional state ρk =
(IA ⊗ Bk)ρ(IA ⊗ Bk)/pk and the probability to obtain the
outcome k pk = Tr [(IA ⊗ Bk)ρ(IA ⊗ Bk)].

Thus, the amount of genuinely quantum correlations,
called quantum discord can be introduced as an entropic
measure of quantum correlation in a quantum state, de-
fined as the difference between the total and the classical
correlation, Q(ρAB) = I(ρA : ρB) − C(ρAB). Thus, the
entropic quantum discord depending on the magnetic sus-
ceptibility reads as

QE(T ) =
1

4
{[4 − 3αTχ(T )] log2 [4 − 3αTχ(T )]

+ 3αTχ(T ) log2 [αTχ(T )]}

− 1

2
{[1 + |αTχ(T ) − 1|] log2 [1 + |αTχ(T ) − 1|]

+ [1 − |αTχ(T ) − 1|] log2 [1 − |αTχ(T ) − 1|]},

(5)

where α = 2kB/N(gμB)2.
On the other hand, the geometric quantum discord,

based on Schatten 1-norm, is a well-defined measure-
ment of the amount of quantum correlations of a state
in terms of its minimal distance from the set ω of classical
states [28,43]. Geometric quantum discord reads then as

QG(ρ) = min
ω

‖ρ − ρc‖, (6)

where ‖X‖ = Tr
[√

X†X
]

is the 1-norm, ρ is a given quan-

tum state and ρc a closest classical-quantum state [28,43].
It is described in refs. [28,38,39] and [43] for a Bell

diagonal state and can now be written as a function of
the magnetic susceptibility as

QG(T ) =
1

2

∣∣∣∣
2kBT

N(gμB)2
χ(T ) − 1

∣∣∣∣ (7)

Furthermore, in order to make a comparison between
the quantum discord and the amount of entanglement in
the system under consideration, we adopt the measure of
entanglement of formation, which is oftenly used as a mea-
surement of entanglement, defined by [44,45]

E = −E+ − E−, (8)
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Fig. 3: (Color online) Temperature dependence of entropic
(solid red line) and geometric (dashed black line) quantum dis-
cords, as well as entanglement of formation (dotted blue line).
Due to tecnhical limitations, experimental data (open circles)
are measured only up to room temperature, but the theoretical
extrapolation (solid lines) goes further. The inset shows the re-
gion where the entanglement is larger than entropic quantum
discord, as well as the pure state up to around 80K.

where

E± =
1 ±

√
1 − C2

2
log2

(
1 ±

√
1 − C2

2

)
(9)

and C is the concurrence [1,44,45], that can now be written
as a function of the magnetic susceptibility as

C = −1

2

[
2 + 3

2kBT

N(gμB)2
χ(T )

]
, T < Te (10)

and zero otherwise; where Te ≈ |J |/kB ln(3) ≈ 0.91|J |/kB

is the temperature of entanglement, the maximum tem-
perature below which there is entanglement [3,6,11,12].

Figure 3 shows the entropic (eq. (5)) and geometric
quantum discords (eq. (7)), as well as the entanglement
of formation (eq. (8)), as a function of temperature, ob-
tained from the experimental magnetic susceptibility data
—open circles— and the extrapolated ones —solid lines.
Note that, up to around 80 K (above the liquid nitrogen
temperature) the entropic discord and the entanglement
achieve the maximum value of unity, i.e., the system is
absolutely in the singlet ground state (pure state). Above
this temperature, the entanglement is larger than entropic
quantum discord and intercepts back this curve at 221 K.
This phenomenon in which the entanglement is larger than
the quantum correlations can be explained due to the fact
that entanglement is a mixture of purely classical and
purely quantum correlations. In addition, a direct com-
parison may lead to a misunderstanding, since entangle-
ment is a different measurement of quantum correlation,
as already discussed in refs. [26,35] and [36].

From the entanglement of formation we can verify that
these copper dimers are entangled up to temperatures of
Te = 681 K when the entanglement has a sudden death.
However, from the entropic quantum discord we can verify
that this material can support correlated quantum states
up to temperatures as high as 2320 K. However, above
500 K the geometric quantum discord is larger than the
entropic one and it can survive up to 9540 K, thousands
of kelvins above room temperature and above the entropic
quantum discord. These are the highest temperatures re-
ported in the literature wherein quantum correlation can
be supported in solid-state systems. This means that the
quantum correlations in this material are very stable and
survives up to the temperatures in which the material
exists: 523 K (see footnote 1). It is important to em-
phasize that these results are only possible due to the
engineered metal-carboxylate compound and its syn-syn
conformation, that leads to a strong magnetic interaction
(J = −748.5 K). Therefore, carboxylate-based molecular
magnets are one path toward achieving stable quantum
correlations at room temperature.

In summary, our main result was to provide to the lit-
erature an engineered material with a high stability of its
quantum correlations against external perturbations. We
found that geometric quantum discord is significantly dif-
ferent from zero up to 9540 K, while the entropic one shows
the existence of quantum correlations up to 2320 K; even
when the entanglement is absent. Also remarkable is the
realization of a pure state up to 83 K. This prototype ma-
terial has been achieved only after a successful material
engineering to ensure the highest exchange interaction be-
tween spin-(1/2) Cu ions into a dimeric structure. The
core element to this realization is the carboxylate group,
that yielded a very short (and direct) metal-to-metal ex-
traordinarily high magnetic interaction and leads the ma-
terial to be immune to decohering mechanisms. The study
of this class of materials can now open a large avenue for
research towards the limits of quantum mechanics, leading
to promising applications in quantum technologies.
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Abstract – The study of quantum correlations in solid-state systems is a large avenue for research
and their detection and manipulation are an actual challenge to overcome. In this context, we show
by using first-principles calculations on the prototype material KNaCuSi4O10 that the degree of
quantum correlations in this spin cluster system can be managed by external hydrostatic pressure.
Our results pave the way for research in detection and manipulation of quantum correlations in
magnetic systems with promising applications in quantum information science.

Copyright c© EPLA, 2017

Introduction. – Quantum correlations play an impor-
tant role in quantum information science as a remarkable
resource in quantum information processing [1–4]. The
existence of pure quantum correlations has been usually
inferred by the presence of entanglement. Nevertheless,
although quantum entanglement provides a way to find
out pure quantum correlations, it does not encompass all
quantum correlations of the system [5–28]. Nowadays, the
notion of quantum correlations has been greatly expanded;
and the measure of quantumness of the correlation has
been named quantum discord. The study of quantum dis-
cord has been attracting considerable attention due to its
important role in many quantum information processing
even when the entanglement is absent [4,5,15,16,23].

Despite much effort by the scientific community, the
characterization of quantum correlations consists in a
rather complicated task, theoretically and experimen-
tally speaking [5,24–30], specially in condensed-matter
systems; since this difficulty increases with the number

(a)E-mail: clebsonscruz@if.uff.br

of constituents of the system. This fact has stimulated
alternative measurements of quantum correlations, allow-
ing a better control of these quantum properties in these
systems [5,15,16,24–29].

In the past few years, it was understood that quan-
tum discord can be evaluated through the measurement
of some thermodynamic properties of solids, such as mag-
netic susceptibility [5,15,16], internal energy [15,16], spe-
cific heat [5,15,16] and diffractive properties of neutron
scattering [29]. Recently, it has been shown that quantum
discord can also exist at higher temperature, for instance,
at thousands of kelvins above room temperature [5], show-
ing that quantum correlations are related to significant
macroscopic effects, allowing a better control of quantum
correlations in solid-state systems by means of materials
engineering [5].

In this context, we show in the present work that the de-
gree of correlation in a spin cluster system can be affected
by the structural parameters, by applying external hydro-
static pressure. We performed first-principles calculations
to investigate the dependence, under external pressure,
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of the magnetic coupling constant of the metal-silicate
framework KNaCuSi4O10 [31] —a Heisenberg dimer on
a d9 electronic configuration; from which we obtain the
entropic quantum discord and the entanglement of for-
mation as a function of its magnetic susceptibility. Our
results show that it is possible to manipulate the degree
of quantum correlation in a magnetic system inducing a
structural contraction by applying an external pressure.
This leads to a better management of the quantum prop-
erties of these systems and paves the way for experimen-
tal and theoretical research of quantum correlations via
first principles, leading to a better understanding of these
quantum properties with promising applications in emerg-
ing quantum technologies.

Pairwise quantum correlations in a prototype
material. – Our prototype material in which we investi-
gate the influence of an external pressure on the quantum
correlations via first-principles calculations is the metal-
silicate framework KNaCuSi4O10 [31]. This compound is
synthetic analog to a natural occurring mineral litidion-
ite, a Heisenberg dimer in a d9 electronic configuration
and, therefore, an ideal realization of a two-qubit sys-
tem (spin-(1/2) dimer) ruled by a Heisenberg-Dirac-Van

Vleck Hamiltonian H = −J �S1 · �S2 [23,32], where J is the
magnetic coupling constant [32]. The magnetic suscep-
tibility of this system satisfies the Bleaney-Bowers equa-
tion [32,33]:

χ(T ) =
2N(gμB)2

kBT

1

3 + e−J/kBT
, (1)

where, g is the Landé factor, μB is the Bohr magneton, kB

is the Boltzmann constant and N is the number of dimers.
The density matrix of the system under consideration

has the Gibbs form, ρ(T ) = e−H/kBT /Z [5,15,16,32],
where Z = Tr{e−H/kBT } is the partition function. It can
be written on Bell’s diagonal mixed state in the computa-
tional basis {|00〉, |01〉, |10〉, |11〉} [15,16]:

ρ(T ) =
1

4

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 + c(T ) 0 0 0
0 1 − c(T ) 2c(T ) 0
0 2c(T ) 1 − c(T ) 0
0 0 0 1 + c(T )

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

=
1

4
(1 + c(T )�S1 · �S2), (2)

where

c(T ) = 〈�S(1)
1 · �S2

2〉 = −1 +
4

3 + e−2J/kBT
(3)

is the pairwise correlation function.
As calculated in ref. [5], it is possible to write the pair-

wise correlation function of the Heisenberg dimer as a
function of its magnetic susceptibility, eq. (1), at finite
temperature,

c(T ) =
2kBT

N(gμB)2
χ(T ) − 1. (4)

Hence, with c(T ), one can easily obtain the quantum cor-
relations of KNaCuSi4O10, as a function of their magnetic
susceptibility [15,16,28].

The total amount of correlation in the system which
is identified by the mutual information I(ρA : ρB) =
S(ρA)+S(ρB)−S(ρAB) can be splitted into the quantum
part Q and the classical ones C(ρAB), where S(ρAB) =
−Tr[ρAB log2 ρAB ] is the von Neumann entropy [5,17,18,
23–25,28,29,34–38]. The amount of genuinely quantum
correlations, called quantum discord can be defined as the
difference between the total and the classical correlation,
Q(ρAB) = I(ρA : ρB) − C(ρAB). This difference is due to
the quantum effects on the correlation between the sub-
systems A and B. Thus, the entropic quantum discord de-
pends on the magnetic susceptibility of the compound as

Q(T ) =
1

4
{[2 − 3αTχ(T )] log2 [2 − 3αTχ(T )]

+ 3αTχ(T ) log2 [αTχ(T )]}

− 1

2
{[1 + |αTχ(T ) − 1|] log2 [1 + |αTχ(T ) − 1|]

+ [1 − |αTχ(T ) − 1|] log2 [1 − |αTχ(T ) − 1|]} ,

(5)

where α = 2kB/N(gμB)2 [5].
Furthermore, in order to quantify the amount of entan-

glement in this spin system and make a comparison with
the measurements of quantum discord, we adopt the mea-
surement of entanglement of formation defined by [39,40]

E = −Λ+ log2 (Λ+) − Λ− log2 (Λ−) , (6)

where

Λ± =
1 ±

√
1 − C2

2
(7)

and C is the concurrence [1,39,40] that is written as a
function of the magnetic susceptibility as [5,15,16]

C =

⎧
⎨
⎩

− 1
2

[
2 + 3

2kBT

N(gμB)2
χ(T )

]
, T < Tt,

0, T ≥ Tt,
(8)

where
Tt ≈ 0.91|J |/kB (9)

is the threshold temperature, the maximum temperature
below which there is entanglement in the system [41,42].

First-principles calculations. – We performed first-
principles calculations to investigate the dependence of the
magnetic coupling constant of the metal-silicate frame-
work KNaCuSi4O10 [31] under external pressure in order
to evaluate this influence on the quantum correlations ob-
tained as a function of the magnetic susceptibility of this
compound.

Technical details. We approached this problem by us-
ing the density functional [43] theory (DFT) in
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with
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Fig. 1: (Colour online) Total energy vs. cell volume for
KNaCuSi4O10 calculated by DFT and fitted using the third-
order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state.

the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof parametrization for the
exchange-correlation functional [44]. The Kohn-Sham
equations were solved by using the plane-wave pseu-
dopotential method as implemented in the Quantum
ESPRESSO software [45]. The plane-wave energy cut-
off was 47.5Ha for the wave function and 237.5Ha for the
charge density. The k-point sampling of the Brillouin zone
was done with an 5 × 5 × 5 grid following the Monkhorst-
Pack scheme [46] and with a Marzari-Vanderbilt smear-
ing width of 5 · 10−4 Ha [47]. The crystal structure was
optimized at each volume of the unit cell. During the
ionic relaxation, all positions were relaxed until Hellmann-
Feynman forces were less than 0.05Ha/bohr and the total
energy converged below to 5 · 10−6 Ha with respect to the
Brillouin zone integration. The equation of state (EoS)
of the KNaCuSi4O10 compound was obtained by fitting
the total energy as a function of volume to the third-order
Birch-Murnaghan equation [48]:

E(V ) = E0 +
9V0B0

16

⎧
⎨
⎩

[(
V0

V

) 2
3

− 1

]3

B′
0

+

[(
V0

V

) 2
3

− 1

]2 [
6 − 4

(
V0

V

) 2
3

]⎫
⎬
⎭ , (10)

where V0, B0 and B′
0 are the equilibrium volume, the

bulk modulus at ambient pressure and its pressure deriva-
tive, respectively. The values found for these parameters
were the following: V0 = 3271 bohr3, B0 = 54.1GPa
and B′

0 = 3.3. Figure 1 shows the structural optimization
curve, i.e., the results for the total energy vs. the volume
of the unit cell obtained for DFT calculations and fit-
ted by the third-order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state
(eq. (10)).

For a Heisenberg spin-(1/2) dimer there are two eigen-
values of the energy, one being ET the triplet state and
the other ES being the singlet state of the dimeric unit.
Hence, its magnetic coupling constant (J) is the difference
between these two states J = ES−ET . On the other hand,
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Fig. 2: (Colour online) (a) Magnetic coupling constant and
(b) threshold temperature (Tt) obtained as a function of the
external pressure. The red dot is the experimental value ob-
tained at ambient pressure taken from ref. [31]. The external
pressure induces a structural contraction on the prototype ma-
terial leading to a change of the magnetic alignment of the
system. This change yields a decrease on the degree of entan-
glement by reducing Tt.

the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem asserts that the total energy
of a system is a functional of the charge density. Thus, we
have used this theorem along with the Kohn-Sham scheme
to calculate the total energy for each spin alignment for
several volumes and fitted them by using the above equa-
tion of state. Based on such procedure it is possible to
write the total energy as a function of pressure and we
can therefore calculate the other physical quantities from
first principles accordingly.

Results. The external pressure applied on a molec-
ular magnetic system induces a structural contraction
that reduces its lattice parameters leading to trengthen-
ing or weakening of the magnetic coupling of the sys-
tem, due to its strong dependence with the structural
properties of the sample material. For the prototype ma-
terial KNaCuSi4O10 its magnetic coupling constant (J)
increases and becomes positive, i.e., the system changes
from an antiparallel alignment (J < 0 —entangled ground
state) to a parallel alignment (J > 0 —separable ground
state) due to the application of an external pressure, as
can be seen in fig. 2(a). Hence, we obtain the threshold
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: (Colour online) (a) Entropic quantum discord and
(b) entanglement of formation as a function of the temperature
and pressure. It is worth noting that it is possible to manage
the degree of quantum correlation in a magnetic system by the
control of external pressure and temperature.

temperature (Tt), eq. (9), using the magnetic coupling
constant. Figure 2(b) shows the dependence of Tt in the
prototype compound under pressure. As can be seen, the
change in the magnetic alignment leads to the decrease
of Tt down to the disappearance of the entanglement (see
fig. 2(b)), when the system achieves a parallel alignment.
This means that the degree of entanglement in a magnetic
system can be controlled by significant macroscopic effects
when applying external pressure.

On the other hand, in order to evaluate the influence
of external pressure on the quantum correlations, we cal-
culate the magnetic susceptibilities (eq. (1)) from each
magnetic coupling constant presented in fig. 2(a). Using
eqs. (5), (6), it is possible to evaluate the quantum corre-
lations as a function of these susceptibilities. We obtain
the quantum correlation curves measured by this thermo-
dynamic property for each magnetic configuration of the
system. Thus, we establish a relationship between the
quantum properties with significant macroscopic effects.

In sequence, fig. 3(a) and (b) shows the entropic quan-
tum discord (eq. (5)) and entanglement of formation

(eq. (6)) curves as a function of the temperature and
pressure, respectively. Note that the degree of quantum
correlations in the system decreases by increasing the
external pressure as a consequence of the changes of the
magnetic coupling constant as shown in fig. 2(a). Also
remarkable is the management of the ground state in the
system by reducing the temperature and controlling the
external pressure; it achieves this state when the entropic
discord (fig. 3(a)) and entanglement (fig. 3(b)) reach the
maximum value of unity. As pointed out before, the
system changes from the entangled ground state to a sep-
arable one due to the changes of the magnetic configura-
tion of the system induced by the external pressure. It is
reflected in the quantum correlations when entanglement
goes to zero (see fig. 3(b)), i.e., the system reaches the
threshold temperature T = Tt, eq. (9). Hence, this fact
yields a minimization on the quantum discord in the sys-
tem (see fig. 3(a)). However, it remains significantly dif-
ferent from zero even in separable states when the entan-
glement is absent as can be seen in fig. 3(a). In this way,
we can control the quantum correlations of this molecu-
lar magnet by means of macroscopic properties such as
temperature and pressure.

Therefore, the structural contraction on the system,
achieved by increasing the external pressure, lead to a
change in the magnetic configuration of the system, as can
be seen in fig. 2. As a consequence, the quantum correla-
tions (fig. 3) are drastically affected, since these quantum
properties are directly related to the magnetic behaviour
of the system (eqs. (5), (6)). Thus, it is possible to man-
age the degree of quantum correlation in a magnetic sys-
tem by the control of external pressure and temperature.
Furthermore, this external pressure can be achieved ex-
perimentally reducing the lattice parameter of the system
by chemical substitution or hydrostatically, for example.
This fact opens a large avenue for research in experimen-
tal detection and manipulation of quantum correlations. It
allows a better understanding of the quantum properties
of molecular magnets by the management of significant
macroscopic properties, leading to promising applications
in quantum information science such as the development
of novel candidate platforms for quantum information pro-
cessing by means of materials engineering.

Conclusions. – In summary, we performed first-
principles calculations to investigate the dependence under
hydrostatic pressure, of the quantum correlations of the
prototype material KNaCuSi4O10, which is a Heisenberg
dimer in a d9 electronic configuration and, consequently,
an ideal realization of a two-qubit system (spin-(1/2)
dimer). We show that an external pressure induces a struc-
tural contraction on the prototype material, leading to a
change of its magnetic alignment. This changes yields a
minimization on the degree of the quantum correlations
in the system; showing that quantum correlations are re-
lated to significant macroscopic effects. Also remarkable
is the possibility to handle the ground state by controlling
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the temperature and pressure. Our results allow a better
management of the quantum properties in magnetic sys-
tems and pave the way for experimental and theoretical
research of quantum correlations in these systems via first
principles, leading to a better understanding of their quan-
tum properties with promising applications in the emerg-
ing quantum technologies.
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The characterization of quantum information quanti¯ers has attracted a considerable attention

of the scienti¯c community, since they are a useful tool to verify the presence of quantum

correlations in a quantum system. In this context, in the present work we show a theoretical

study of some quanti¯ers, such as entanglement witness, entanglement of formation, Bell's
inequality violation and geometric quantum discord as a function of the di®ractive properties of

neutron scattering. We provide one path toward identifying the presence of quantum correla-

tions and quantum nonlocality in a molecular magnet as a Heisenberg spin-1=2 dimer,

by di®ractive properties typically obtained via neutron scattering experiments.

Keywords: Neutron scattering; quantum correlations; entanglement production and
manipulation; Bell's inequality violation.

1. Introduction

The study of quantum correlations has been subject of numerous investigations in

the last few years, since it is a remarkable resource in quantum information science.

In this regard, quantum information quanti¯ers1–25 are useful tools to verify the

presence of quantum correlations in a quantum system. In spite of that, the detection

of quantum correlations is a di±cult task, theoretically and experimentally

speaking.13,15–17,21,26–28 Nowadays, it is understood that quantum correlations can be

quanti¯ed through the measurements of some macroscopic properties of magnetic

systems.13,17,29,30

The study of the magnetic properties of molecular materials is typically done

approximating magnetic parameters of a Hamiltonian model by the ¯t of some

thermodynamic properties, such as magnetic susceptibility, internal energy and

speci¯c heat.17,31–34 In this context, correlation functions have great importance in
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describing these properties; in addition, they can be directly measurable, e.g. in

neutron scattering experiments via structure factors. Structure factors can be de¯ned

as two-point correlations35 and are widely used to describe the crystal structure of

molecular systems ruled by Hamiltonians,35–37 e.g. Heisenberg models.31

Quantum information quanti¯ers are expressed in terms of statistical correlation

functions,17,29,30 due to the fact that these functions are present in the elements of the

density matrix of the quantum system, linking their macroscopic properties with the

quantum ones. Therefore, it is possible to quantify the presence of quantum corre-

lations in a system via structure factors,13,35,38,39 since these factors are directly

associated to the correlation functions; thus allowing the measurement of quantum

information quanti¯ers by neutron scattering experiments.

In this scenario, the present work shows analytical expressions for the entangle-

ment witness, entanglement of formation, Bell's inequality violation, and geometric

quantum discord, based on the Schatten 1-norm as a function of quantities typically

obtained in neutron scattering via a scalar structure factor. Our results provide one

path towards identifying the presence of quantum correlations and quantum non-

locality in a molecular magnet such as a Heisenberg spin-1=2 dimer, by di®ractive

properties. This is an alternative way to describe the quantum properties of a sample

material via neutron scattering experiments, without making any assumption about

their macroscopic quantities, leading to promising applications in quantum infor-

mation science.

2. Neutron Scattering for a Heisenberg Spin Dimer

The study of molecular magnetic materials is typically done through the approach of

the magnetic parameters of a Hamiltonian model, by the ¯t of some thermodynamic

properties, e.g. magnetic susceptibility, internal energy, and speci¯c heat.17,31–34 For

a given Hamiltonian model, one can evaluate the inelastic structure factor, which

allows a sensitive test of the assumed model, since their properties are a®ected by the

relative positions of the metallic centers of a sample material.32

Let us consider a molecular magnet as an interacting pair of spin-1=2 ruled by the

Heisenberg-Dirac-Van Vleck Hamiltonian,

H ¼ �JS1 � S2: ð1Þ
This is an ideal realization of a two qubit system; and therefore, a promising platform

in the quantum information processing.

Once Eq. (1) is invariant under spin rotation, the total spin s ¼ s1 þ s2 is a good

quantum number.31,32 From the Clebsch–Gordon series the spectrum consists in an

s ¼ 1 triplet and s ¼ 0 singlet.31 Diagonalizing it, we obtain the energy eigenvalues

Es and eigenvectors js;msi31,32:

Es¼1 ¼
1

4
J ; ð2Þ
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Es¼0 ¼ � 3

4
J ; ð3Þ

js ¼ 1;ms ¼ þ1i ¼ j00i; ð4Þ
js ¼ 1;ms ¼ 0i ¼ 1ffiffiffi

2
p ðj01i þ j10iÞ; ð5Þ

js ¼ 1;ms ¼ �1i ¼ j11i; ð6Þ
js ¼ 0;ms ¼ 0i ¼ 1ffiffiffi

2
p ðj01i � j10iÞ: ð7Þ

In magnetic neutron scattering, neutrons interact magnetically with the atoms of

the target sample. From the Van Hove formalism,40 the partial di®erential cross

section of an incident neutron in a magnetic system with initial state j ii is expressed
in terms of time-dependent correlation functions

d2�

d!d�
¼ 1

Z

gi;��r0
2

� �2 X
�;�;l;m

��;� �
q�q�
jqj2

� �
½FlðqÞgl;���½FmðqÞgm;��

�
Z

dt

2�
ei½!tþq�ðrl�rmÞ�h ijS�lS �

mðtÞj ii; ð8Þ

where the sum run over all magnetic sites l and m, which are the lth and mth spins

with position vectors rl and rm, respectively. Furthermore, � is the neutron magnetic

moment; r0 ¼ e2=mec
2 is the classical electron radius; FiðqÞ is the magnetic form

factor; �, � ¼ x; y; z; ! is the energy transferred to the target magnetic system;

q ¼ kout � kin is the di®erence between the ¯nal and the initial wave vectors (scat-

tering vector); and ¯nally, S �
l are the spin operators. Thus, the di®erential cross-

section is proportional to the neutron scattering structure factor tensor that is

written in terms of the pairwise correlation function13,38,39,41:

S ð�;�Þðq; !Þ ¼
Z

dt

2�

X
l;m

ei½!tþq�ðrl�rmÞ�h ijS�lS �
mðtÞj ii: ð9Þ

Due to the transitions between the discrete energy levels, Eqs. (2) and (3), the

time integral shown in Eq. (9) gives a delta function �ðEf � Ei � }!Þ, where }! is the

transfer energy.32 Integrating Eq. (9) over energies, we obtain the integrated struc-

ture factor 35,38,39

SðqÞ ¼
X
�;�

S��ðqÞ ¼
X
�;�

X
l;m

eiq�ðrl�rmÞhS �
l S

�
mi: ð10Þ

Therefore, for the speci¯c case of a Heisenberg spin dimer, Eq. (1), one can de¯ne

the so-called exclusive structure factor as a function of the scattering vector q,32 for

the excitation of the ¯nal states in the magnetic multiplet j fi, Eqs. (4)–(7), from the

given initial state j ii
S ð�;�Þ

fi ðqÞ ¼
X
f

h ijU †
�ðqÞj fih f jU�ðqÞj ii; ð11Þ

Quantum correlations and Bell's inequality violation in a Heisenberg spin
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where

U�;�ðqÞ ¼
X
rl

S
ð�;�Þ
l eiq�rl ; ð12Þ

and the sum taken over all magnetic ions in a unit cell.13,32,39

For the js ¼ 0;ms ¼ 0i initial state (antiparallel magnetic alignment), Eq. (7),

only s ¼ 1 ¯nal states are excited, Eqs. (4)–(6). Thus, one can de¯ne the scalar

neutron scattering structure factor, SðqÞ, for the Heisenberg 1=2-spin dimer32 by

S ð�;�Þ
fi ðqÞ ¼ ��;�SðqÞ: ð13Þ

Using the eigenvectors given by Eqs. (4)–(7) in Eq. (11), we evaluate the inelastic

neutron scattering intensities, that are given by structure factors32 for the Heisenberg

spin-1=2 dimer, Eq. (1). Thus, we obtain the scalar neutron scattering structure

factor as calculated in Ref. 32:

SðqÞ ¼ 1

2
½1� cosðq � ðr1 � r2ÞÞ�: ð14Þ

Thus, given the Hamiltonian model, it is possible to predict their scalar structure

factor, which can be compared to the neutron scattering experiments results.32

3. Quantum Information-Theoretic Quanti¯ers in a Heisenberg
Spin Dimer

In this section, we will present the analytical expressions for quantum information

quanti¯ers, such as entanglement witness, entanglement of formation, Bell's in-

equality violation and geometric quantum discord, based on the Schatten 1-norm as a

function of quantities typically obtained in neutron scattering via scalar structure

factor, allowing their measurement via neutron scattering experiments.

3.1. Spin-spin correlation function

Correlation functions have a great importance in statistical physics and quantum

mechanics, allowing us to ¯nd di®erent properties of a physical system. In addition, it

can be directly measurable, e.g. in scattering experiments.30 Quantum information

quanti¯ers are expressed in terms of statistical correlation functions,17,29,30 due to

the fact that these functions are present in the elements of the density matrix of

the quantum system, linking their macroscopic and structural properties with the

quantum ones.

For the system ruled by the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), from Eqs. (10) and (13) the

spin-spin correlation function can be extracted and written in terms of integrated

structure factor

C ¼ hS �
1 S

�
2 i ¼ e�iq�ðr1�r2ÞS��ðqÞ; ð15Þ

where � ¼ x; y; z.
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Thus, spin-spin correlation function can be accessed through di®ractive properties

obtained via neutron scattering experiments, without making any assumption about

the macroscopic properties of the measured system or the external conditions under

which the neutrons are scattered.

Using Eq. (14), spin-spin correlation function can be written as a function of the

scattering vector, q ¼ kout � kin, i.e. the di®erence between the ¯nal and the initial

wave vectors, and the di®erence between the position vectors r1 and r2 of the metallic

centers.

C ¼ e�iqðr1�r2Þ

2
½1� cosðq � ðr1 � r2ÞÞ�: ð16Þ

This ranges from �1 � C � 0 for antiparallel magnetic alignment (J < 0 —

entangled ground state) and 0 < C � 1=3 for parallel magnetic alignment (J > 0 —

separable ground state).17,29,30

The spin-spin correlation function, Eq. (16), is depicted in Fig. 1 as a function of

the scattering vector q times the distance between the metallic centers of a sample

material r1 � r2, which can be obtained by neutron scattering experiments. It is

worth noting that, the location of the zero point correlation can provide a convenient

estimate for which distances in the system can be found in an antiparallel magnetic

alignment (�q�1=2 � r1 � r2 � 3�q�1=2) or a parallel magnetic alignment (0 < r1 �
r2 < �q�1=2 and 3�q�1=2 < r1 � r2 < 2�q�1), without any assumption about mac-

roscopic quantities, such as the temperature, magnetic ¯eld, magnetic susceptibility,

Fig. 1. (Color online) Spin-spin correlation as a function of q � ðr1 � r2Þ, Eq. (16). The dashed (green)
horizontal line separates the regions with antiparallel magnetic alignment (�=2 � q � ðr1 � r2Þ � 3�=2) and

parallel magnetic alignment (0 < q � ðr1 � r2Þ < �=2 and 3�=2 < q � ðr1 � r2Þ < 2�).

Quantum correlations and Bell's inequality violation in a Heisenberg spin
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internal energy or speci¯c heat. This result has a great importance to guide

us through the study of the quantum information quanti¯ers in a Heisenberg

spin dimer, since these quanti¯ers depend directly on the spin-spin correlation

function.

3.2. Entanglement witness

The detection of entanglement is usually done using an observable which identi¯es

the presence of entanglement in a quantum system.2–5 This observable, the so-called

entanglement witness (W), has a negative expectation value whether the system is in

an entangled quantum state (W < 0) and otherwise positive. However, the positive

expectation value does not imply the presence of separable quantum states. Recently,

magnetic susceptibility was proposed as a thermodynamical entanglement wit-

ness.2–5 As calculated by Wieśniak, Vedral and Brukner in Ref. 4, the entanglement

witness can be calculated in terms of the average magnetic susceptibility. In Ref. 8

the magnetic susceptibility of an antiferromagnetic spin-1/2 chain is compared to the

correlation function measured by neutron di®raction.42 Thus, we can analytically

calculate the entanglement witness for a molecular magnet such as a Heisenberg spin-

1=2 dimer, in terms of its scalar structure factor using Eq. (16) as follows:

W ¼ 2þ 3e�iqðr1�r2ÞSðqÞ

¼ 2þ 3e�iqðr1�r2Þ

2
½1� cosðq � ðr1 � r2ÞÞ�: ð17Þ

In Fig. 2, we show the entanglement witness for a Heisenberg spin dimer, Eq. (17),

as a function of q � ðr1 � r2Þ. The witness has a negative expectation at the range

2:45 < q � ðr1 � r2Þ < 3:85, revealing the presence of entangled states. This result is

compatible to the last ones, since in this band the system is found in an antiparallel

magnetic alignment (entangled ground state), as can be seen in Fig. 1. Thus, we

provide one way to identify the presence of entanglement in a molecular magnet, such

as a Heisenberg spin dimer, by di®ractive properties obtained via neutron scattering

experiments, without making any assumption about their macroscopic quantities.

3.3. Entanglement of formation

In order to quantify the amount of entanglement in the Heisenberg spin-1=2 dimer

and make a comparison with the entanglement witness, we will adopt the measure-

ment of entanglement of formation de¯ned by6,7:

E ¼ ��þ log2ð�þÞ � �� log2ð��Þ; ð18Þ
with

�� ¼ 1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� C2

p

2
; ð19Þ
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where C is the concurrence.1,2,6,7 The concurrence can be written as a function of the

scalar structure factor, Eq. (14), in terms of spin-spin correlation function, Eq. (16),

as follows:

C ¼ max 0;� 1

2
ð1þ 3e�iqðr1�r2ÞSðqÞÞ

� �
: ð20Þ

The equation above shows that the concurrence of a Heisenberg spin-1=2 dimer is

also related to the di®ractive properties, which can be obtained by neutron scattering

experiments.

In sequence, we see in Fig. 3 (a) the entanglement of formation as a function of the

scattering vector q times the distance between the metallic centers r1 � r2 of a

Heisenberg spin dimer, Eq. (18). It is possible to identify a maximum of entanglement

at r1 � r2 ¼ �q�1, where the system is found in an antiparallel magnetic alignment

with an entangled pure state. It is worth noting that there are entangled states at

2:0.q � ðr1 � r2Þ. 4:2, above the band where the entanglement is identi¯ed on the

entanglement witness. In Fig. 3(b), we make a comparison between the entanglement

of formation and the entanglement witness. As can be seen, the positive expectation

value of the witness, separated by the dashed (green) line, does not imply separa-

bility. However, the negative expectation value necessarily implies in the presence of

entangled quantum states in the system.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Entanglement witness of a Heisenberg spin dimer, Eq. (17). The dashed (green)
horizontal line separates the region where the witness has a negative expectation value, i.e. the system is in

an entangled quantum state 2:45 < q � ðr1 � r2Þ < 3:85.
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3.4. Bell's inequality violation

Bell's inequality violation9 has an important role in the quantum information theory,

as a necessary and su±cient condition for the usefulness of quantum states in the

communication complexity of protocols.43 For a Heisenberg spin-1=2 dimer, the Bell's

inequality test5,10 is related to the measurement of the Bell operator.5

B ¼ n1 � S� ðn2 � S� n4 � SÞ þ n3 � S� ðn2 � Sþ n4 � SÞ; ð21Þ
where n1 � S is the projection of the spin on the direction n.

Using the set of directions fn1;n2;n3;n4g ¼ fð0; 0; 1Þ; ð�1; 0;�1Þ= ffiffiffi
2

p
; ð�1; 0; 0Þ;

ð�1; 0; 1Þ= ffiffiffi
2

p g, Eq. (21) becomes B ¼ ffiffiffi
2

p ðSx � Sx þ Sz � SzÞ. Therefore
jhBij ¼ 2

ffiffiffi
2

p
jSðqÞj

¼ 2
ffiffiffi
2

p
j1� cosðq � ðn1 � r2ÞÞj: ð22Þ

Thus, from Eq. (22), it is possible to verify whether there is a Bell's inequality

violation via neutron scattering experiments.

In Fig. 4, we see the mean value of the Bell operator as a function of the scattering

vector q times the distance between the metallic centers r1 � r2 of a target sample of

neutron scattering, Eq. (22). As can be seen, the Bell's inequality is violated in

2:0.q � ðr1 � r2Þ. 4:2, where there is a maximum violation in r1 � r2 ¼ �q�1, when

the system is in an entangled pure state, see Fig. 3(a). It is compatible to the previous

result obtained from the entanglement of formation, where we found entangled

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Entanglement of formation as a function of q � ðr1 � r2Þ, Eq. (18). The dashed
(green) vertical line highlights the maximum of entanglement, where the system is in an antiparallel

magnetic alignment with an entangled pure state. (b) We make a comparison between the entanglement of
formation and the entanglement witness. The dashed (green) horizontal line separates the region where the

witness has a negative expectation value, i.e. the system is in an entangled quantum state.
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quantum states at the same band. Therefore, it is possible to verify the quantum

nonlocality in a Heisenberg spin dimer by di®ractive properties obtained in neutron

scattering experiments.

3.5. Geometric quantum discord

Despite quantum entanglement providing one path toward ¯nding pure quantum

correlations, it does not encompass all quantum correlations in a system. The mea-

surement of the total amount of quantum correlations has been called quantum

discord.11–23

The calculation of quantum discord is a rather complicated task, even for a two-

qubit system, such as a Heisenberg spin-1=2 dimer.17,19 This fact has stimulated

alternative measurements of quantum information-theoretical quanti¯ers as the

geometric quantum discord.17 In this context, the geometric quantum discord, based

on the Schatten 1-norm, is one path towards achieving a well-de¯ned measurement of

quantum correlations in a quantum system17 and it can be de¯ned as

QGð�Þ ¼ min
!

jj�� �cjj; ð23Þ

where jjXjj ¼ Tr½
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X †X

p
� is the 1-norm, � is a given quantum state and ! is the set of

closest classical-quantum states �c,
17,19,20 whose general form is given by

�c ¼
X
k

pk�
f1g
k � �

f2g
k ; ð24Þ

Fig. 4. (Color online) Mean value of Bell operator as a function of q � ðr1 � r2Þ, Eq. (22). The dashed

(green) horizontal line separates the region where the Heisenberg dimer violates the Bell's inequality.

Quantum correlations and Bell's inequality violation in a Heisenberg spin
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with 0 � pk � 1 and
P

kpk ¼ 1; f�f1g
k g denotes a set of orthogonal projectors for

subsystem 1, and �
f2g
k is a general reduced density operator for the subsystem 2.19,20

Thus, for a Heisenberg spin dimer, the geometric quantum discord, based on the

Schatten 1-norm, is written as a function of the scalar structure factor as follows:

QGðSÞ ¼
1

4
SðqÞ

����
����

¼ 1� cosðq � ðr1 � r2ÞÞ
4

����
����: ð25Þ

Figure 5(a) shows the geometric quantum discord as a function of the scattering

vector q times the distance between the metallic centers r1 � r2 of a sample material,

Eq. (25). We identify a maximum of quantum correlation at r1 � r2 ¼ �q�1, this is

compatible to the previous results, where at this point the system is found in an

entangled pure state, see Fig. 3(a). Figure 5(b) makes a comparison between the

geometric quantum discord and the entanglement of formation. As can be seen, it is

possible to identify the presence of quantum correlations when the entanglement is

absent and even when the system is found in a parallel magnetic alignment with a

separable quantum state (0 < q � ðr1 � r2Þ < �=2 and 3�=2 < q � ðr1 � r2Þ < 2�), see

Fig. 1; furthermore, the points of zero discord coincide with the points of zero

correlation (�=2 and 3�=2), indicating the absence of magnetic interaction (J ¼ 0)

between the magnetic ions.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (Color online) (a) Geometric quantum discord as a function of q � ðr1 � r2Þ. Dashed (green)

vertical line highlights the point where the system is in an antiparallel magnetic alignment with an

entangled pure state. (b) We make a comparison between the geometric quantum discord and the en-
tanglement of formation; it is possible to identify the presence of quantum correlations when the entan-

glement is absent and even when the system is found in a parallel magnetic alignment with a separable

quantum state.
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Therefore, we provide one way to ¯nd the geometric quantum correlations in a

Heisenberg spin dimer, by di®ractive properties obtained via neutron scattering

experiments, without making any assumption about their macroscopic quantities.

4. Conclusions

In summary, our main result was to provide to the literature analytical expressions

for quantum information quanti¯ers, such as the entanglement witness, entangle-

ment of formation, Bell's inequality violation and geometric quantum discord as a

function of quantities typically obtained in neutron scattering via scalar structure

factor. We provide one path towards identifying the presence of quantum correla-

tions and quantum nonlocality in a two-qubit system such as a Heisenberg spin-1=2

dimer, using di®ractive properties without making any assumption about its mac-

roscopic properties or the external conditions under which the neutrons are scattered.

We present an alternative way to describe the quantum properties of a sample ma-

terial via neutron scattering experiments. Our results open doors for the detection

and manipulation of quantum correlations through neutron scattering experiments in

magnetic systems, such as the molecular magnets ruled by Heisenberg Hamiltonians;

leading to promising applications in quantum information science, since these

materials can be promising platforms in quantum information processing.
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